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Chapter 1

Developmental Control of Asymmetric 
Cell Division

Introduction
During cell division a cell duplicates its genetic mate-
rial and segregates one intact copy into each daughter 
cell. However, cell division has many aspects in addi-
tion to the propagation of the genome. For instance, 
some cells divide asymmetrically, which contributes 
to the generation of cell diversity and maintenance 
of stem cell populations throughout the development 
and life of the organism.

Two different mechanisms of asymmetric cell di-
vision exist. In one case the fate of the daughter cells 
is established by contact with a niche1, in the other 
case the fate of the daughter cells is established by an 
intrinsically asymmetric division of the mother cell2. 
These latter intrinsically asymmetric divisions follow 
a strict developmental program and much of the ma-
chinery has been conserved from nematodes to mam-
mals3,4.

For an intrinsic asymmetric cell division to occur 
a mother cell needs to polarize and asymmetrically 
localize cell-fate determinants according to the axis 
of polarity. By also positioning the mitotic spindle 
along the axis of polarity, cell cleavage will generate 
daughter cells with different sets of cell-fate determi-
nants, ensuring that they adopt different fates5 (Figure 
1). The decision between symmetric and asymmetric 
cell divisions is important for the balance between 
cell self-renewal and differentiation. Premature dif-
ferentiation of daughter cells can lead to hypoplasia 
of tissues, while uncontrolled self-renewal can lead to 
hyperplasia or even tumors. Here we discuss how the 
asymmetric cell-division machinery is conserved be-
tween organisms, and what role the machinery plays 
during neurogenesis.

Model organism for asymmetric cell division:
C. elegans embryonic divisions
The mechanisms for asymmetric cell division have 
been extensively studied in the embryos of the nema-
tode Caenorhabditis elegans6. The size and fate of the 
early embryonic blastomeres relies on the asymmetric 
positioning of the spindle and asymmetric localization 
of cell fate determinants. Oocytes in C. elegans do not 
yet have an axis of polarity. They remain arrested in 
diakinesis of meiosis I until the oocyte is fertilized, at 
which point the meiotic spindle is eccentrically local-
ized only 4 µm away from the future anterior cortex7. 
After fertilization the meiotic spindle is pulled closer 
to the cell cortex, through the action of the plus-end 
directed motor protein kinesin-18. At this point both 
poles of the meiotic spindle are at equal distance from 
the cell cortex. In order to segregate half of the DNA 
into a polar body, the spindle needs to rotate by 90º 
before the onset of DNA segregation: a process that 
was not understood at the start of this thesis. Together 
the eccentric localization and rotation of the meiotic 
spindle is crucial to preserve the volume of the egg 
and to properly segregate the DNA into polar bodies.

The zygote does not establish anterior-posterior 
(A-P) polarity until ~30 minutes after fertilization, 
following completion of meiosis. The establishment 
of polarity is dependent on the relaxation and retrac-
tion of the actomyosin cytoskeleton towards one side 
of the embryo, which is initiated at the site of sperm 
entry9. The sperm-derived centrosomes have been 
reported to be essential in breaking the symmetry 
in actomyosin contractions9. In addition, paternally 
provided CYK-4, a Rho GTPase-activating protein 
(GAP), may play a critical role10. The inactivation of 

Introduction

The fusion of a spermatozoon with an ovum marks the beginning of a developmental process 
that will give rise to a new organism. The zygote that is formed after fertilization is packed with 
nutrients when it starts off its journey of cell division, cell migration, cell differentiation, cell 
growth and cell death. All the individual processes need to be tightly regulated so that the zygote 
can transform itself into a multi-cellular organism with an ordered array of cells, tissues and 
organs with specialized functions. Two fundamental aspects of development, asymmetric cell 
division and cell-cycle control, will be introduced below and are the focus of this thesis. 
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Symmetric Asymmetric

Figure 1. Spindle positioning determines the 
cleavage plane. By rotating the spindle during mitosis 
a cell can control how cell fate determinants are seg-
regated to daughter cells.

First mitosis- Anaphase Second Mitosis - Prophase

PAR-3 / PAR-6 / PKC-3
PAR-2 / PAR-1
LIN-5 / GPR-1/2

Gα
GPR-1/2
LIN-5

dynein

a

c
Wild type (asymmetric) gpr-1/2 RNAi (symmetric)

LIN-5
ASPM-1
DNA

b

Figure 2. The first embryonic cell divisions in C. 
elegans are asymmetric. (a) The one-cell embryo is 
polarized, PAR-3/PAR-6/PKC-3 localize to the anterior 
and PAR-2/PAR-1 localize to the posterior cortex of 
the embryo. A complex of Gα/GPR-1/2/LIN-5/Dynein 
is anchored to the cell cortex and pulls on the micro-
tubules of the mitotic spindle. During anaphase the 
mitotic spindle is pulled more strongly to the posterior, 
which leads to the generation of a larger anterior 
and a smaller posterior daughter cell. (b) The mitotic 
spindle in the posterior daughter cell rotates with 90o, 
which results in a cell cleavage plane that is perpen-
dicular to the anterior cell. (c) Immunostaining image 
of a wild type two-cell stage embryo and an embryo 
lacking the GPR-1/2 protein. In the wild-type embryo 
the anterior cell is larger than the posterior cell and the 
spindle in the posterior cell has rotated. In the mutant 
embryo both cells are the same size and the spindle in 
the posterior cell has failed to rotate.
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Rho by the GAP activity of CYK-4 results in the local 
relaxation of the actomyosin network at the posterior 
site of sperm entry, which will retract towards the an-
terior of the embryo. The centrosomes are essential 
for establishing relaxation of the actomyosin network, 
but it is still debated whether this is through microtu-
bule nucleation9,11,12.

The posterior relaxation of the actomyosin net-
work results in the re-distribution of PAR proteins: 
a set of six proteins identified in C. elegans that are 
required for partitioning fate determinants and asym-
metric division13. Together with the actomyosin 
meshwork, a complex of cortically localized PKC-3 
(atypical protein kinase C), PAR-3 and PAR-6 (PDZ-
domain proteins) retracts to the anterior of the em-
bryo14. At the same time PAR-2 (ring finger protein) 
becomes enriched at the smoothened posterior cor-
tex, which is followed by PAR-1 (Ser/Thr kinase) lo-
calization to the posterior15. Mutations in par-3, par-6, 
or pkc-3 lead to a uniform distribution of PAR-216. On 
the other hand, par-2 mutants cannot maintain the 
anterior localization of PAR-3, PAR-6, or PKC-314. 
Thus, the two polarity domains are maintained by re-
ciprocal inhibition of the anterior and posterior PAR 
complexes. Through the combination of actomyosin 
contraction, which triggers PAR localization and re-
ciprocal inhibition, anterior-posterior polarity is es-
tablished and stabilized. 

In addition to the asymmetrically localized PAR 
proteins there are the symmetrically localized PAR-4 
and PAR-5 proteins. PAR-4 is a Ser/Thr kinase that 
is present throughout the cytoplasm and the cell cor-
tex, which is required for asymmetric MEX-5 distri-
bution17,18. PAR-5 is a member of the 14-3-3 family 
of phosphoserine binding proteins and is distributed 
throughout the cytoplasm19. The PAR-5 protein is 
required for the anterior localization of the PAR-3/
PAR-6/PKC-3 complex and the posterior localiza-
tion of PAR-2 and PAR-1 complex, thus placing it 
upstream of the polarity cascade.

Once the anterior-posterior axis is established, the 
maternal pronucleus meets the paternal pronucleus in 
the posterior of the embryo and the two nuclei mi-
grate together towards the center where they rotate 
and set up a metaphase plate in the middle of the cell. 
The anterior and posterior PAR complexes influence 
the pulling forces that are generated on the spindle 
apparatus. The posterior spindle pole is pulled more 
strongly towards the cell cortex than the anterior 

spindle pole, which causes movement of the spindle 
and chromosomes to the posterior. During subse-
quent cell cleavage, the cytokinesis furrow bisects the 
spindle midzone, thereby generating a larger anterior 
(AB) and a smaller posterior (P1) daughter cell (Fig. 
2a). Mutations in the anterior par genes cause a uni-
form localization of the posterior PAR proteins, and 
result in uniform high pulling forces20. This results 
in two equally sized daughter cells. Mutation of the 
posterior par genes gives rise to uniform low pulling 
forces and also results in equally sized daughter cells. 
In the next division the nucleocentrosomal complex 
in the P1 cell rotates by 90°, so that the division axis is 
perpendicular to the axis of the AB cell (Fig. 2b).

Positioning of the spindle requires microtubule 
interactions with a force-generating complex at the 
cell cortex. This complex consists of two partially re-
dundant Gα proteins, GOA-1 and GPA-16, two highly 
identical GoLoco-motif-proteins GPR-1 and GPR-2, 
the coiled-coil protein LIN-5, and the motor protein 
dynein (Fig. 2a–c). The complex is anchored to the 
cell cortex and dynein is able to capture microtubules 
emanating from the spindle. The minus-end directed 

Dynein

LIN-5 GPR

Gα

Figure 3. The mitotic spindle is positioned within 
the cell by a protein complex. The complex is 
anchored to the cell cortex and recruits Dynein, a 
molecular motor protein. Dynein is able to capture a 
microtubule and attempts to move to its minus end. 
Since it is achored to the cortex, it generates a pulling-
force in the opposite direction. Dynamic instability of 
the microtubule is required to prevent that the microtu-
bule is pushed against the cell cortex.
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motor activity of dynein causes it to move towards the 
spindle pole, but since dynein is tethered to the corti-
cal Gα-complex a pulling force will be generated in 
the opposite direction21 (Fig. 3). Microtubule depoly-
merization appears to play an important role in the 
mechanism. A temperature sensitive tbb-2(qt1) mu-
tant that is resistant to microtubule-destabilization, 
either through cold or drug treatment, shows reduced 
pulling forces on spindle poles. When embryos were 
treated with the microtubule stabilizing drug Taxol, 
by piercing the eggshell at the NEBD, the pulling 
forces were also greatly decreased while the astral mi-
crotubules still contacted the cell cortex21. These and 
other data22 suggest that microtubule shrinkage may 
be needed to prevent the microtubule from growing 
against the cell cortex, which would generate an op-
posing force. The activity of the cortical microtubule-
pulling complex appears to be directly or indirectly 
regulated by the polarity proteins, but the exact regu-
latory mechanisms are still unknown. The molecular 
mechanisms involved in asymmetric division of the C. 
elegans zygote appear evolutionarily conserved in the 
animal kingdom. For instance, neurogenic divisions 
in Drosophila and mammals are thought to rely heav-
ily on asymmetric spindle positioning, which will be 
reviewed in the next sections.

Drosophila melanogaster neuroblast divisions
The neurogenic divisions in Drosophila follow a ste-
reotypical pattern of cell division, which has been 
studied as another attractive model for asymmetric 
cell division. Similar to the C. elegans zygote, neuro-
blasts asymmetrically localize cell fate determinants 
and position their spindle with respect to the axis of 
polarity. Extensive analyses of these divisions revealed 
proteins with critical functions in the asymmetric cell 
division during development, which are closely relat-
ed to those in C. elegans and other metazoans. 

During embryonic neurogenesis approximately 
30 neuroblasts in each hemisegment delaminate 
from the ventral neuroectoderm. Subsequently, these 
neuroblasts undergo stem cell-like divisions wherein 
they self-renew and at the same time generate a much 
smaller and more differentiated daughter cell called 
a ganglion mother cell (GMC)23,24. The GMC divides 
once more to give rise to two neurons or glial cells. 
The embryonic neuroblasts divide approximately 18 
times without growth and finally become quiescent. A 
subset of the embryonic neuroblasts can enlarge and 

start dividing again during post-embryonic cell divi-
sion in order to form the adult nervous system. 

The conservation of the polarity and spindle-po-
sitioning proteins has been extensively reviewed3,4,25,26. 
The Drosophila neuroblast is specified within the 
neuroectoderm, and inherits the apical-basal polar-
ity of this epithelium. The conserved Par complex: 
DmPar-6, Bazooka (Baz/Par-3) and atypical kinase C 
(aPKC) define the apical domain. After delamination 
of the neuroblast, these Par proteins maintain their 
localization at the apical cell cortex27-30 and direct cell 
fate determinants such as Brat/Miranda/Prospero and 
Pon/Numb to the basal cortex. The DmPar-6/Baz/
aPKC complex is important for spindle alignment 
to the axis of polarity, together with a complex that 
contains the proteins Gα, Pins and Mud, which are 
recruited to the anterior Par complex through inter-
action with Inscuteable (Insc)31.

The complex is very similar to the C. elegans Gα, 
GPR-1/2 and LIN-5 complex. Analogous to GPR-1/2, 
Drosophila Pins has multiple GoLoco domains, which 
can bind Gαi32. This association is expected to change 
the protein conformation of Pins or GPR-1/2 from a 
closed to an open state, which also allows binding of 
the protein partner Mud or LIN-5, respectively33. Like 
LIN-5 in C. elegans, the Mud protein is not required 
for polarity establishment, but for generating the forc-
es that pull astral microtubules towards the cortex34-36.

In addition to the cortical polarity, Drosophila 
neuroblasts show an intrinsic spindle pole asymme-
try that is not observed in C. elegans. The asymmetry 
is caused by an unequal retention of the pericentro-
somal matrix (PCM) by the centrioles. The centriole 
duplicates in interphase, which leads to the genera-
tion of two centrosomes. The centrosomes then move 
to the apical cortex of the neuroblast, after which one 
of the centrosomes loses its PCM and starts to migrate 
through the cell until it reaches the basal cortex. The 
apical centrosome forms robust asters before mitosis 
and together with the early anchoring to the cortex it 
can contribute to the correct alignment of the mitotic 
spindle. The basal centrosome will mature later in the 
cell cycle and only starts to nucleate microtubules at 
mitotic entry37,38. The centrosomes are however not 
absolutely required for spindle alignment. Mutants 
that lack functional centrosomes are still able to di-
vide asymmetrically, probably through a redundant 
spindle positioning mechanism39-42.
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Vertebrate embryonic neocortex development
The vertebrate neocortex is composed of a complex 
layered structure that arises from the neural plate dur-
ing neurogenesis43. Before the onset of neurogenesis 
the entire neuroepithelium consists of a single germi-
nal layer, the ventricular zone (VZ) that lies adjacent 
to the ventricle. The neuroepithelial cells undergo mi-
tosis at the ventricular surface, but the nuclei perform 
cell-cycle dependent interkinetic nuclear movements 
that lead to the pseudostratification of the neuroepi-
thelium43. After closure of the embryonic neural tube, 
around E30 in humans, radial glial cells (RGCs) are 
formed from the neuroepithelial cells. These RGCs 
can be regarded as neural stem cells, because they can 
go through stem-cell-like regenerative divisions that 
each forms another RGC and a basal progenitor cell 
(BP). The BP moves away from the apical surface of 
the epithelium and translocates to the basal region of 
the VZ. This generates the second germinal region, 
the subventricular zone (SVZ), where the BPs can di-
vide once more to give rise to two neurons or two glial 
cells that migrate to the cortical plate and undergo ter-
minal differentiation.

Vertebrate neuroepithelial cells initially undergo 
several rounds of proliferative symmetric divisions 
that increase the number of progenitor cells. Later in 
development, an increase in asymmetric divisions is 
observed that leads to the generation of neurons44,45. 
Neurodevelopmental disorders such as primary mi-
crocephaly46, where the cerebral cortex is underdevel-
oped, are thought to arise during these stages of sym-
metric versus asymmetric neurogenic division during 
early embryogenesis.

The neuroepithelial cells are highly polarized 
along the apical-basal axis47. They round up when 
they prepare to enter mitosis, but remain part of the 
VZ epithelium. Early in neurogenesis these neuro-
epithelial cells position the mitotic spindle such that 
a vertical division takes place that equally distributes 
cell-fate determinants to both daughter cells. These 
daughter cells remain in contact with the VZ epitheli-
um and adopt the same neuroepithelial stem cell fate. 
Later in development the rounded up neuroepithelial 
cells slightly rotate their spindle, so that cell fate de-
terminants can be segregated asymmetrically to both 
daughter cells. This leads to an asymmetric division 
that produces a self-renewing neuroepithelial cell and 
a more differentiated basal progenitor cell45,48. It is 
thus likely that spindle-positioning defects contribute 

to disorders such as primary microcephaly.
Similar to Drosophila, mammalian neuroblasts 

also have apically localized Par-3, Par-6 and aPKC49. 
A complex of Gα, LGN/AGS3 and NuMA is thought 
to be the evolutionary counterpart of the Drosophila 
Gα, Pins, Mud and C. elegans Gα, GPR-1/2, LIN-5 
complexes. The mammalian LGN and AGS3 proteins 
contain four GoLoco motifs, which mediate binding 
to Gαi50. AGS3 knockdown causes spindle-position-
ing defects in the neural progenitors, in combination 
with changes in cell fate of the daughter cells51. In 
contrast, the LGN protein maintains symmetric divi-
sions along the plane of the epithelial surface, possibly 
through association with NuMA33,52. 

Primary microcephaly -
a defect in spindle positioning?
The genetic dissection of a Mendelian neurodevelop-
mental disorder has revealed a set of genes that direct-
ly affect brain growth in utero. The disorder is called 
autosomal recessive primary microcephaly (MCPH) 
and is defined by a reduced head circumference evi-
dent at birth, with at least three standard deviations 
below the mean46. It is associated with mild to severe 
mental retardation, which is strongly correlated with 
brain size, but with no other neurological or growth 
disorders. The reduced skull circumference in MCPH 
patients is caused by a reduced size of the cerebral 
cortex, but the overall architecture of the brain is pre-
served, which suggests that there is a specific defect in 
the expansion of neural progenitor cell number dur-
ing fetal brain growth.

The underlying genetic mutations were found by 
analyzing large multi-affected consanguineous fami-
lies. A total of seven autosomal recessive loci have 
been reported and by positional cloning five causative 
genes have been identified. It is striking that all the 
genes found to date encode proteins that localize to 
the centrosomes. It is tempting to speculate that the 
mutated genes cause centrosomal defects that could 
impair spindle positioning during neurogenesis, how-
ever it cannot be excluded that another centrosomal 
mechanism is perturbed. The mechanism needs to 
be specific enough that neural progenitor cells in the 
neocortex become prematurely depleted, without dis-
turbing the overall architecture of the brain.

The loci and associated genes found to date 
are MCPH1: Microcephalin, MCPH2: unknown, 
MCPH3: CDK5RAP2, MCPH4: unknown, MCPH5: 
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ASPM, MCPH6: CENPJ, and MCPH7: STIL. In the 
next section we will review the literature that has de-
scribed the functions of these genes during cell divi-
sion.

MCPH1: Microcephalin
The phenotype associated with MCPH1 mutations is 
broader than that associated with other MCPH genes. 
Patients often present with short stature and on a cel-
lular level there is an excess of prophase-like cells to-
gether with poor banding quality caused by premature 
chromosome condensation53,54. The gene that is the 
underlying molecular defect of MCPH1 was the first 
demonstration of a gene causing microcephaly and 
was called microcephalin53. In situ hybridization has 
shown that the gene is expressed in particular around 
the lateral ventricle of the developing forebrain, but 
also in other tissues53.

Microcephalin contains three BRCA1 C-terminal 
(BRCT) domains, which suggested a DNA damage 
repair or cell cycle checkpoint function for the pro-
tein55-57. Microcephalin is localized to chromatin58-61, 
but also to centrosomes through its N-terminal BRCT 
domain61-63. The protein is recruited to nuclear foci 
after DNA damage59, where it interacts through its 
C-terminal BRCT domain with γH2AX at sites with 
double-strand breaks60. The localization of MCPH1 is 
required for recruiting other DNA-damage response 
proteins such as BRCA1, BRCA2 and Chk159,63,64. The 
chromatin-localization of microcephalin has also 
been found to induce target gene expression through 
binding to E2F1 at promotor regions65.

A mechanism for premature chromosome con-
densation was put forth as the loss of the ATR-target 
checkpoint kinase Chk1 from the centrosome. Cen-
trosomal Chk1 is required to prevent premature acti-
vation of cyclin-B/Cdk1; in the absence of the kinase it 
was found that Cdk1 becomes prematurely activated 
resulting in an accelerated mitotic entry63. This may 
explain the observations that microcephalin is a nega-
tive regulator of condensin II66. Another mechanism 
was put forth at the same time, that microcephalin 
functions as a regulator of the ATP-dependent chro-
matin remodeling complex SWI-SNF. Microcephalin 
binds to the SWI-SNF complex through an ATM/
ATR-dependent phosphorylation of a core subunit. 
Loss of microcephalin results in the decreased asso-
ciation of SWI-SNF with chromatin, thereby abrogat-
ing a mechanism used by cells to relax chromatin. The 

relaxation is normally required for recruiting repair 
proteins to DNA lesions67.

It is interesting to note that more microcephalic 
disorders exist that seem to function through a similar 
pathway as microcephalin. These include Nijmegen 
breakage syndrome, caused by mutations in NBSI68 
and ATR-Seckel syndrome, caused by mutations in 
the Ataxia-Telangiectasia and RAD-3 (ATR) related 
protein69,70. Mutations in the centrosomal pericen-
trin protein also lead to a defective ATR-dependent 
G2/M checkpoint and are associated with Seckel syn-
drome69,71,72 and microcephalic osteodysplastic pri-
mordial dwarfism type II (MOPD II)73, microcephalic 
disorders with growth restrictions. These combined 
data suggest that loss of regulatory restraints on the 
initial activations of cyclin-B/Cdk1 at the centrosome, 
caused by mutations in ATR, MCPH1, or PCNT could 
pose growth restraints on the brain or in some cases 
the whole body63.

Premature DNA condensation was also observed 
in a Drosophila mcph1 mutant74,75. Surprisingly, how-
ever, the Drosophila studies report that this does not 
reflect an ATR/Chk1-dependent mechanism. Mitotic 
defects that are observed are prolonged prophase and 
metaphase, premature chromosome separation lead-
ing to anaphase chromatin bridges, detachment of 
centrosomes, and finally mitotic arrest. More detailed 
studies will be required to elucidate the role of micro-
cephalin during cell division.

MCPH2
The second locus linked to primary microcephaly 
(MCPH2) was first identified in 1999 and maps to 
chromosome 19q13.1–13.2 in two multi-affected con-
sanguineous families76. The minimal critical region 
that is homozygous in all affected individuals spans 
approximately 7.6 cM between polymorphic mark-
ers D19S416 and D19S420. A more recent study that 
identified linkage to MCPH2 included the previously 
minimal critical region, but was not able to narrow 
down the interval77. The causative gene has not yet 
been mapped, which is likely due to the fact that a to-
tal of 336 genes reside in the MCPH2 critical region. 
The gene CTG3a, now: NUMBL (Numb homolog 
(Drosophila)-like) was put forth as a strong positional 
candidate, because of the neural expression and the 
neurogenesis-specific phenotype of murine numb 
mutants. However, given that no mutations have been 
reported since 1999, it is likely that this gene can be 
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ruled out as a positional candidate.
It is interesting to note that another strong posi-

tional candidate gene resides in the region, which is 
named HAUS5 (HAUS augmin-like complex, subunit 
5). The complex components of HAUS have only re-
cently been identified in a centrosome RNAi screen 
to identify novel regulators of spindle assembly, and 
might thus have been overlooked as a MCPH can-
didate78. The HAUS complex shares homology to 
Drosophila Augmin and localizes to interphase cen-
trosomes and mitotic spindle microtubules, where 
it is required for correctly localizing NuMA. HAUS 
disruption leads to centrosome fragmentation and 
eventually multipolar spindles, which appears to cor-
respond to the function of identified MCPH genes at 
other loci.

MCPH3: CDK5RAP2 (cyclin-dependent kinase 5 
regulatory-associated protein 2)
Mutations in cyclin-dependent kinase 5 regulatory-
associated protein 2 are a rare cause of primary micro-
cephaly79. The protein is 1893 amino acids long and 
contains an N-terminal spindle associated domain 
and two potential SMC ATPase (Structural Mainte-
nance of Chromosomes) domains. A premature stop 
has been identified as early as 246T>A, which results 
in a truncated protein product of only 82 amino ac-
ids80.

CDK5RAP2 (C48) was initially identified as an 
interactor of cyclin-dependent kinase 5 regulatory 
protein 1, but it does not appear to inhibit the regu-
latory subunit81. The protein is primarily expressed 
in the neuroepithelium of the frontal cortex early in 
neurogenesis, but it is also detected more widely in 
the developing embryo79. The protein localizes to cen-
trosomes during mitosis79,82,83 and to the midbody ring 
around the time of cytokinesis84.

The protein is recruited to centrosomes in a 
Plk1-dependent manner, where pericentrin and CD-
K5RAP2 (Cep215) are mutually dependent for their 
localization82,85. In addition, CDK5RAP2 associates 
with the γ-tubulin ring complex and may be required 
for attaching the γTuRC to the centrosome, thereby 
facilitating centrosomal microtubule nucleation83. 
Other studies have reported non-centrosomal func-
tions for CDK5RAP2, such as tracking microtubule 
growing ends together with EB1, and affecting mi-
crotubule bundling and acetylation86. As another 
non-centrosomal function, CDK5RAP2 has also 

been reported to regulate transcription of the spin-
dle checkpoint control proteins BUBR1 and MAD2, 
and to sequester CDC20, an activator of the spindle-
checkpoint target APC, in the cytosol87. Mutation of 
CDK5RAP2 would thereby lead to failure in spindle-
assembly checkpoint function, which agrees with the 
chromosomal missegregation defects and multipolar 
spindles that have been observed88,89.

The Drosophila homolog centrosomin (cnn), also 
interacts with the γTuRC88,90,91, and is required for 
maintaining the association between centrioles and 
the pericentriolar matrix92. Cnn mutant neuroblasts 
have defects in aligning their spindles to asymmetri-
cally distributed Prospero39, but third instar larval 
neuroblasts can still divide asymmetrically and cnn 
mutant flies do not have small brains92. Redundant or 
otherwise compensatory processes may alleviate the 
cnn phenotype in Drosophila larval neuroblasts.

 
MCPH4
The forth locus linked to primary microcephaly was 
described in 1999 and maps to 15q21.193. A mini-
mal critical region was observed over 19 cM between 
markers ACTC and D15S98, which includes 283 
genes. Since the majority of the microcephaly-caus-
ing genes are centrosome associated, it is likely that 
a positional candidate within this region would also 
include a centrosomal protein. Interestingly, the min-
imal critical region includes CEP152 (centrosomal 
protein 152 kDa), which is the functional ortholog of 
the Drosophila asterless (Asl) gene94. Asterless is close-
ly associated with the centriole wall and was found to 
be critical early in centriole duplication, while its con-
tribution to the function of the pericentrosomal ma-
trix is limited. A similar phenotype has been described 
for C. elegans sas-4/ MCPH6(CENPJ).

MCPH5: ASPM
Mutations in the gene ASPM (abnormal spindle-
like microcephaly-associated) are the most common 
cause of primary microcephaly95. The gene is excep-
tionally large, with an open reading frame of 10,434 
bp that codes for a 380-kDa protein. The protein con-
tains a N-terminal microtubule-binding domain, two 
calponin-homology (CH) domains and 81 Ile-Gln 
(IQ) repeat motifs that potentially bind calmodulin. 
In the developing brain, the gene is expressed pri-
marily in the dividing cells of the neuroepithelium, 
while expression of the anti-proliferative gene Tis21 
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coincides with ASPM downregulation95,96. The ASPM 
protein localizes to centrosomes during mitosis and to 
the midbody ring during cytokinesis84,97,98.

Studies on the ASPM homolog in Drosophila, 
Asp (abnormal spindle) has shown that the protein 
is located at the minus-ends of microtubules and is 
required for microtubule organization. Asp mutant 
flies display disorganized broad poles with abnormal 
γ-tubulin localization and abnormal central spindle 
formation97,99-102. The localization of Asp was found to 
be partly dependent on dynein, while Asp and dynein 
show overlapping microtubule-bundling activity in 
spindle-pole organization103. In Asp mutants, neural 
progenitor cells are unable to complete cell division 
due to a metaphase-arrest that could be triggered by 
the spindle organization defects. As a result, Asp mu-
tants are larval lethal104.

Knockdown of Aspm in the mouse embryonic 
brain revealed that ASPM is specifically required for 
maintaining symmetric divisions of neuroepithelial 
progenitors undergoing proliferative divisions96. In 
contrast to the Drosophila neural progenitor cells, 
the murine cells do not enter a metaphase arrest. Af-
ter knock-down of ASPM a higher number of asym-
metric divisions were observed in Tis-1-GFP negative 
cells, which normally divide symmetrically in the 
plane of the ventricular surface of the neuroepithe-
lium. It is interesting to note that in the ASPM knock-
down cells the centrosomes frequently detached from 
the spindle after anaphase onset. These observations 
may correspond to and explain neurogenesis defects 
in ASPM-patients; however, contribution of alterna-
tive processes such as apoptosis cannot be excluded. 
Like microcephalin, ASPM has been implicated in 
the regulation of BRCA1 expression. The molecular 
mechanism of this regulation still remains to be elu-
cidated97.

MCPH6: CENPJ (centromere associated protein J)/ 
CPAP
CENPJ (centromere associated protein J), also known 
as CPAP (centrosomal P4.1-associated protein), was 
identified as a MCPH-causing gene at the same time 
as CDK5RAP2. The protein is expressed broadly in 
the developing embryo and localizes to centrosomes79. 
Several studies have shown that CENPJ is part of the 
γ-tubulin complex and contains a microtubule-desta-
bilizing motif105-108.

Knockdown by RNAi revealed that CENPJ-de-

pleted cells arrest in mitosis with a high incidence of 
multipolar spindles. The cells have an increased rate 
of apoptosis, as judged by a TUNEL assay109. Several 
recent studies indicated a role for CENPJ/CPAP in 
regulating centriole length during mitosis. The ex-
pression levels of CENPJ are tightly controlled dur-
ing mitosis110 and overexpression causes an increase 
of centriole length. Long centrioles allow for the 
formation of more than one procentriole, resulting 
in the formation of multiple microtubule organizing 
centers110-112. The depletion of CENPJ, on the other 
hand inhibits centriole duplication and could thereby 
cause spindle integrity defects110,111. It is interesting to 
note that CENPJ-depleted spindle poles still contain 
normal amounts of centrosomal components such as 
NuMA, γ-tubulin, or Aurora-A.

C. elegans SAS-4 and Drosophila DSas-4 are CEN-
PJ orthologs, with similar roles in centriole replica-
tion42,113,114. The C. elegans SAS-4 protein is required 
for procentriole formation, where it is thought to act 
by tethering single microtubules to the central tube of 
the centriole115. Centriole duplication fails in the ab-
sence of SAS-4 and partial depletion leads to defects 
in centriole duplication, giving rise a daughter centri-
ole with a smaller, defective, structural appearance114. 
These partially defective centrioles will recruit less 
pericentrosomal matrix and assembly smaller cen-
trosomes that nucleate less microtubules. Functional 
centrioles are essential for C. elegans development, 
perturbing their duplication leads to an embryonic 
two-cell stage arrest.

dSas-4 mutant fly embryos gradually lose centri-
oles during development, but third instar neuroblasts 
can form functional acentriolar bipolar spindles. In 
the apparent absence of centrioles, these cells are able 
to form an apical Inscuteable crescent, but the op-
posing Miranda crescent was mislocalized in 30% of 
the cells. This results in a spindle misalignment with 
respect to the Miranda crescent and a subsequent 
abnormal asymmetric cell division. Evaluation of 
wild-type and mutant brains revealed that there were 
no obvious differences in the size or morphology of 
the brain or distribution of the neurons, despite the 
obvious cell division defects42. A partially redundant 
mechanism, called telophase rescue, may be able to 
rescue asymmetric neuroblast divisions when one of 
the pathways fails. Further research needs to be car-
ried out to reveal the individual contributions of the 
pathways116.
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MCPH7: STIL (SCL/TAL1 interrupting locus)
A new locus for microcephaly was recently identified 
and the affected gene STIL (SCL/TAL1 Interrupting 
Locus) was cloned based on bioinformatic analysis 
of spindle pole proteins, followed by screening for 
mutations117. The STIL protein was previously char-
acterized and found to be required for mitotic spindle 
organization in human and zebrafish cells118. The STIL 
protein localizes specifically to the pericentriolar re-
gion in metaphase, but not anaphase spindles. The 
protein is expressed ubiquitously during early em-
bryogenesis, but it becomes down-regulated in non-
dividing cells, possibly through regulation by E2F1119-

121. STIL is required for entry into mitosis by either 
directly or indirectly activating CDK1 activity; cells 
arrested at the G2/M boundary after STIL knockdown 
appeared to undergo apoptosis122.

Studies of the zebrafish STIL protein cassiopeia 
(csp) confirmed its role in apoptosis and mitotic 
progression118. Staining of mitotic csp cells revealed 
highly disorganized mitotic spindles, often with one 
or both spindle poles missing. As the most commonly 
detected defect, the bipolar spindle displayed un-
focused poles, which resembles the Asp and NuMA 
phenotypes.

These data indicate that STIL is required for 
spindle pole organization, while depletion of the pro-
tein results in decreased mitotic entry and increased 
apoptosis. Both of these pathways could explain the 
reduced brain expansion seen in MCPH7 patients.

Conclusion
The primary microcephaly-associated proteins CD-
K5RAP2, ASPM, CENPJ and STIL are centrosomal 
components that are expressed in the neuroepithe-
lium of the developing brain53,79,95,117,123. The proteins 
each have a role in mitosis that is specific for neocor-
tex development. The fifth primary microcephaly pro-
tein, microcephalin, may also act in connection with 
the centrosome, and is associated with a somewhat 
broader spectrum of developmental abnormalities.

A dual mechanism appears to be at work. On the 
one hand, loss of the MCPH centrosomal proteins 
may disturb checkpoint mechanisms and thereby 
allow cells to go into mitosis prematurely. This may 
eventually result in apoptosis. On the other hand, the 
MCPH centrosomal proteins are required for main-
taining mitotic spindle integrity. As such, their inac-
tivation could disturb the mitotic spindle and prevent 

proper alignment with the axis of polarity. This may 
cause missegregation of cell fate determinants and 
disrupt the balance between proliferative and neuro-
genic divisions.

The neural-progenitor specificity could be due to 
the specific highly elongated cell shape and small api-
cal junctional domain of the cells. Correct spindle po-
sitioning may be a highly demanding process in these 
cells, while being more robust in other cell types. Oth-
er explanations are possible, including absence of a 
redundant mechanism in neural stem cells. This could 
increase MCPH protein requirement in this cell type.
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Developmental Control of Cell-Cycle 
Progression

Introduction
The mechanisms that control asymmetric cell divi-
sion, need to be integrated with the mechanisms that 
control progression through mitosis. During develop-
ment, a single cell expands to an organism with ex-
actly 959 somatic nuclei in the C. elegans hermaph-
rodite, or ~1014 cells in humans. This is an extremely 
complicated process, where chromosomes and cellu-
lar organelles must be segregated each time to both 
daughter cells with high fidelity. The question arises 
how a cell can go through so many rounds of cell divi-
sion, with correct timing and high accuracy.

Cell-cycle events are divided into discrete phases
The cell cycle includes a series of phases, that allow for 
the duplication and subsequent segregation of DNA 
to daughter cells. Checkpoints ensure that environ-
mental conditions are favorable for cell division and 
that the genetic information is passed on with mini-
mal errors124. The different phases that eukaryotic cells 
go through during the cell cycle are gap phase 1 (G1), 
during which a cell increases in size and prepares to 
enter a new mitotic cycle; synthesis phase (S) during 
which the DNA is duplicated; gap 2 phase (G2) when 
a cell prepares to enter mitosis; and finally M phase. 
M phase includes nuclear division (mitosis), which is 
divided in prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telo-
phase, and cytoplasmic cleavage (cytokinesis). After 
a cell has completed M phase it can either continue 
the cell cycle and enter G1, or exit the cell cycle and 
enter G0. Cells may remain quiescent in G0 and start 
dividing when conditions are favorable, or terminally 
differentiate and permanently exit the cell cycle.

Cyclical phosphorylation by CDKs promotes cell-
cycle progression
Progression through the different cell-cycle phases 
is regulated by cyclins and their associated cyclin-
dependent kinases (CDKs)125. To become catalytically 
active, the CDK needs to form a heterodimeric com-
plex with a cyclin. The cyclin-CDK complex is able to 
phosphorylate target proteins at serine or threonine 
residues, which will either activate or inactivate the 
target protein. In this fashion, the cyclin-CDK com-
plexes act as a molecular switch that is able to coordi-
nate the different cell-cycle phases.

Activity of CDKs is regulated during the cell 
cycle by the availability of cyclin partners. There are 
four major classes of cyclins: D-, E-, A-, and B-type, 
which are defined by sequence similarity. Each class 
of cyclins shows distinct expression patterns and has 
preferred CDK partners. The D-type cyclins activate 
Cdk4 and Cdk6 to regulate G1 progression; E-type cy-
clins bind Cdk2 and regulate G1/S transition; A-type 
cyclins bind Cdk2 or Cdk1 and regulate S phase pro-
gression; and B-type cyclins regulate mitosis.

As the name implies, cyclin concentrations vary 
in a cyclical manner during the cell cycle. The cy-
clin levels are primarily regulated by transcriptional 
regulation and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis126. In 
addition, the activity of the cyclin-CDK complexes 
is modulated by CDK inhibitory (CKI) proteins, 
which upon binding can dramatically change the 
three-dimensional structure of the CDK active site. 
The CKIs are divided into two families based on 
their substrate specificity. The INK4 family (p15INK4a, 
p16INK4b, p18INK4c, p19INK4d) affects the activity of CDK4 
and CDK6, while the Cip/Kip family (p21Cip1, p27Kip1, 
p57Kip2) affects the activities of the cyclin D-, E- and 
A-dependent kinases127. In addition, the activity of the 
cyclin-CDK complex can be inhibited by phosphory-
lation at the active site by the Wee1 kinase. Dephos-
phorylation of these sites by the phosphatase Cdc25 
increases the CDK activity128.

Cyclical destruction of cyclins and CKIs regulates 
CDK activity
Levels of cyclin expression vary periodically during 
the cell cycle. This is accomplished through tran-
scriptional control, coupled to cyclical proteolysis of 
the proteins by the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway. 
Multiple E3 ubiquitin ligases, the SKP1-CUL1-F-box 
protein complex (SCF) and the anaphase promot-
ing complex/cyclosome (APC/C), are responsible for 
targeting specific cyclins and CDK inhibitory (CKI) 
proteins for destruction129,130. The E3 ligases recog-
nize the target proteins and attach multiple ubiquitin 
molecules, thereby marking the target for destruction 
by the 26S proteasome complex. Ubiquitin-mediated 
proteolysis forms part of several negative feedback 
loops that drive the cell cycle forward.

The SCF complex is active throughout the cell cy-
cle, but its activity is modulated by the APC/C during 
G1. The APC/CCdh1 polyubiquitinates the F-box pro-
tein Skp2 during G1 and thereby targets it for destruc-
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tion, preventing premature S phase entry131,132. The 
specificity of the SCF is dependent on the phosphory-
lation status of its targets, which is regulated by differ-
ent phosphate binding (F box) proteins. The activity 
of the APC/C is regulated by phosphorylation of its 
subunits by CDKs, and the dynamic interaction with 
WD40 activators such as Cdc20 or Cdh1. The APC/
CCdc20 is active during mitosis from prometaphase to 
telophase133, where its activity is dependent on the 
spindle assembly checkpoint. The destruction of Cy-
clin B1 by APC/CCdc20 allows Cdh1 to become dephos-
phorylated and form an active APC/CCdh1 complex at 
the end of mitosis134,135. This complex can then degrade 
mitotic and S phase cyclins in G1

136. The activation of 
CDKs at the end of G1 result in Cdh1 phosphorylation 
and APC/C inactivation, after which the APC/C can 
be reactivated by Cdc20 during mitosis137.

Together, the APC/C and the SCF function to 
regulate cyclin levels during the cell cycle, they act 
by different mechanisms where the APC/C subunits 
themselves are phosphorylated during the cell cycle, 
which modulates the activity of the E3 ubiquitin li-
gase complex. On the other hand, the SCF relies on 
the phosphorylation of its target proteins for their 
recognition. The APC/C and SCF are interdepen-
dent, which allows for the coordination of cell cycle 
phases129.

Cell-cycle arrest
Progression through the cell cycle can be slowed 
down or stopped by checkpoint proteins. A cell can 
only progress into S-phase once the environmental 
conditions are favorable. However, a cell also needs to 
monitor the integrity of its DNA during the different 
cell-cycle phases. Two proteins that recognize DNA 
damage are ATM and ATR.

The protein kinase ATM (ataxia-telangiectasia, 
mutated) recognizes DNA double-strand breaks and 
activates the downstream kinase Chk2138, which phos-
phorylates p53. The phosphorylation of p53 results 
in a disruption of its interaction with MDM2, which 
leads to nuclear p53 accumulation and increased ac-
tivity of p53. ATM is also able to directly phosphory-
late MDM2, which does not disturb its interaction 
with p53, but it does prevent its nuclear export139. A 
number of p53-target protein become upregulated, 
among those is the CDK inhibitor p21Cip1. The pro-
tein kinase ATR (ATM and RAD3-related) responds 
to DNA-damage and activates the kinase Chk1. Chk1 

phosphorylates members of the Cdc25 phosphatase 
family and marks them for SCF-dependent ubiqui-
tination and proteasome degradation140. Reduced lev-
els of Cdc25 prevent removal of the inhibitory phos-
phorylations of CDKs and lead to cell cycle arrest. 
The ATM/ATR-Chk2/Chk1-proteins act as a sensor 
of DNA damage and can induce a delay in cell-cycle 
progression during G1, S, or G2 phases141.

A cell not only needs to monitor DNA damage, 
but also has to make sure that chromosomes are seg-
regated equally to the daughter cells during mitosis. 
The spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) is active from 
prometaphase and prevents precocious sister chro-
matid separation142,143. The checkpoint monitors the 
attachment of spindle microtubules to kinetochores 
and senses when a sister chromatid is not attached 
to a spindle pole (monotelic attachment), or when 
both sister chromatids attach to the same spindle pole 
(synthelic attachment). These situations will activate 
the SAC, which delays the onset of anaphase until 
all chromosomes achieve bi-orientation. Situations 
in which a kinetochore is attached to microtubules 
from opposite spindle poles (merotelic attachment) 
will however not activate the SAC, which can result in 
lagging chromatids and chromosome missegregation 
during anaphase144.

The kinetochore itself is the main signaling com-
ponent of the SAC. Even a single unattached ki-
netochore is able to block onset of anaphase145. The 
mechanism by which the SAC operates is extensively 
studied and involves large protein complexes that 
are recruited to the kinetochore in a temporal order. 
Kinetochores that do not have enough microtubule 
attachments will recruit the mitotic checkpoint com-
plex (MCC), which consists of MAD2, BUBR1/Mad3, 
BUB3 and CDC20146. Activation of the SAC leads to 
inhibition of CDC20. This prevents activation of the 
anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C), 
which is required for destruction of securin and cy-
clin B147,148. The persistence of securin in the cell leads 
to the inhibition of the protease separase, which is 
required for cleaving the cohesin complex that keeps 
sister chromatids together prior to anaphase. The pro-
teolysis of cyclin B is required to inactivate CDK1, so 
that a cell can exit mitosis.

The lack of tension between sister chromatids is 
also important for SAC activation149. Bi-oriented sis-
ter chromatids have an increased kinetochore tension 
and kinetochore–kinetochore distance, which is lack-
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ing in monotelic or syntelic attachments. The Auro-
ra-B kinase is believed to accumulate at centromeres 
under low-tension conditions and destabilize micro-
tubule–kinetochore attachments, thereby promoting 
the turnover of incorrect attachments150. Aurora-B 
also plays a role in correcting merotelic attachments: 
by destabilizing microtubule–kinetochore attach-
ments, it generates kinetochores that can be detected 
by the SAC151.

Conclusion
The cell cycle was classically regarded as a tightly run-
ning clock, but this view has changed in the past years. 
Cyclins that act in the same cell cycle phase are largely 
redundant in function and unexpected compensatory 
mechanisms have been uncovered among cyclins and 
Cdks. The progression through the different cell cycle 
phases is at the mercy of checkpoint proteins that act 
as sensors for DNA damage and microtubule–kineto-
chore attachments. Only when conditions are satis-
fied will protein complexes such as the APC/C release 
their brake on the cell cycle and allow cycling to con-
tinue. It is through identification of the protein com-
plexes and regulatory mechanisms that hold the cell 
cycle in check that we begin to understand how cells 
divide with correct timing and high accuracy.

Scope and outline of this thesis

The work presented in this thesis analyzes the regu-
lation of asymmetric cell division and cell cycle con-
trol. Most of the work was performed in the model 
organism C. elegans, where molecular processes were 
analyzed in the context of a developing organism. The 
thesis also describes the level of conservation of the 
protein complexes by analyzing their function in hu-
man cell lines. The general introduction in Chapter 1 
gives background information and serves as a broad 
overview of the topics presented in Chapters 2–5.

Chapter 2 provides novel insights in the regula-
tion of asymmetric cell division during C. elegans 
meiosis and early embryogenesis. It demonstrates 
that the spindle-positioning protein LIN-5 forms a 
complex with the previously uncharacterized protein 
ASPM-1. This complex has a function at the spindle 
poles, which is distinct from the function of the LIN-
5 complex at the cell-cortex. The ASPM-1 protein 
is conserved in vertebrates, where it is required for 
proper formation of the neocortex. Our identification 
of a functional protein complex of ASPM-1 and the 
spindle-positioning protein LIN-5 in C. elegans may 
advance our understanding of the function of human 
ASPM in neurogenesis.

Chapter 3 goes into further detail into the spindle-
organization function of ASPM-1 and draws parallels 
between its function and a protein named NuMA, 
which is thought to be the human ortholog of C. el-
egans LIN-5. We examine the possible conservation of 
LIN-5/ASPM-1 function in human cells.

Chapter 4 analyzes the level of redundancy and 
the requirement for individual cyclins in cell-cycle 
progression. Our data support that the master regu-
lator of M phase progression, CDK-1, acts with at 
least four different mitotic cyclins. The mitotic cyclins 
CYB-1 and CYB-3 have distinct functions in chromo-
some segregation, as well as overlapping functions.

Chapter 5 goes into more detail into the regula-
tion of cell cycle progression by analyzing the com-
ponents of the anaphase-promoting complex (APC). 
A new component of the APC was identified by Kops 
et al., and the knockdown phenotype in C. elegans 
demonstrates functional conservation of this APC16 
component.
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Introduction

Asymmetric cell division promotes the generation of 
cell diversity and the maintenance of stem cell popu-
lations. The one-cell Caenorhabditis elegans embryo 
provides an attractive model for studying the coor-
dinated regulation of cell polarity, the localization of 
fate determinants and the placement of the cleavage 
plane during asymmetric division1. The plane of cell 
cleavage is determined by the position of the spindle, 
which is highly regulated in the fertilized egg. Ini-
tially, the meiotic spindle and maternal chromosomes 
localize close to the cortex to allow the formation of 
two tiny polar bodies during the asymmetric meiosis 
I and II divisions7. In the subsequent division of the 
zygote (P0), the mitotic spindle assembles along the 
anterior–posterior axis and repositions from the cen-
tre towards the posterior as it elongates during ana-
phase. As a result, the first mitotic division produces a 
larger anterior blastomere (AB) and smaller posterior 
daughter (P1). The spindle in the P1 blastomere then 
rotates through 90°, resulting in a subsequent trans-
verse division1

We and others established that the coiled-coil 
protein LIN-5 promotes spindle positioning, together 
with the GoLoco proteins GPR-1/2 and partly redun-
dant α-subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins GPA-16 
(Gα) and GOA-1 (Gαi/o; together referred to as ‘Gα’)2-

6, 8, 9 (Fig. 1a). Loss of LIN-5, GPR-1/2 or Gα prevents 
movement of the spindle towards the posterior during 
the first mitotic division and rotation of the spindle in 
the P1 blastomere2, 4, 6, 8, 9. Recent studies indicate that 

their activities engage dynein-motor pulling at astral 
microtubules3, 5. LIN-5, GPR-1/2 and Gα are also re-
quired for chromosome segregation; only the first em-
bryonic divisions complete in their absence6. In addi-
tion, LIN-5 is needed for polar body extrusion during 
meiosis6, 9. Interestingly, this function of LIN-5 might 
be independent of GPR-1/2 and G, because the latter 
proteins have not been reported to affect meiosis4, 6.

To gain further insights into chromosome segre-
gation and cleavage plane determination, we searched 
for additional LIN-5-associated proteins. Immuno-
precipitation (IP) of LIN-5 from C. elegans embryonic 
lysates followed by mass spectrometry identified 12 
peptides absent from control IPs that corresponded 
to C45G3.1/ASPM-1. ASPM-1 is predicted to share 
36% and 37% amino-acid similarity to Drosophila 
Asp (Abnormal spindles) and human ASPM, respec-
tively. All three proteins have conserved calponin-ho-
mology (CH) domains, which may interact with actin 
or microtubules, and IQ-repeat motifs implicated in 
calmodulin binding (Fig. 1a). Mutations in ASPM 
are associated with autosomal recessive primary mi-
crocephaly, characterized by a great decrease in brain 
growth in utero10. ASPM is thought to affect the ratio 
between proliferative versus asymmetric neurogenic 
divisions of neural precursors during brain devel-
opment10, 11. Despite this critical role, the molecular 
function of ASPM remains unknown.

In addition to IP-mass spectrometry, we observed 
interaction between LIN-5 and ASPM-1 in yeast two-
hybrid (Y2H) assays (Fig. 1b). We localized the mini-
mal region of ASPM-1 interaction to the carboxy-

Abstract

The spindle apparatus dictates the plane of cell cleavage, which is critical in the choice between sym-
metric or asymmetric division. Spindle positioning is controlled by an evolutionarily conserved 
pathway, which involves LIN-5/GPR-1/2/Gα in Caenorhabditis elegans, Mud/Pins/Gα in Drosophila 
and NuMA/LGN/Gα in humans1. GPR-1/2 and Gα localize LIN-5 to the cell cortex, which engages 
dynein and controls the cleavage plane during early mitotic divisions in C. elegans2-6. Here we iden-
tify ASPM-1 (abnormal spindle-like, microcephaly-associated) as a novel LIN-5 binding partner. 
ASPM-1, together with calmodulin (CMD-1), promotes meiotic spindle organization and the accu-
mulation of LIN-5 at meiotic and mitotic spindle poles. Spindle rotation during maternal meiosis 
is independent of GPR-1/2 and Gα, yet requires LIN-5, ASPM-1, CMD-1 and dynein. Our data sup-
port the existence of two distinct LIN-5 complexes that determine localized dynein function: LIN-5/
GPR-1/2/Gα at the cortex, and LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 at spindle poles. These functional interac-
tions may be conserved in mammals, with implications for primary microcephaly.
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terminal half of the LIN-5 coiled-coil (Fig. 1a). The 
coiled-coil also mediates LIN-5 homodimerization, 
whereas a C-terminal domain mediates GPR-1/2 as-
sociation12 (Fig. 1a). In previous large-scale Y2H as-
says, ASPM-1 was found to interact with CMD-1 
(calmodulin)13. We narrowed the minimal region 
of ASPM-1 sufficient for CMD-1 binding down to a 
fragment that includes the first IQ domain (Fig. 1a).

To test these associations further, we raised rab-
bit polyclonal antibodies against C. elegans ASPM-1. 
These antibodies recognized a protein with a Mr of 
about 160K in western and IP-western experiments 
(Fig. 1c). Detection of this protein was lost on aspm-1 
RNA-mediated interference (RNAi; Fig. 1c), support-
ing its identity as ASPM-1. The anti-ASPM-1 antibod-
ies co-immunoprecipitated a small amount of LIN-5 
from embryonic lysates, whereas LIN-5 was not de-
tected in negative control IPs (Fig. 1d). In addition, 
ASPM-1 IP brought down a substantial amount of 
CMD-1 (Fig. 1e). CMD-1 was not detected in negative 
control IPs and was greatly reduced in an ASPM-1 IP 
after aspm-1 RNAi treatment (Fig. 1e). We conclude 
from the IP-mass spectrometry, Y2H and IP-western 
experiments that ASPM-1 associates with both LIN-5 
and CMD-1.

To examine whether the detected interactions are 

relevant in vivo, we studied overlap and interdepen-
dence in subcellular localizations of LIN-5, ASPM-1 
and CMD-1. Although anti-calmodulin antibodies 
did not recognize CMD-1 in immunostaining of C. 
elegans embryos, LIN-5 and ASPM-1 were found to 
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Figure 1. LIN-5 and CMD-1 associate with ASPM-1
(a) Overview of LIN-5 protein interactions, which 
include homodimerization12, complex formation 
with GPR-1/2 and Gα (refs 2,4,6) and binding of 
ASPM-1/CMD-1. LIN-5 forms homodimers through 
residues 202–604 of its coiled-coil domain (yellow) 
and interacts with GPR-1/2, through a C-terminal 
domain (probably residues 594–671; on the basis of 
two independent fragments: residues 537–671 and 
594–821) (orange)12. Gi/oGDP binds to the GPR-1/2 
GoLoco motif (dark blue)8. ASPM-1 binds to residues 
469–604 of the LIN-5 coiled-coil domain (yellow) in 
Y2H assays. CMD-1 binds to residues 444–636 of 
ASPM-1, which includes the first IQ-repeat domain 
(dark green). (b) Interaction of ASPM-1 with LIN-5 
and CMD-1 in the Y2H system. Left: controls rang-
ing from no interaction to strong interaction (see 
Methods). Middle: four independently isolated frag-
ments of AD–LIN-5 (residues 336–604, 336–604, 
469–671 and 269–741) that interact with full-length 
DB–ASPM-1. Right: four isolated fragments of DB–
ASPM-1 (residues 442–636, 442–811, 442–999 and 
804–999), three of which show positive interaction 
with full-length AD–CMD-1. (c) Detection of ASPM-1 
in western blotting experiments. Total protein lysate of 
C. elegans treated with control (gfp) RNAi probed for 
ASPM-1 shows two protein bands with a Mr of about 
160K (left lane). The faster migrating (lower) protein 
is not related to ASPM-1, because it remains pres-
ent after aspm-1 RNAi (lane 4). (d) LIN-5 detected 
in ASPM-1 immunoprecipitates. Total embryonic 
protein (left) and IPs with antisera raised against the 
indicated proteins, probed in a western blot with an 
anti-LIN-5 monoclonal antibody. The negative control 
(NC) was an IP with anti-eIF4E ovalbumin serum. 
(e) CMD-1 detected in ASPM-1 immunoprecipitates. 
C. elegans embryonic lysates treated with control 
(gfp) or aspm-1 RNAi were immunoprecipitated with 
ASPM-1 or NC antibodies. Input and immunoprecipi-
tated proteins were analysed by western blotting, with 
an anti-CMD-1 monoclonal antibody. Uncropped blots 
corresponding to c–e are shown in Supplementary 
Information, Fig. S3.
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co-localize at the meiotic spindle (Fig. 2a–a’) and mi-
totic spindle poles (Fig. 3a; Supplementary Informa-
tion, Fig. S1a). LIN-5 also localizes diffusely between 
the poles of the metaphase spindle and at the cell cor-
tex (Fig. 3a)9. These latter locations sometimes stained 
weakly with anti-ASPM-1 antibodies; however, this 
staining was probably non-specific because the in-

tensity was similar in wild-type and in aspm-1(RNAi) 
embryos (Fig. 3a,c,f).

In agreement with the corresponding localiza-
tions, RNAi of aspm-1 resulted in a specific loss of 
LIN-5 from meiotic spindles (Fig. 2c) and mitotic 
spindle asters (Fig. 3c; Supplementary Information, 
Fig. S1b). Staining of microtubules showed normal 
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Figure 2. Localizations of LIN-5 and DHC-1 dynein heavy chain to meiotic spindle poles are dependent 
on ASPM-1 and CMD-1. (a–e) Wild-type (a–a”) lin-5(RNAi) (b) aspm-1(RNAi) (c) cmd-1(RNAi) (d) and gpr-
1/2(RNAi) (e) meiotic spindles stained with antibodies against LIN-5 (red), ASPM-1 (green) and DNA-coun-
terstained with DAPI (blue). ASPM-1 and LIN-5 localizations overlap with tubulin in prophase (a), accumulate 
at the spindle poles in metaphase/early anaphase (a’) and localize at the spindle midzone in late anaphase 
(a”). Spindles are in metaphase (b–d) or early anaphase (e). (f,g) mat-2(ax76ts); GFP–DHC-1; mCherry–H2B 
spindles blocked in metaphase by mat-2 APC1 inactivation at 25 °C (f) and a few minutes after release (g), 
stained for tubulin (red), GFP (green) and counterstained with DAPI. (i–l) Late anaphase of female meiosis 
in wild-type (i), lin-5(RNAi) (j), aspm-1(RNAi) (k) and cmd-1(RNAi) (l) fertilized oocytes. GFP–DHC-1 reveals 
dynein localization; mCherry–H2B reveals condensed anaphase chromosomes. No asymmetric localization has 
been observed. Scale bar, 2 μm. Future anterior cortex is to the left.
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Figure 3. Localization of LIN-5 at the spindle poles, but not at the cortex, is dependent on ASPM-1 and 
CMD-1. (a–f) Wild-type (a), lin-5(RNAi) (b), aspm-1(RNAi) (c), cmd-1(RNAi) (d) and gpr-1/2(RNAi) (e) two-cell 
stage embryos stained with antibodies against LIN-5 (red) and ASPM-1 (green), in combination with DAPI stain-
ing (blue) of DNA. Merged images are to the right. LIN-5 and ASPM-1 co-localize at the spindle poles (arrow); 
LIN-5 is also present at the cortex (arrowhead) and, in metaphase, in between the poles (feathered arrowhead). 
(f) aspm-1(RNAi) embryo stained for -tubulin (red) and ASPM-1 (green), counterstained with DAPI, shows nor-
mal spindle organization in absence of ASPM-1. Scale bars, 5 μm. Anterior is to the left.
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mitotic spindles in aspm-1(RNAi) embryos (Fig. 3f), 
ruling out LIN-5 depletion from the poles through 
loss of astral microtubules. The localization of ASPM-
1 remained unaltered in lin-5(RNAi) embryos (Figs 2b 
and 3b). However, ASPM-1 was no longer detected 
at meiotic and mitotic spindles after RNAi of cmd-
1 (Figs 2d and 3d; Supplementary Information, Fig. 
S1c). Thus, CMD-1 is needed for the localization of 
ASPM-1, and ASPM-1 — in conjunction with CMD-
1 — is needed for the localization of LIN-5 to the mei-
otic spindle and mitotic spindle poles.

The cortical localization of LIN-5 and the diffuse 
metaphase localization around microtubules between 
the poles did not require ASPM-1 or CMD-1 (Fig. 
3c,d; Supplementary Information, Fig. S1b, d). In-
terestingly, we and others previously observed effects 
opposite to those of aspm-1 and cmd-1 knockdown: 
gpr-1/2(RNAi) and goa-1/gpa-16 Gα double RNAi 
greatly reduce LIN-5 localization at the cell cortex 
but not at the spindle poles (Figs 2e and 3e)6, 14. These 
complementary dependences suggest the presence of 
two distinct LIN-5 complexes. Knockdown of aspm-
1 or cmd-1 did not affect the cleavage plane position 
during zygotic division or spindle rotation in P1, in 
contrast to knockdown of lin-5, gpr-1/2 or Gα (Fig. 
4a, b)6. Thus, its presence at the cell cortex seems suf-
ficient for LIN-5 function in spindle positioning. We 
conducted spindle-severing experiments to examine 
this hypothesis further. Such experiments previously 

demonstrated important contributions of gpr-1/2, Gα 
and lin-5 (Fig. 4c) in promoting cortical pulling forc-
es2, 5, 8. In contrast, spindle-pole movements in aspm-
1(RNAi) embryos were indistinguishable from those 
in the wild type (Fig. 4c). Average peak velocity for 
anterior and posterior spindle poles were 0.66 ± 0.06 
µm s-1 (95% confidence levels) and 0.93 ± 0.06 µm 
s-1, respectively, for the wild type (n = 10) and 0.65 
± 0.04 µm s-1 (P = 0.756; t-test) and 0.89 ± 0.06 µm 
s-1 (P = 0.399; t-test), respectively, for aspm-1(RNAi) 
embryos (n = 18). This suggests that spindle position-
ing specifically involves cortical LIN-5, whereas the 
prominent presence of LIN-5 at spindle asters is not 
required for this process.

RNAi knockdown of aspm-1 and cmd-1 caused 
obvious defects in meiosis I and II. One or both polar 
bodies were frequently missing in aspm-1 and cmd-1 
RNAi embryos (Fig. 5a, upper panel), as previously 
observed for lin-5(RNAi) and lin-5(ev571ts) embry-
os9. When formed, polar bodies were often greatly in-
creased in size (Fig. 5a). In addition, multiple female 
pronuclei were frequently present before pronuclear 
fusion. Such phenotypes indicate defects in the co-
ordination between chromosome segregation and 
positioning of the meiotic spindle with respect to the 
cortex. In C. elegans, chromosome segregation during 
meiosis involves two independent spindle positioning 
events7, 15-17. An acentrosomal bipolar spindle forms 
after fertilization and translocates to the cortex in a 

Wild type 100.0 25 - 

Genotype Rotation (percentage) n P

lin-5(RNAi) 23.1 13 <0.0001 

aspm-1(RNAi) 42.9 14 <0.0001 

cmd-1(RNAi) 57.1 7 0.001 

dhc-1(or195ts) 84.2 19 0.04 

unc-116(RNAi) 91.7 12 - 

Genotype Late migration (percentage) n P

unc-116(RNAi);lin-5(RNAi) 0.0 12 <0.0001 

unc-116(RNAi);aspm-1(RNAi) 0.0 10 <0.0001 

unc-116(RNAi);cmd-1(RNAi) 27.3 11 0.002 

unc-116(RNAi);dhc-1(or195ts) 18.8 16 <0.0001 

unc-116(RNAi);Gα(RNAi) 85.7 7 0.07

unc-116(RNAi);gpr-1/2(RNAi) 87.5 8 0.08

Table 1. Quantification of meiotic spindle rotation / late migration from time-lapse movies of embryos 
carrying integrated GFP–H2B. Late Migration in unc-166 (–) background (bottom) is likely to correspond to 
rotation in unc-116 (+) background (top), but over a larger distance. The Mann–Whitney U-test was used to 
measure stastical significance.
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sideways orientation by an early kinesin-1-dependent 
pathway16. After the chromosomes have aligned at 
the metaphase plate, the spindle shortens and ro-
tates through 90° in an anaphase-promoting complex 
(APC)-dependent fashion17. This allows the segrega-
tion of a set of chromosomes into a polar body during 
anaphase and subsequent cytokinesis. The two steps 
are repeated during meiosis II.

We used in utero time-lapse microscopy of fertil-
ized C. elegans oocytes to reveal the meiotic require-
ment for lin-5, aspm-1 and cmd-1. After fertilization, 
spindle translocation to the cortex occurred with nor-
mal timing, but the subsequent spindle rotation did 
not take place in 10 of 13 lin-5(RNAi), 8 of 14 aspm-
1(RNAi) and 3 of 7 cmd-1(RNAi) embryos (Fig. 5b; 
Table 1; Supplementary Movies S1–S4). As a conse-
quence, the anaphase spindle remained positioned 
parallel to the cell cortex, and polar body extrusion 
usually failed. In some embryos, the chromosomes 
moved sufficiently close to the cortex for cytokinesis 
to be completed despite the lack of a clear rotation, 
resulting in enlarged polar bodies (Supplementary 
Movies S2 and S3). To reveal the cortical pulling 
forces involved in the rotation phase more clearly, 
we combined RNAi of lin-5, aspm-1 or cmd-1 with 
kinesin-1 heavy chain (unc-116) RNAi. Knockdown 
of unc-116 prevents the early kinesin-1-dependent 
spindle translocation; chromosomes therefore align 
at meiotic spindles at a greater distance from the 
cortex (±7 µm, ref. 16; Supplementary Movies S6–
S10). After APC-dependent shortening, the meiotic 
spindle in unc-116(RNAi) embryos moves toward the 
cortex with one pole leading. This movement over a 
large distance, which we refer to as ‘late migration’, 
is thought to reflect the pulling forces that normally 
cause spindle rotation16.

In contrast to unc-116 single RNAi embryos, late 
spindle migration failed in 12 of 12 unc-116;lin-5, 10 
of 10 unc-116;aspm-1 and 8 of 11 unc-116;cmd-1 dou-
ble-RNAi embryos (Table 1; Supplementary Movies 
S6 and S7). In these double-RNAi embryos, meiosis 
I spindle shortening and anaphase were completed 
in the cytoplasm. In meiosis II either two meiotic 
spindles formed or one meiotic spindle aligned all 12 
chromosomes at the metaphase plate (Supplementary 
Movies S7 and S10). Migration towards the cortex 
failed in both meiosis I and meiosis II. Thus, ASPM-1 
and CMD-1 are needed for the localization of LIN-5 
to meiotic spindle poles, and all three proteins seem to 
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Figure 4. ASPM-1 is not required for cortical pull-
ing forces and spindle positioning in early mitotic 
divisions. (a,b) Position of the cleavage plane of the 
zygote (P0) (a) and spindle positions in AB and P1 (b) 
in wild-type (black), lin-5(RNAi) (red), aspm-1(RNAi) 
(green) and cmd-1(RNAi) (blue) embryos at the one-
cell and two-cell stages. (c) Average peak velocities 
(means ± 1.96 s.e.m.; 95% confidence interval) of the 
anterior (A) and posterior (P) spindle poles achieved 
after severing of the spindle with a laser micro-beam 
in one-cell-stage embryos of the indicated genotypes. 
lin-5(RNAi) measurements were taken from ref. 5.
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be required for the forces that cause spindle rotation 
in meiosis I and II.

We used the same unc-116(RNAi) background 
as a sensitive read-out to re-examine whether the 
LIN-5 partners GPR-1/2 and Gα act in meiosis. We 
combined RNAi of unc-116 and gpr-1/2, and also 
RNAi of unc-116, goa-1 and gpa-16. In contrast to 
unc-116;lin-5 RNAi, late migration to the cortex did 
occur upon spindle shortening in nearly all embryos 
(Table 1; Supplementary Movies S8 and S9). GPR-1/2 
and Gα functions seemed to be efficiently inhibited 
in these experiments, because spindle positioning 
became abnormal during the first mitosis (data not 
shown)6. These data indicate that the LIN-5/ASPM-1/
CMD-1 pathway acts in meiotic spindle positioning 
independently of the GPR-1/2-Gα pathway.

Recent studies implicated the dynein microtu-
bule motor as the force generator of the LIN-5/GPR-
1/2/Gα pathway3, 5. We investigated whether dynein 
also acts in the LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 pathway in 
meiosis. Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged 
dynein complex components (GFP–DYRB-1 and 
GFP–DYLT-1) have been observed to localize to mei-
otic spindle poles18. We detected a genetic interac-
tion between dhc-1 dynein heavy chain and aspm-1 
that might indicate joint functions (Fig. 5c). If dynein 
cooperates with LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 in meio-
sis, spindle rotation (or late migration) after spindle 
shortening should be defective in the absence of dy-
nein.

To prevent premature dynein inactivation, we 
used the fast-acting temperature-sensitive mutant 
dhc-1(or195ts)19 and shifted hermaphrodites to the 
restrictive temperature at the moment of ovulation. 
In utero time-lapse recording and three-dimensional 
imaging revealed that a barrel-shaped meiotic spindle 
formed that aligned and segregated chromosomes in 
meiosis I and II at about 24.5 °C (Fig. 5e). Under these 
conditions, a moderate defect in spindle rotation (no 
rotation in 3 of 19 embryos) was observed in dhc-
1(or195ts) embryos (Table 1; Supplementary Movie 
S5). The defect was evident when combined with unc-
116 knockdown: late spindle migration to the cortex 
should take place 5–8min after ovulation, but it was 
absent in 13 of 15 unc-116(RNAi);dhc-1(or195ts) em-
bryos, in comparison with 1 of 12 unc-116(RNAi) em-
bryos (Table 1; Supplementary Movies S6 and S10). 
Fig. 5d summarizes spindle movements in represen-
tative meioses. These data show that a dynein motor 

complex is at least partly responsible for the forces 
that migrate the meiotic spindle towards the cortex 
during the LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1-dependent rota-
tion phase.

To examine the relationship between dynein and 
the LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 complex, we investi-
gated the localization of GFP–DHC-1 (ref. 20) dur-
ing meiosis. GFP–DHC-1 localized diffusely to the 
meiotic spindle during prophase and metaphase and 
then became increasingly enriched at the poles on the 
onset of spindle shortening and anaphase, preceding 
spindle rotation (n = 11; Supplementary Movie S11). 
In agreement with this, mat-2(ax76ts) APC1 mutant 
oocytes were arrested in metaphase of meiosis I with 
a modest localization of dynein GFP–DHC-1 at the 
meiotic spindle (Fig. 2f), which strongly increased on 
release of the oocytes into anaphase (Fig. 2g). More-
over, the localization of GFP–DHC-1 overlapped with 
LIN-5 (Fig. 2h). After lin-5 (n = 8), aspm-1 (n = 6) or 
cmd-1 RNAi (n = 3), GFP–DHC-1 still localized dif-
fusely to the meiotic spindle during prophase/meta-
phase, but enrichment at the poles during anaphase 
was completely lost (Fig. 2i–l; Supplementary Movie 
S12). Taken together, the phenotypic resemblance 
and interdependence of protein localizations suggest 
that the LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 complex controls 
meiotic spindle rotation by localizing dynein to the 
meiotic spindle poles.

The Drosophila ASPM-1 orthologue, Asp, is re-
quired for spindle organization21, 22. We character-
ized meiotic spindle organization in live embryos and 
found that the spindle in aspm-1(RNAi) embryos was 
larger than normal (Fig. 5e). The spindle also looked 
disorganized and lacked focusing of the spindle poles. 
In contrast, the meiotic spindle of lin-5(RNAi) em-
bryos was indistinguishable from that of the wild type 
(Fig. 5e). Average spindle width and length were, for 
the wild type (n = 5), 7.6 ± 0.6 µm and 5.6 ± 0.1 µm, 
respectively; for lin-5(RNAi) (n = 5), 7.2 ± 0.2 µm (P 
= 0.3; t-test) and 5.4 ± 0.2 µm (P = 0.2; t-test), respec-
tively; and for aspm-1(RNAi) (n = 3), 11.7 ± 1.5 µm 
(P = 0.001; t-test) and 6.9 ± 0.7 µm (P = 0.004; t-test), 
respectively. Neither aspm-1 nor lin-5 seemed essen-
tial for mitotic spindle formation (Fig. 3f). Whereas 
ASPM-1 contributes to meiotic spindle organization 
and rotation and to LIN-5 localization, LIN-5 is spe-
cifically required for rotation. We therefore propose 
that the contribution of ASPM-1 to spindle rotation is 
mediated by LIN-5.
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Figure 5. LIN-5, ASPM-1, CMD-1 and DHC-1 are required for spindle rotation during meiosis. (a) Polar 
body number and size. At the top is shown the percentage of embryos with meiosis I or II polar bodies (pb) and 
the total number of embryos examined (n) for each indicated genotype. The scatter dot plot shows the sectional 
surface area of meiosis I or II polar bodies for each genotype. Asterisk indicates statistical significance (P = 
0.0001), tested with the Mann–Whitney U-test. Polar bodies were more abnormal in meiosis II than in meiosis 
I, which might reflect an accumulative defect or might result from the rapid succession of meiosis I and II. (b) 
Still images from representative time-lapse fluorescence/DIC movies in wild-type, lin-5(RNAi), aspm-1(RNAi) 
and cmd-1(RNAi) embryos containing GFP–H2B. In the wild type, the spindle and aligned chromosomes have 
rotated at the onset of anaphase of meiosis I, whereas anaphase occurred without rotation in the lin-5, aspm-1 
and cmd-1 RNAi embryos. Scale bar, 5 μm. (c) Synthetic interaction between dhc-1 and aspm-1. Embryonic le-
thality (Emb) in wild-type versus dhc-1(or195ts); GFP–H2B animals exposed to control (gfp) or aspm-1 feeding 
RNAi at 15 °C. Results are means ± s.d. Embryonic lethality was quantified in triplicate over a five-day period 
for the control RNAi (average progeny counted, 2,805 ± 238) or a sequential 24-h period for the aspm-1 RNAi 
(average progeny counted, 470 ± 143, errors are means ± s.d.). (d) Graphic representation of spindle move-
ments during meiosis. Data points indicate the shortest distance from the spindle centre to the cell cortex from 
representative GFP–α-tubulin time-lapse movies of wild-type, unc-116(RNAi), unc-116(RNAi);lin-5(RNAi) and 
unc-116(RNAi);dhc-1(or195ts) embryos. Note that in the last two of these, the meiosis I and II spindle does not 
approach the cortex. (e) GFP–α-tubulin meiotic spindles from wild-type, lin-5(RNAi), aspm-1(RNAi) and dhc-
1(or195ts) embryos. Note the abnormal size and shape of the aspm-1 RNAi spindle. Scale bar, 2 μm.
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In summary, we describe novel interactions be-
tween the evolutionarily conserved proteins LIN-5 
(Mud/NuMA-related), ASPM-1 (Asp/ASPM) and 
CMD-1 (calmodulin). ASPM-1 and CMD-1 control 
LIN-5 localization at spindle poles, and in C. elegans 
these proteins contribute to meiotic spindle position-
ing in conjunction with a dynein microtubule motor 
(summarized in Supplementary Information, Fig. 
S2). This LIN-5/ASPM-1/CMD-1 complex seems to 
act independently of the previously identified LIN-5/
GPR-1/2/Gα complex, whose cortical localization is 
critical for the generation of astral pulling forces that 
control spindle positioning and chromosome segre-
gation.

Previous observations of the phenotype of asp 
mutant flies and primary microcephaly patients with 
ASPM mutations emphasize the importance of ASPM 
function10, 23. Drosophila Asp controls spindle pole 
focusing, which suggested a link with dynein–dyn-
actin–NuMA22. This dynein complex organizes mi-
crotubules into focused poles, possibly through cen-
trosome attachment of microtubules released from 
-tubulin ring complexes24, 25. Surprisingly, ASPM-1 is 
not essential in early mitotic divisions and LIN-5 is 
not critical for spindle pole organization, despite their 
functional and structural similarities with Asp and 
NuMA, respectively26-29. The need for ASPM/NuMA/
Dynein in organizing spindle poles may depend on 
the number of free microtubule minus ends. In early 
C. elegans embryos, this number may be limited by 
inactivation of the MEI-1/MEI-2 microtubule-sever-
ing katanin complex at the meiosis-to-mitosis transi-
tion30. Thus, both redundancies and cell-dependent 
and species-dependent variation in spindle formation 
may determine the requirement for ASPM and LIN-
5-related proteins.

Homozygous mutation of ASPM leads to greatly 
reduced expansion of the neocortex during embry-
onic neurogenesis10. In mice, Aspm seems to promote 
symmetric proliferative divisions in the ventricular 
zone region by maintaining spindle positioning in 
neuroepithelial progenitors perpendicular to the api-
cal–basal axis11. The GPR-1/2-related proteins AGS3 
and LGN both affect spindle positioning in progenitor 
divisions31-33. If the separate complexes of LIN-5 are 
conserved in mammals, the balance between AGS3 
and LGN localized at the cortex, as opposed to that 
recruited into a complex with NuMA/ASPM at the 
spindle asters, may affect whether neuroepithelial 

progenitors undergo proliferative or asymmetric neu-
rogenic divisions.

Methods

Nematode strains and culture conditions.
The following Caenorhabditis elegans strains were 
used: N2 (wild-type), AZ212 (unc-119(ed3) ruIs32 
[unc-119(+) pie-1-GFP–H2B] III), AZ244 (unc-
119(ed3) III; ruIs57 [unc-119(+) pie-1-GFP–α-
tubulin]), TH32 (ddIs6 [pie-1-TBG-1–GFP + unc-
119(+)] ruIs32 [unc-119(+) pie-1-GFP–H2B]), 
EU828 (dhc-1(or195ts) I), SV892 (dhc-1(or195ts) I; 
unc-119(ed3) ruIs32 [unc-119(+) pie-1-GFP–H2B] 
III), SV893 (dhc-1(or195ts) I; unc-119(ed3) III; ruIs57 
[unc-119(+) pie-1-GFP–α-tubulin]), EU1561 (orls17 
[dhc-1-GFP–DHC-1, unc-119(+)]; itIs37 [unc-19(+) 
pie-1-mCherry–H2B] (may contain unc-119 (eds) 
III)) and SV935 (mat-2(ax76ts) II; orls17 [dhc-1-
GFP–DHC-1, unc-119(+)]; itIs37 [unc-19(+) pie-
1-mCherry–H2B]). The strains were maintained at 
20 °C, except for the temperature-sensitive mutant 
strains, which were kept at 15 °C.

Protein alignment.
ASPM-1 was aligned to Dm Asp and Hs ASPM with 
EBI EMBOSS Align, using the Blosum62 matrix in 
combination with the Smith–Waterman algorithm.

Yeast two-hybrid assays.
Full-length constructs of LIN-5, GPR-1 and ASPM-1 
fused to the Gal4p DNA-binding domain (DB) were 
screened against a library of different-sized fragments 
derived from 750 early embryogenesis genes, fused 
to the Gal4p activation domain (AD)34. In addition, a 
series of DB-ASPM-1 fragments were used individu-
ally to examine interaction with full-length CMD-1, 
fused to AD. Controls shown in Fig. 1b (left), from 
top to bottom, were DB–CD4.6 and AD–ZK945.2, 
DB–C39E9.13 and AD–R08D7.3, DB–Fos HLH and 
AD–Jun HLH, DB–DP1 and AD–E2F1. In Fig. 1b, 
interaction was detected by growth on plates lacking 
adenine, the readout for the more stringent of two re-
porter genes.

Antibody production.
Primers were used to amplify two non-overlapping 
fragments of aspm-1 from genomic DNA (C2, 5´-tt-
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ggatccCTGACGAGAATCTTCACGAAGT-3´, 
5´-ttggatccCACGTAGGCCTTCCACATT-3´; C3, 
5´-ttggatccCAACTTCTTGCCGACTCATCA-3´, 
5´-ttggatccTTGCGTCTTGCCCTCTTT-3´). Frag-
ments were cloned into vector pET-30A to express 
His-ASPM-1. After induction, the proteins were pu-
rified on Ni2+ beads and isolated from SDS gels. For 
antibody production, C2 and C3 protein fragments 
were each injected into two rabbits and polyclonal 
sera were isolated (Bio-Synthesis, Inc.). Rabbit 5056, 
injected with fragment C3, produced antibodies that 
specifically recognized ASPM-1.

Immunoprecipitation followed by western blotting 
and mass spectrometry.
Detailed protocols are given in ref. 6 and Supplemen-
tary Materials.

Indirect immunofluorescence.
Gravid hermaphrodites were dissected in 10 µl of wa-
ter on poly-(L-lysine)-coated slides to release embry-
os. The embryos were freeze-cracked, fixed in -20 °C 
methanol for 5min and in -20 °C acetone for 20min, 
rehydrated in PBST (PBS containing 0.1% Triton 
X-100) and blocked for 1h (PBST, 1% BSA, 10% don-
key serum). After incubation with primary and sec-
ondary antibodies, slides were washed four times with 
PBST and embedded in Prolong Antifade Gold con-
taining 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Pri-
mary antibodies used were mouse anti-tubulin (1:500 
dilution; Sigma clone DM1A), mouse anti-LIN-5 (1:3 
dilution), rabbit anti-LIN-5 (1:500 dilution), rabbit 
anti-ASPM-1 (1:100 dilution) and rabbit anti-GFP 
A6455 (1:200 dilution; Molecular Probes). Secondary 
antibodies used were FITC-conjugated or Texas Red-
conjugated antibodies (1:100 dilution; Jackson Immu-
noResearch Laboratories).

RNA-mediated interference.
To obtain knockdown by RNAi, double-stranded 
RNA was injected into young adults, except for IP 
and western blotting experiments, in which feeding 
RNAi was used. After injection, animals were kept at 
20 °C for 24h before in vivo imaging, or for 48h in 
immunostaining experiments. cmd-1 RNAi was per-
formed by a combination of injection and feeding. 
Extended RNAi of cmd-1 resulted in sterile animals; 
we therefore expect that the examined cmd-1(RNAi) 
embryos did not display a complete loss-of-function 

phenotype. L1 unc-116 feeding RNAi was performed 
in strains SV892 and SV893 for in vivo imaging of 
spindle movements on temperature shift after ovula-
tion. See Supplementary Methods for additional in-
formation.

Microscopy.
Time-lapse recordings were performed at 20 °C or, 
where indicated, at about 24.5 °C. Embryos were 
dissected and mounted in egg salt buffer on 5% aga-
rose pads. For in utero time-lapse recordings, gravid 
hermaphrodites were anaesthetized for 30min in M9 
containing 0.1% tricaine and 0.01% tetramisole on 3% 
agarose pads. To prevent premature dynein inactiva-
tion, dhc-1(or195ts) hermaphrodites were observed 
at the permissive temperature of 15 °C up to the mo-
ment of ovulation, after which they were immedi-
ately shifted to the restrictive temperature of 24.5 °C. 
Wide-field GFP and differential interference contrast 
(DIC) movies were recorded at 20-s intervals with a 
100 1.4 numerical aperture PlanApochromat objec-
tive lens with 800ms exposure for GFP and 100ms 
for DIC on a motorized microscope (Zeiss Axioplan). 
GFP excitation light was filtered to 10% transmission 
with neutral density filters, and binning was set to 22 
with automatic gain adjustments.

Quantitative analysis of spindle positioning.
Quantification of P0 spindle positioning and AB/P1 
spindle rotation was acquired from time-lapse record-
ings of dissected embryos from strain TH32. Mea-
surements were made in Axiovision 4.5.

Spindle severing experiments.
RNAi by feeding was performed by selecting L3/L4 
larvae and placing animals on feeding plates for 48–
60h at 20 °C before analysis. Spindle severing experi-
ments were performed with a Leica LMD microscope 
equipped with an N2 laser (=337nm)5. Average peak 
velocities of spindle poles after severing were mea-
sured by tracking their displacement with time-lapse 
DIC microscopy, capturing one image every 0.5s (ref. 
35).

Quantitative analysis of polar bodies.
The anterior polar body was considered to have arisen 
from meiosis I, as it becomes fixed in the egg shell, 
whereas the meiosis II polar body could be located 
anywhere around the embryo.
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Quantification of synthetic interaction
dhc-1 and aspm-1. Wild-type or dhc-1(or195ts); GFP–
H2B L4 hermaphrodites were placed on control (gfp) 
or aspm-1 RNAi feeding plates at 15 °C. Experiments 
were performed in triplicate. Hermaphrodites were 
transferred to a new plate every day. Embryos were 
allowed to develop for 48h, after which embryonic le-
thality was scored.

APC block and release.
mat-2(ax76ts); GFP–DHC-1; mCherry–H2B her-
maphrodites were shifted for 6h from the permissive 
to the non-permissive temperature (15 °C and 25 °C, 
respectively), which results in the formation of em-
bryos arrested in meiosis I. The hermaphrodites were 
either directly splayed and stained or first exposed for 
3–5min to 15 °C to release the metaphase arrest.

Statistical analysis.
Student’s t-test and data plotting were performed with 
GraphPad Prism version 5.0a for Mac (GraphPad 
Software; http://www.graphpad.com). The Mann–
Whitney U-test was performed with SPSS 13.0 for 
Mac (SPSS, Inc.; http://www.spss.com).

Note: Supplementary Information is available on the 
Nature Cell Biology website.
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Figure S2. Hypothetical model. (a) ASPM-1/CMD-1 anchors LIN-5 at meiotic and mitotic spindle poles. In turn, 
LIN-5 might interact with a cytoplasmic dynein complex on a parallel microtubule, thereby stabilizing dynein lo-
calization at the meiotic spindle and promoting focussing of the poles. Similar interactions may contribute to the 
anchoring of severed microtubules at mitotic asters. ASPM-1 and CMD-1 are strictly required for meiotic pole or-
ganization while LIN-5 is not, which suggests that ASPM-1/CMD-1 also functions with proteins other than LIN-5. 
(b) ASPM-1/CMD-1/LIN-5 and dynein promote meiotic spindle rotation. While astral microtubules have not been 
detected in meiosis, rotation appears to require microtubules and not actin16. Dynein microtubule motors at the 
meiotic spindle pole may drive rotation by attaching to microtubules nucleated from the cortex (Supplemental 
Reference 6). Alternatively, dynein motors anchored at the cell cortex may generate the pulling force by attach-
ing to microtubules nucleated at the spindle poles. In the latter model, ASPM-1/CMD-1/LIN-5 may be required, 
directly or indirectly, for microtubule nucleation at the meiotic poles. (c) As previously described, interaction 
with Gαi/o/GPR-1/2 localizes LIN-5 to the cell cortex and promotes cortical localization of a dynein complex. 
The minus-end directed motor activity of dynein, probably in combination with microtubule depolymerization, is 
thought to pull astral microtubules towards the cortex. The cortical LIN-5 complex determines the position of the 
mitotic spindle and cell cleavage plane in mitosis. (d) legend.
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Supplementary Methods

Embryonic extracts and immunoprecipitation.
Embryo pellets were obtained by hypochlorite treat-
ment of adult worms grown in liquid culture. Worms 
were grown in Smedium, either containing HB101 
bacteria or, to induce RNAi, bacterial feeding strains 
targeting aspm-1 or gfp (control). Pellets were ground 
in liquid nitrogen and lysed by French press in lysis-
buffer (containing 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 250 mM 
NaCl, 15% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM EDTA, 
1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM 1-naphthyl phos-
phate monosodium salt monohydrate, 50 mM so-
dium fluoride, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate deca-
hydrate, 100 μM sodium orthovanadate and protease 
inhibitors (Roche complete, Mini, EDTA-free)). The 
lysate was cleared at 13,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. 
IPs were performed with 1 mg of total protein with 
antibodies non-covalently bound to 7.5 μl protein 
A sepharose beads prior to use. Antibody quantities 
used for coupling to 7.5 μl sepharose beads were: 15 μl 
rabbit polyclonal anti-LIN-5, 15 μl rabbit polyclonal 
anti-GPR-1/2, 30 μl rabbit polyclonal anti-ASPM-1, 
or 30 μl rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against 
eIF4E peptide, coupled to ovalbumin1 (negative con-
trol). One third of each IP was loaded on gel (input on 
LIN-5 and ASPM-1 immunoblots: 1/20, on calmodu-
lin immunoblots: 1/50). For SDS-PAGE and Western 
blotting, standard procedures were used. In order to 
detect calmodulin, proteins were transferred using 
25 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, and were fixed 
for 45 minutes in transfer buffer containing 0.2% glu-
taraldehyde2. Monoclonal mouse anti-LIN-5 (diluted 
1:1000), polyclonal rabbit anti-ASPM-1 serum (1:500) 
or monoclonal rabbit anti-calmodulin (EP799Y; Ab-
cam) (diluted 1:1000) were used for detection. HRP-
conjugated protein A (VWR international) was used 
at 1:5000 in place of secondary antibodies for ASPM-
1 and CMD-1 immunoblots. The signal was revealed 
with chemiluminesence (Biorad Laboratories).

Mass spectrometry:
For protein identification, immunoprecipitated pro-
teins were separated on 8% SDS polyacrylamide gels 
and silver stained using a protocol compatible with 
mass spectrometry3. Specific bands were excised, di-
gested in trypsin overnight, and eluted peptides were 
analyzed by liquid chromatography and tandem mass 
spectrometry (Taplin Spectrometry Core, Harvard 

Medical School).

RNA interference: For dsRNA production, cloned 
gene fragments were amplified in PCR reactions with 
flanking T7 primers, followed by in vitro transcrip-
tion with an Ambion MegaScript transcription kit. 
For immunofluorescence assays, dsRNA was injected 
into the gonad of adult wild-type hermaphrodites, 48 
hours at 20°C before fixation4. RNAi feeding was per-
formed as described in ref. 5.
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Introduction

Assembly of microtubules into a mitotic spindle is 
essential for proper segregation of the chromosomes 
into daughter cells. In addition, the orientation of 
the spindle with respect to the axis of cell polarity 
determines if a cell undergoes symmetric or asym-
metric cell division. A well-described example of 
intrinsically asymmetric cell division is the first em-
bryonic division in C. elegans1,2. In this model, ante-
rior-posterior polarity is established after fertilization 
through asymmetric localization of PAR (partition-
ing) proteins. These PAR proteins form two opposing 
domains, with PAR-3, PAR-6 and aPKC-3 defining 
anterior and PAR-1 and PAR-2 posterior3. Anterior-
posterior polarity guides the asymmetric localization 
of cell fate determinants within the cell. In addition, 
by aligning the spindle along the axis of polarity, cell 
cleavage partitions these determinants unequally over 
the daughter cells.

A cortical complex of Gα/GPR-1/2/LIN-5 in C. 
elegans, Gα/Pins/Mud in Drosophila and Gα/LGN/
NuMA in mammals, is required for proper alignment 
of the spindle with respect to the axis of polarity4. In 
C. elegans, this cortical complex recruits dynein to 

the cell cortex, which is needed for the generation of 
cortical pulling forces that act on astral microtubules5. 
The Par proteins modulate the net strength of the 
pulling force exerted on the spindle by asymmetrical-
ly recruiting or modifying the function of the spindle 
pulling complex6-8.

In addition to the cortical Gα/GPR-1/2/LIN-5 
complex, we identified a spindle-pole complex of 
calmodulin/ASPM-1/LIN-5 which is required for lo-
calizing dynein to C. elegans meiotic spindle poles9. 
The cell divisions during meiosis are highly asym-
metric and require rotations of the meiotic spindle to 
extrude polar bodies. The spindle-pole localization, 
but not the cortical localization of LIN-5 is required 
for these spindle rotations. This indicates that LIN-5 
exists in two complexes, which each function through 
dynein to promote spindle-pulling forces. In contrast 
to the apparent function of LIN-5 at meiotic spindle 
poles, the role of LIN-5 at mitotic spindle poles re-
mains to be elucidated.

The LIN-5 protein contains a central coiled-coil 
domain and a ~30 amino acid C-terminal NLM-mo-
tif. NLM stands for “NuMA, LIN-5, Mud”, as this do-
main is present in vertebrate NuMA, C. elegans LIN-5 
and Drosophila Mud10. These three proteins are struc-

Abstract

The focusing of microtubules into spindle poles and orientation of the spindle with respect to 
the axis of cell polarity are critical for chromosome segregation and developmental control of 
cell division. We have previously shown that a complex of calmodulin, ASPM-1 and LIN-5 is 
required for dynein localization at spindle poles and spindle rotation during Caenorhabditis 
elegans meiosis. It has remained unclear what role this complex fulfills in mitotic divisions, and 
if the LIN-5-related NuMA protein forms part of a similar spindle-pole complex.

Here we describe in more detail the relationship between LIN-5 and dynein, and the aspm-
1 loss-of-function phenotype in embryonic and post-embryonic cell divisions. We show that 
ASPM-1 is required for chromosome segregation and, in larval divisions, also for the integrity 
of the spindle pole. This C. elegans aspm-1 phenotype is strikingly similar to the Drosophila Asp 
and mammalian NuMA knockout phenotypes. In all three cases, defects in chromosome segrega-
tion coincide with abnormal spindle organization and spindle-pole detachment. We examined 
the function of human ASPM, making use of primary microcephaly patient-derived cells with a 
truncating ASPM mutation, as well as ASPM siRNA-treated HeLa cells. While dynein is needed 
to localize NuMA at spindle poles, we did not observe an essential role for ASPM in NuMA lo-
calization. In contrast, LIN-5 interacts with dynein and with ASPM-1, but only ASPM-1 is criti-
cal for spindle pole localization. More detailed studies of the relationship between ASPM and 
NuMA will be needed to examine their conserved roles in spindle organization.
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turally related, and all three contribute to spindle ori-
entation by linking the spindle apparatus to a cortical 
Gα-complex. In addition to the cortical localization, 
the NuMA, LIN-5 and Mud proteins localize at the 
spindle poles independently of Gα. As an additional 
parallel, at least NuMA and LIN-5 function in con-
nection with dynein. Accumulation of NuMA at mi-
crotubule minus-ends is involves the dynein/dynactin 
complex11. The localization of dynein to the cell cortex 
and meiotic spindle poles in C. elegans was found to be 
dependent on LIN-5 protein5,9. Thus, while not closely 
related in amino-acid sequences, LIN-5, NuMA and 
Mud probably are functional homologs.

The ASPM-1 protein localizes to spindle poles 
and consists of a calponin-homology domain and two 
IQ-motifs. The protein is conserved in flies (Asp) and 
vertebrates (ASPM), where it is thought to promote 
symmetric versus asymmetric cell division of neuro-
blasts12. Mutations in ASPM are associated with pri-
mary microcephaly in humans, suggesting a specific 
function in neuronal stem cell lineages13. The observed 
interaction between the ASPM-1 and LIN-5 proteins 
in C. elegans provided the first molecular insight in 
the function of ASPM-1. However, it remains unclear 
whether these protein interactions are evolutionarily 
conserved and whether the observed ASPM-1 func-
tion in C. elegans translates to the human protein.

Here, we address the mitotic function of ASPM-
1 in more detail. In addition, we provide further evi-
dence for a functional interaction between C. elegans 
LIN-5 and dynein, which may resemble the docu-
mented relationship between NuMA and dynein. 
In addition we investigate the relationship between 
ASPM-1 and dynein and the conservation of an 
ASPM/NuMA/Dynein complex.

Results

A temperature-sensitive lin-5 mutation disrupts 
dynein localization
We previously described the C. elegans lin-5(ev571ts) 
mutation14,15. This allele contains a 9 bp duplication 
followed by a T→C transversion, which is predicted to 
result in an insertion of three amino acids within the 
coiled-coil domain of the LIN-5 protein14. The mutant 
is temperature-sensitive and displays a strong loss-of-
function phenotype at the non-permissive tempera-
ture. However, the LIN-5(ts) protein and its partner 
GPR-1/2 still localized correctly at the non-permissive 

temperature, hence the molecular basis for the loss-
of-function phenotype has been unclear15. 

Recently, we and others reported that LIN-5 is 
required for localizing dynein at the cell cortex and 
at the meiotic spindle poles5,9. In order to clarify the 
lin-5(ev571ts) phenotype, we analyzed dynein heavy 
chain (DHC-1) localization in the lin-5 mutant strain. 
We first examined dynein localization during meio-
sis (Fig. 1a–d). Expression of dhc-1::GFP::DHC-1 
in wild-type embryos revealed faint localization of 
the GFP::DHC-1 fusion protein to the microtubules 
of the metaphase spindle (Fig. 1b, frame 1). Dynein 
then starts to accumulate at the meiotic spindle poles, 
coincident with spindle shrinkage after activation of 
the anaphase-promoting complex (frame 2). As pre-
viously described, this spindle-pole accumulation is 
required for meiotic spindle rotation (frame 3) and 
subsequent polar body extrusion (frame 4)9. When 
we examined dynein localization in the lin-5(ev571ts) 
mutant at the restrictive temperature, we observed 
weak dynein localization to the meiotic spindle (Fig. 
1d, frame 1), which resembles the signal after lin-5 
RNAi9. However, no accumulation of dynein is ob-
served at the spindle poles after anaphase onset (frame 
2), the spindle does not rotate (frame 3) and anaphase 
takes place perpendicular to the oocyte cortex (frame 
4). This strongly indicates that LIN-5-mediated dy-
nein localization is disrupted in the temperature-sen-
sitive mutant.

In order to analyze dynein localization in more 
detail we also analyzed mitotic cell divisions (Fig. 1e, 
f). In wild-type cells in prophase, we observed DHC-
1 localization at the cell cortex, around the nuclear 
envelope and at the spindle poles. In metaphase, 
DHC-1 localized to the spindle poles and kinetochore 
microtubules (Fig. 1e). In the lin-5(ev571ts) mutant, 
DHC-1 was no longer seen at the cell cortex (Fig. 1f, 
arrowhead), and was no longer present at the spindle 
poles in prophase and metaphase (arrow), but the lo-
calization of DHC-1 to the nuclear envelope and the 
kinetochore microtubules remained unaltered.

The overall folding of the LIN-5(ts) protein does 
not appear to be altered, since interactions with 
ASPM-1 and GPR-1/2 are normal. The LIN-5(ts) 
protein localized to the centrosome, which requires 
ASPM-1 binding, and GPR-1/2 localized to the cortex 
and spindle poles, which depends on LIN-5 localiza-
tion9,15. This is in agreement with the minimal inter-
action domains of these proteins that we previously 
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identified by Y2H domain mapping. The C-terminal 
region of the LIN-5 coiled-coil is the minimal domain 
for interaction with ASPM-1 and a C-terminal do-
main of LIN-5 close to the NLM domain is required 
for interaction with GPR-1/29,15. Together, these data 
show that a three amino acid insertion in the N-termi-
nal region of the LIN-5 coiled-coil domain specifically 
disrupts interaction with the dynein complex.

The closest LIN-5 homolog in vertebrates, 
NuMA, requires the dynein/dynactin complex to be 

transported along microtubules to the minus-ends at 
spindle poles11. In order to investigate whether LIN-5 
localization might depend on the dynein complex, we 
examined the localization of LIN-5 after dynein inac-
tivation.

A point mutation near the second P loop of dynein 
causes a trapped LIN-5 localization
We previously reported that ASPM-1 is required for 
localizing LIN-5 to spindle poles (Fig. 2a–c)9. We 
did not examine if this localization requires dynein-
mediated transport along microtubules. To test this 
possibility, we analyzed the requirement for dynein in 
LIN-5 localization by RNAi knock-down of the dhc-1 
dynein heavy chain gene. Knockdown of dynein was 
efficient as judged by the lack of centrosome separa-
tion during embryonic cell divisions (Fig. 2d). How-
ever, dynein inactivation did not result in abnormal 
localization of LIN-5 or ASPM-1 (Fig. 2d; ASPM-1 
data not shown). Thus, dynein-mediated transport of 
LIN-5 along microtubules does not appear critical for 
localizing LIN-5 to ASPM-1 at spindle poles.

We also analyzed the temperature-sensitive dy-
nein heavy chain mutant dhc-1(or195ts) for mislo-
calization of LIN-5 or ASPM-1. Dynein heavy chain 
is a large protein that folds into a globular head with 
six AAA domains, four of which have a conserved 
nucleotide-binding P-loop motif. The coiled-coil stalk 
domain of DHC-1 mediates microtubule binding, 
the N-terminal tail-domain interacts with the acces-
sory chains of the dynein multi-subunit complex. The 
or195 mutation is one of the strongest loss-of-func-
tion mutants identified, which contains a His-to-Leu 
amino acid change six residues upstream from the 
second P-loop16.

Wild-type embryos normally show GFP::DHC-1 
localization as a punctate pattern in the cytoplasm, 
weakly between the spindle poles during metaphase, 
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Figure 1. Localization of dynein is altered in a lin-5 mutant that has a three amino acid insertion in the 
LIN-5 coiled coil domain. (a–d) Frames from a time-lapse sequence from meiotic metaphase to anaphase in 
wild-type (a, b) and lin-5(ev571ts) (c, d) embryos. Chromosomes are visualized by Cherry::Histone2B (a, c) and 
dynein by expression of a GFP::DHC-1 fusion protein (b, d). The chromosomes first align perpendicular to the 
oocyte cell cortex (dotted line) in frame 1, coincident with very weak dynein localization to the meiotic spindle. 
The bright dot in (a) is a polar body extruded in meiosis I. When meiosis progresses, dynein localization at the 
spindle poles becomes apparent in wild-type, but not in lin-5(ts) embryos (frame 2–4). The arrows in frame 3 in-
dicate the movement of the chromosomes. (e–f) Close-ups of dynein localization during mitosis in wild-type (e) 
and lin-5(ev571ts) (f) embryos. The frames show a cell cortex, the nucleocentrosomal complex during prophase 
and a close up of the left spindle pole during metaphase, with kinetochore microtubules emanating to the right.
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faintly at the spindle poles during anaphase and at 
the cell cortex (Fig. 1e). The dhc-1(or195ts) mutant 
has an abnormal accumulation of dynein at micro-
tubule organizing centers (MTOCs), which becomes 
more severe at the non-permissive temperature17. We 
observed a remarkable LIN-5 mislocalization from a 
region surrounding the MTOC in wild-type embryos 
(Fig. 2a) to the inner core of the MTOC in the dhc-1 
mutant (Fig. 2e). The localization of ASPM-1 was un-
altered (data not shown).

In order to test whether the localization of LIN-5 
was still dependent on ASPM-1, as in wild-type em-
bryos (Fig. 2c), we performed aspm-1 RNAi in the 
dhc-1(or195ts) mutant. ASPM-1 knockdown was ef-
ficient (data not shown), but LIN-5 was still seen to 
localize aberrantly to the core of the MTOC (Fig. 2f). 
This means that ASPM-1 localization dependency has 
been lost in the dhc-1(or195ts) mutant. The mislocal-
ization of LIN-5 could be rescued by knockdown of 
dhc-1 in the dhc-1(or195ts) mutant (Fig. 2g).

The data show that the or195 H→L mutation near 
the second P-loop generates a conformational state 
of dynein that is trapped to the core of the MTOC 
and that this conformational state has a high affinity 
for LIN-5. The mislocalized LIN-5 is unable to bind 
to ASPM-1 and can thus not function properly. In 
conclusion, the lin-5(ev571ts) mutation disrupts the 
localization of dynein, and the dhc-1(or195ts) muta-
tion disrupts the localization of LIN-5. The fact that 
both of these mutations were identified based on the 
associated defects in forward mutagenesis screens il-
lustrates the importance of the LIN-5/dynein interac-
tion.

The aspm-1 RNAi phenotype overlaps with that of 
Asp and NuMA.
A previous study revealed that Drosophila Asp and 
dynein have complex interdependent functions18. Asp 
was proposed as a NuMA-like protein that is required 
for bundling microtubules at minus ends18. We and 
others have reported a role for ASPM-1 in organiz-
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Figure 2. Localization of LIN-5 is abnormal in a dhc-1 mutant that has a point mutation near the second 
P loop domain. (a–g) Close-ups of mitotic spindle poles in wild-type (a, b) aspm-1 RNAi (c) dhc-1 RNAi (d) 
dhc-1(or195ts) (e) aspm-1; dhc-1(or195ts) (f) and dhc-1 RNAi; dhc-1(or195ts) (g) backgrounds. The spindle 
poles were stained with ASPM-1, LIN-5 or α-tubulin antibodies, as indicated. As previously reported, LIN-5 local-
ization to the spindle poles requires the ASPM-1 protein (c). LIN-5 is localized to spindle poles after dhc-1 RNAi 
(d), but in the dhc-1(or195ts) mutant it aberrantly localizes to the MTOC core (e). The abnormal localization of 
LIN-5 is no longer dependent on ASPM-1 (h), but can be rescued after dhc-1 RNAi (g).
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ing the ends of meiotic spindles in C. elegans9,19. The 
spindles displayed reduced focusing after aspm-1 
RNAi and were larger than normal. In contrast, we 
did not observe a role for the ASPM-1/LIN-5 complex 
in spindle organization during mitotic divisions in the 
C. elegans embryo. Nevertheless, DNA-segregation 
was frequently defective after aspm-1 RNAi. During 
anaphase in wild-type embryos, distinct sets of chro-
mosomes are segregated to opposite poles (Fig. 3a). 
In aspm-1 RNAi embryos the chromosomes align in 
metaphase, but sometimes segregate with anaphase 
bridges (Fig. 3b). These defects suggest that aspm-1 
RNAi results in incorrect attachments of the kineto-
chores to spindle microtubules. Possibly supporting 
this hypothesis, we observed that the defects in chro-
mosome segregation were enhanced by spdl-1 (Spin-
dly) RNAi (Fig. 3e). SPDL-1 Spindly is required for 
generating stable end-on attachments of microtubules 
to the kinetochore20. The increased sensitivity to spdl-
1 loss of function could point to defective kinetochore 
attachment in aspm-1(RNAi) embryos.

Incorrect kinetochore attachments would be ex-
pected to trigger the spindle assembly checkpoint 
(SAC). Triggering the SAC has been shown to tem-
porarily delay anaphase onset in early C. elegans em-
bryos21. In order to test whether a spindle assembly 
checkpoint is triggered after knockdown of aspm-1, 
we measured the time from nuclear envelope break-
down (NEBD) to anaphase onset of the first embryon-
ic division in C. elegans embryos. Time-lapse analysis 
of the divisions revealed that anaphase onset is not 
statistically delayed compared to wild type (Fig. 3c). 

As an independent approach, we examined 
whether the SAC contributes to the viability of aspm-
1(RNAi) embryos. If the SAC is required to correct 
aspm-1(ts)-induced defects, removing SAC compo-
nents should increase aspm-1(ts) associated lethality. 
We treated aspm-1(or645ts) worms at the semi-per-
missive temperature with feeding RNAi of the spin-
dle-checkpoint components mdf-1/MAD1, mdf-2/
MAD2, or bub-3/BUB3. Again, quantification of the 
embryonic lethality of the progeny did not show a sta-
tistical difference with the controls (Fig. 3d). Together, 
these results indicate that the observed chromosome 
segregation defect in aspm-1(RNAi) embryos does not 
induce spindle-checkpoint activation. 

As a possible explanation, the defects could result 
from merotelic kinetochore attachments, in which 
the same kinetochore is attached to both poles. Such 

merotelic attachments do not prevent that the ki-
netochores are brought under appropriate tension to 
silence the SAC, but would cause the chromosomes 
to be pulled to both spindle poles during anaphase. A 
possible mechanism for merotelic attachments is that 
chromosomes are not oriented properly within the 
mitotic spindle. C. elegans chromosomes are holocen-
tric and assemble kinetochores along their length22. 
This might be expected to increase the risk that a 
single kinetochore connects to microtubules from 
opposite spindle poles. A constant tension on pole–
kinetochore connections is hypothesized to be impor-
tant for maintaining kinetochore orientation towards 
the poles, thereby minimizing merotelic misattach-
ments23. We tested the balance between the poleward-
pulling and polar-ejection force after aspm-1 or lin-5 
RNAi by examining the distribution of chromosomes 
around a monopolar spindle (Fig 3f). A zyg-1 muta-
tion, which prevents centrosome duplication, was 
combined with lin-5 or aspm-1 RNAi. In both cases 
the chromosomes aligned at the same distance from 
the monopolar spindle pole as in the wild type (Fig. 
3f). The defects observed in chromosome segregation 
must therefore be caused by a process other than an 
imbalance in inner-spindle forces. The mitotic spin-
dles in the C. elegans early embryo are very large in 
size and we hypothesized that they could be more re-
sistant to perturbations in microtubule dynamics. In 
order to find out whether a more dramatic phenotype 
could be observed in later divisions, we analyzed post-
embryonic cell division in the seam-cell lineage.

Seam cells in C. elegans are hypodermal cells 
that are aligned in a row on both lateral sides of the 
animal. These cells undergo stereotypic stem-cell-
like divisions, producing a smaller anterior cell that 
fuses with the hypodermis, and a larger posterior cell 
that will self-renew and divide each larval stage. We 
depleted aspm-1 during the first larval stage (L1), to 
ensure proper embryogenesis, and characterized L3 
divisions either by immunostaining or time-lapse 
microscopy. We observed chromosome segregation 
defects that were accompanied with obvious spindle 
defects, suggesting that the smaller seam cells are 
more sensitive for spindle abnormalities than embry-
onic cells. Figure 3g shows still images from a time-
lapse movie of a wild type mitotic seam cell expressing 
membrane- and DNA localized GFP reporters. Figure 
3h shows a similar mitosis, from metaphase to telo-
phase, after depletion of aspm-1. The latter cell shows 
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Figure 3. ASPM-1 knockdown results in chromosome segregation and spindle pole organization 
defects. (a, b) Time-lapse sequence of the C. elegans first mitotic division from metaphase to anaphase in wild-
type (a) and aspm-1 RNAi (b) embryos carrying γ-tubulin::GFP and GFP::H2B. In the wild type, chromosomes 
align in metaphase and segregate during anaphase. After aspm-1 RNAi the chromosomes align in metaphase, 
but show defects in chromosome segregation, which occurs with anaphase bridges. The timing from nuclear 
envelope breakdown (NEBD) to anaphase was quantified for the first mitosis in wild-type and aspm-1 RNAi 
embryos (c), the majority of embryos show no significant difference. Larval stage L4 wild-type and aspm-
1(or645ts) hermaphrodites were placed on feeding RNAi against spindle-assembly complex components (mdf-
1/MAD1, mdf-2/MAD2, bub-3/BUB3) and embryonic lethality of the progeny determined (d). The inactivation 
of SAC components did not significantly increase aspm-1(or645ts) embryonic lethality. Inactivation of Spindly 
(spdl-1) by placing L4 wild-type and aspm-1(or645ts) hermaphrodites on RNAi causes a significant increase in 
the embryonic lethality (e). Spindly is required for generating stable end-on attachments of microtubules to the 
kinetochores. Monopolar spindles created after a short inactivation of zyg-1(ts) after the first mitosis align chro-
mosomes away from the spindle pole at equal distance in wild-type, lin-5(RNAi) and aspm-1(RNAi) embryos (f). 
This indicates that spindle pulling and ejection forces are unaltered. (g, h) Time-lapse sequences of seam-cells 
expressing GFP::H2B to visualize the chromosomes and GFP::PH-domain in wild-type (g) and aspm-1 RNAi (h) 
L3 larvae. Chromosome segregation is abnormal after aspm-1 RNAi (h). (i, j) Time-lapse sequences of seam-
cells expressing α-tubulin::GFP to visualize the mitotic spindle in wild-type (g) and aspm-1 RNAi (h) L3 larvae. 
The right spindle pole becomes detached from the rest of the mitotic spindle after aspm-1 RNAi (j, arrow).
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prolonged alignment of chromosomes in metaphase 
and initiation of cytokinesis before the DNA is seg-
regated (frame 3). Both daughter cells receive DNA, 
but anaphase bridges are detectable. When we used 
GFP::α-tubulin to visualize the spindle in mitosis (Fig. 
3i, j), we observed that bipolar spindles initially form 
in ASPM-1-depleted seam cells. However, coincident 
with the start of anaphase we observed spindle-pole 
detachment and subsequent collapse of the spindle to 
one side of the cell (Fig. 3j). Such spindle-pole detach-
ment defects are similar to the defects observed after 
NuMA, Asp, or dynein knockdown18,24,25.

We tried replicating the phenotype by removing 
LIN-5 and dynein, but chromosome segregation does 
not occur in these backgrounds (data not shown). In 
contrast to ASPM-1, LIN-5 and dynein are required 
for the establishment of cortical forces that pull at as-
tral microtubules. We expect that these pulling forces 
cause spindle pole detachment if dynein motor com-
plexes fail to attach microtubules to the pole. Because 
ASPM-1 is associated with dynein at the spindle pole, 
but not at the cortex, cortical pulling continues and 
pole detachment is seen after ASPM-1 inactivation. 
Similar tension-dependent results were observed in 
NuMAΔ22/Δ22 fibroblasts that can focus microtubules 
in low-tension monopolar spindle poles, but once 
tension is introduced the spindle poles become de-
focused24. These data demonstrate that C. elegans 
ASPM-1 has a conserved function in spindle pole or-
ganization, comparable to that of Asp in Drosophila, 
and NuMA and dynein in vertebrates.

NuMA localization does not require ASPM in hu-
man cells.
We tested whether the interaction between ASPM-1 
and LIN-5 is evolutionarily conserved and also detect-
able for their human equivalents ASPM and NuMA, 
respectively. We tested NuMA localization in primary 
human cells expressing a truncated ASPM protein. 
These cells were derived from a patient with primary 
microcephaly and contain a 3811C→T mutation in the 
ASPM gene. This mutation creates a stop-codon and is 
expected to truncate two-thirds of the ASPM protein. 
To examine if the primary cells indeed fail to express 
full-length ASPM, we stained the cells with an ASPM 
antibody raised against the C-terminus of the protein. 
In control cells, we observed crescent shaped spindle-
pole localization of ASPM (Fig. 4a), which was not de-
tected in cells derived from the primary microcephaly 

patient (Fig. 4b). We proceeded with testing the local-
ization of NuMA, which was detected at the spindle 
poles in control cells (Fig. 4e), and showed a similar 
localization in the ASPM patient cells (Fig. 4e). 

We considered whether alternative splice forms 
might bypass the ASPM nonsense mutation in the 
patient-derived cells. Isolation of mRNA from the 
primary cells, followed by RT-PCR and DNA-se-
quence analysis exclusively revealed cDNAs with the 
3811C→T mutation. As an independent approach, we 
transfected human HeLa cells with siRNA to knock-
down the protein levels. Knockdown of ASPM was 
efficient, based on the lack of antibody staining (Fig. 
4d), but NuMA continued to localize to the spindle 
poles (Fig. 4j). We also tested the localization-depen-
dency of ASPM on NuMA, and found that ASPM 
does not require NuMA for its localization (Fig. 4e, i).

While NuMA localization depends on dynein 
(Fig. 4l), ASPM was still found to localize to the spin-
dle after DHC-1 knockdown. We observed normal lo-
calizations of the dynein complex components dynein 
intermediate chain and dynactin/p150glued in the 
ASPM3811C→T cell line (data not shown). The data show 
that while NuMA and LIN-5 share many properties, 
the interaction with ASPM is not necessarily con-
served. It is possible that mammalian NuMA uses ad-
ditional proteins for its spindle-pole localization that 
are redundant with ASPM. Co-immunoprecipitation 
experiments could shed light on whether NuMA and 
ASPM are present in a protein complex, similar to 
LIN-5 and ASPM-1.

Discussion

In this paper we have shown that a temperature-sen-
sitive mutation of lin-5, that introduces a three amino 
acid insertion in the LIN-5 coiled-coil domain, dis-
rupts dynein localization at the cell cortex and spindle 
poles. The mislocalization of dynein is remarkable, 
because LIN-5 and its partner protein GPR-1/2 are 
still expressed and correctly localized in the mutant. 
This suggests that the LIN-5 interaction domain for 
dynein, or its associated proteins, is affected by the 
mutation.

In addition, we have shown that a point mutation 
in dynein causes a trapped form of LIN-5 that becomes 
localized in an ASPM-1-independent manner to the 
inner MTOC of the spindle. This mislocalization of 
LIN-5 is caused specifically by a point mutation near 
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the second P loop of dynein and is not seen when dy-
nein is inactivated by dhc-1 RNAi. This suggests that 
LIN-5 is not dependent on dynein for its localization, 
but that there is a physical interaction between dynein 
and LIN-5 whose stoichiometry requires a dynamic 
interaction. If the interaction becomes fixed, LIN-5 
can no longer bind to ASPM-1 and becomes mislocal-
ized together with dynein.

The interaction of LIN-5 with dynein is of interest, 
because the predicted mammalian homolog NuMA 
requires dynein for its localization. In addition to a 
shared interaction with dynein, LIN-5 and NuMA 
have similar protein structures that include a large 
central coiled-coil domain, N-terminal Calponin Ho-
mology motif, and C-terminal NLM domain10,14. In 
addition, LIN-5 and NuMA localize prominently to 
the spindle asters in mitosis and to the cell cortex14,26. 
LIN-5 and NuMA each are recruited to the cortex 
through association with a GoLoco/GPR motif pro-
tein: GPR-1/2 for LIN-5 and LGN/AGS3 for NuMA, 
which in turn binds a GDP-bound Gα subunit8,26. 
Given these similarities, it may be expected that both 
proteins will also share interaction with ASPM.

 NuMA and dynein are both required for spindle 
pole focusing and centrosome attachment to the spin-
dle poles. While we have not observed such functions 
for LIN-5, its partner at the spindle poles, ASPM-1, 
is required in these processes. ASPM-1 is essential in 
the focusing of the spindle poles in meiosis9,19 and for 
centrosome attachment to the spindle in larval cell di-
vision (this study). This further suggests that the LIN-
5/ASPM-1/Dynein complex has a function similar to 
the mammalian NuMA/Dynein complex. Currently 
missing in the comparison is a functional interaction 
between NuMA and ASPM. Based on the multiple 
levels of phenotypic overlap, we expect that ASPM-
1/LIN-5/Dynein and ASPM/NuMA/Dynein both 
contribute in bundling microtubule minus ends and 
attaching minus ends to the centrosomes. Based on 
redundancies or a different division of labor, the in-
dividual components may be essential for a given role 
in one species and not another. Future experiments 
will have to review whether ASPM and NuMA pos-
sibly interact with each other. These data will help us 
understand the process of spindle-pole focusing and 
might bring us closer to understanding the molecu-
lar processes that underlie conditions such as primary 
microcephaly.

Materials and methods

Strains
The following Caenorhabditis elegans strains were 
used: N2 (wild type), EU1561 (dhc-1::GFP::DHC-1; 
pie-1::Cherry::H2B), SV1015 (lin-5(ev571ts); dhc-
1::GFP::DHC-1; pie-1::Cherry::H2B), EU828 (dhc-
1(or195ts) I.), TH32 (ddIs6[unc-119(+) pie-1::TBG-
1::GFP]; ruIs32[unc-119(+) pie-1::GFP::H2B]), 
SV1027 (zyg-1(b1ts) II; ddIs6[unc-119(+) pie-1::TBG-
1::GFP]; ruIs32[unc-119(+) pie-1::GFP::H2B]), 
SV1009 (wrt-2::GFP::PHdomain; wrt-2::GFP::H2B), 
SV877 (wrt-2::GFP::α-tubulin). The strains were 
maintained at 20ºC, except for the temperature-sen-
sitive strains that were maintained at 15ºC.

Cell culture and transfection
HeLa and primary fibroblast cells were cultured in 
DMEM (Gibco) with 6% FCS, 100 U/ml penicillin 
and 100 μg/ml streptomycin. siRNA was transfected 
using reverse transfection with Hiperfect (Qiagen) 
according to the manufacturers’ guidelines. siRNAs 
used in this study were: GAPDH, ASPM, NuMA, and 
DHC-1 OTP SMART pool (Dharmacon).

 
RNAi soaking
In order to study larval seam cell divisions, embryos 
were synchronized by hypochlorite treatment and 
hatched in RNAi soaking solution with or without 1 
μg aspm-1 dsRNA. L1-arrested larvae were soaked for 
48-h at 20°C in order to deplete the ASPM protein. 
They were placed on RNAi-feeding food and allowed 
to develop for 18 hours at 25°C, after which the seam 
cell divisions were imaged.

Indirect immunofluorescence
Gravid hermaphrodites were dissected in 10 μl of wa-
ter on poly-(l-lysine)-coated slides to release embry-
os. The embryos were freeze-cracked, fixed in −20°C 
methanol for 5 min and in −20 °C acetone for 20 
min, rehydrated in PBST (PBS containing 0.1% Tri-
ton X-100) and blocked for 1 h (PBST, 1% BSA, 10% 
donkey serum). After incubation with primary and 
secondary antibodies, slides were washed four times 
with PBST and embedded in Prolong Antifade Gold 
containing 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). 
Primary antibodies used were mouse anti α-tubulin 
(1:500 dilution; Sigma clone DM1A), mouse anti-
LIN-5 (1:3 dilution), rabbit anti-LIN-5 (1:500 dilu-
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tion), rabbit anti-ASPM-1 (1:100 dilution). Secondary 
antibodies used were FITC-conjugated or Texas Red-
conjugated antibodies (1:100 dilution; Jackson Immu-
noResearch Laboratories).

Cells were grown on 10 mm glass coverslips and 
fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde with 1% Triton X-100, 
washed once with PBS and post-fixed with cold meth-
anol. Primary antibodies used were mouse α-tubulin 
antibody (1:7500, Sigma), rabbit anti-ASPM (1:200; 
Bethyl IHC-00058) and rabbit anti-NuMA (1:500; Af-
finity Bioreagents PA3-16829). Secondary antibodies 
used were Alexa Fluor 488, 561 and 647 (Molecular 
Probes). Samples were counter-stained with DAPI 
and mounted in Vectashield mounting fluid (Vector 
Labs).

Microscopy
Time-lapse recordings were performed at 20°C. Em-
bryos were dissected and mounted in egg salt buffer 
on 5% agarose pads. Temperature-sensitive worms 
were shifted to the non-permissive temperature for 
18-h prior to imaging. Wide-field GFP and differen-
tial interference contrast (DIC) movies were recorded 
at 20-s intervals with a 100× 1.4 numerical aperture 
(NA) PlanApochromat objective lens with 800 ms ex-
posure for GFP and 100 ms for DIC on a motorized 
microscope (Zeiss Axioplan). GFP excitation light 
was filtered to 10% transmission with neutral density 
filters, and binning was set to 2×2 with automatic gain 
adjustments. Recordings of fixed embryos were made 
with the 100× 1.4 numerical aperture (NA) PlanApo-
chromat objective lens.

Images of the cell lines (with exception of 
ASPM3811C→T) were acquired either on a Zeiss LSM510 
META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) with a Plan 
Apochromat 63× 1.4 NA objective with 1 μm intervals 
between Z-planes or on a DeltaVision RT system (Ap-
plied Precision) with a 60× 1.42 NA PlanApoN objec-
tive (Olympus) using SoftWorx software. Images ac-
quired on the DeltaVision are maximum projections 
of deconvolved images.

Quantification of synthetic interactions
Wild-type or aspm-1(or645ts) L4 hermaphrodites 
were placed on gfp (control), mdf-1, mdf-2, bub-3, 
or spdl-1 RNAi feeding plates at 20°C. Embryos were 
allowed to develop for 48 h, after which embryonic 
lethality was scored for the whole brood. Experiments 
were performed in triplicate.
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Introduction

Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) and their associ-
ated cyclin regulatory subunits control progression 
through the eukaryotic cell-division cycle (reviewed 
in refs. 1 and 2). Activation of the CDK1 kinase trig-
gers entry into mitosis, while CDK1 inactivation is 
required for mitotic exit. Expression, association and 
degradation of the cyclin subunits are critical in the 
regulation of CDK activity.

All eukaryotes express a number of different cy-
clins. The members of this protein family share simi-
larity predominantly within the “cyclin box”, a con-
served domain that mediates binding and activation 
of CDKs. “G1 cyclins”, “S phase cyclins” and “mitotic 
cyclins” have been defined by their pattern of expres-
sion, Cdk activation and cell cycle function. In addi-
tion, cyclin subfamilies (e.g., A or B-type) have been 
distinguished based on sequence similarity. These 
classifications are partly overlapping, as members of 
each subfamily share cognate CDK partners and show 
similar patterns of expression and associated kinase 
activity. Hence, the paradigm in the field has long been 
that specific CDK/cyclin combinations phosphorylate 
specific target proteins and thereby promote distinct 
cell cycle transitions. In metazoans, D-type cyclins to-
gether with Cdk4/Cdk6 promote progression through 
G1 phase; E-type cyclins in association with Cdk2 

support the onset of S phase; A-type cyclins in com-
plex with either Cdk2 or Cdk1 act in the S, G2 and M 
phases, and B-type cyclins together with Cdk1 control 
progression through mitosis.3

Cyclins expressed in the same cell cycle phase are 
largely redundant in function. Four different B-type 
cyclins (CLB1, CLB2, CLB3 and CLB4) regulate the 
progression through mitosis in budding yeast. How-
ever, expression of CLB2 alone is sufficient and GAL1 
driven expression of CLB1 complements the clb1,2,3,4 
deletion.4,5 Three different cyclins, a single A-type and 
B-type cyclin and a member of the distinct B3 sub-
family, cooperate during mitosis in Drosophila. Muta-
tion of Dm CycB or CycB3 does not interfere with vi-
ability.6 Furthermore, knockout of individual cyclins 
in mice result in limited defects, with the exception of 
cyclins A2 and B1.7,8 The specific developmental de-
fects associated with cyclin D1, cyclin D2 and cyclin 
D3 knockout appear to result from distinct patterns 
of expression of these cyclins, rather than specific 
functions.9-12 In support of this idea, replacement of 
the cyclin D1 coding sequences with cyclin D2 rescues 
the cyclin D1 knockout phenotype.13,14 CDK knock-
out experiments have shown that substantial mouse 
development is possible with Cdk1 alone, functioning 
in combination with a broad range of cyclins.15 Such 
results are surprising, as specific functional proper-
ties would be expected to underlie the conservation 

Abstract

Mitotic cyclins in association with the Cdk1 protein kinase regulate progression through mitosis 
in all eukaryotes. Here, we address to what extent mitotic cyclins in the nematode Caenorhabdi-
tis elegans provide overlapping functions or distinct biological activities. C. elegans expresses a 
single A-type cyclin (CYA-1), three typical B-type cyclins (CYB-1, CYB-2.1 and CYB-2.2), and 
one B3-subfamily member (CYB-3). While we observed clear redundancies between the cyb 
genes, cyb-1 and cyb-3 also contribute specific essential functions in meiosis and mitosis. CYB-
1 and CYB-3 show similar temporal and spatial expression, both cyclins localize prominently 
to the nucleus, and both associate with CDK-1 and display histone H1 kinase activity in vitro. 
We demonstrate that inhibition of cyb-1 by RNAi interferes with chromosome congression and 
causes aneuploidy. In contrast, cyb-3(RNAi) embryos fail to initiate sister chromatid separation. 
Inhibition of both cyclins simultaneously results in a much earlier and more dramatic arrest. 
However, only the combination of cyb-1, cyb-3 and cyb-2.1/cyb-2.2 RNAi fully resembles cdk-1 
inhibition. This combination of redundant and specific phenotypes supports that in vivo phos-
phorylation of certain Cdk targets can be achieved by multiple Cdk1/cyclin complexes, while 
phosphorylation of other targets requires a unique Cdk1/cyclin combination.
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of distinct cyclin subfamilies throughout metazoan 
evolution.

Indeed, a recent analysis indicates that Drosophila 
mitotic cyclin A, B and B3 cyclins are less redundant 
than previously concluded, as all three of these cy-
clins have specific critical functions in the syncytial 
embryo.6,16 In fact, ample experimental evidence sup-
ports that cyclins contribute to the substrate specific-
ity of CDKs and that members of different subfamilies 
cannot simply substitute for each other. Factors that 
contribute to cyclin specificity are subcellular local-
ization,17 and the use of a hydrophobic cyclin patch 
in substrate contact.18,19 Thus far, the cyclin-substrate 
specificity is best characterized for budding yeast 
CLB5 and mammalian cyclin A.18,19 For example, 
knock-in of CLB2 into the CLB5 locus in yeast prema-
turely initiates CLB2/CDC28 kinase activity and al-
lows rescue of clb1,2 lethality, but does not replace the 
role of CLB5 in S phase initiation.20 Phosphorylation 
of pRb, p107 and E2F-1 by Cdk2/cyclin A involves 
binding of the cyclin A hydrophobic patch to these 
substrates.18 This explains why Cdk2 in association 
with cyclin A (but not cyclin B1) phosphorylates these 
substrates in vitro.21 Other cyclins may also recruit 
specific targets through a distinct docking site or, al-
ternatively, promote CDK activity towards a broader 
range of targets. For most cyclins it remains poorly 
understood if and how they confer target specificity 
to their CDK partners, which targets they recruit and 
which functions they share with other cyclins.

In the present study, we address to what extent 
mitotic cyclins have redundant versus specific func-
tions in early Caenorhabditis elegans development. C. 
elegans embryos are particularly amenable for exami-
nation of mitosis and cytokinesis, as the early embry-
onic cells are large and the spindle and chromosomes 
are cytologically observable. Moreover, RNA-mediat-
ed interference (RNAi) provides an efficient reverse 
genetic technique to eliminate both maternal and 
zygotic gene functions.22 Consequently, single, dou-
ble and triple gene knockdown by RNAi may reveal 
specific as well as redundant gene functions in early 
embryogenesis.

The C. elegans genome harbors orthologs of all 
major classes of metazoan cyclins: D, E, A, B1, B2 and 
B3.23-28 We show that CYB-1 (Cyclin B1) and CYB-3 
(Cyclin B3) follow similar developmental expression 
patterns and largely overlapping subcellular localiza-
tions, yet each of these cyclins is essential for specific 

processes in meiosis and mitosis. Simultaneous inhi-
bition of cyb-1 and cyb-3 results in an earlier and more 
severe M phase arrest. However, only the combina-
tion of cyb-1, cyb-2.1/2.2 and cyb-3 RNAi resembles 
cdk-1 inactivation. These data indicate that all B/B3-
type cyclins act with CDK-1 and provide overlapping 
as well as specific functions in meiosis and mitosis. 
Our results suggest that phosphorylation of some mi-
totic Cdk targets can be accomplished by a variety of 
Cdk1/mitotic cyclin complexes, while phosphoryla-
tion of other targets requires a specific Cdk1/ cyclin 
combination.

Results

Caenorhabdtis elegans contains distinct subfamilies 
of mitotic cyclins.
Previous studies by us and others identified the Cae-
norhabditis elegans cyclin genes cyd-1 (Cyclin D),24,26 
cye-1 (Cyclin E),25,28 cya-1 (Cyclin A), cyb-1 (Cyclin 
B1) and cyb-3 (Cyclin B3).23 The C. elegans Genome 
Sequencing project identified two additional B-type 
cyclins,29 encoded by the Y43E12A.1 (cyb-2.1) and 
H31G24.4 (cyb-2.2) genes (Fig. 1). We obtained 
cDNA clones from cyb-2.1 and cyb-2.2, demonstrat-
ing that both genes are expressed (Fig. 1A, Materials 
and Methods). These cDNAs are probably derived 
from the full-length messages, as they contained SL1 
trans-spliced leader sequences at their 5’-ends.30 The 
predicted amino-terminal ends of all five C. elegans A, 
B and B3-type cyclins include candidate destruction 
boxes (Fig. 1A and reviewed in ref. 23). This amino 
acid motif is present in the N-termini of mitotic cy-
clins in other systems and is required for ubiquitin-
dependent proteolysis.31

The cyb-2.1 and cyb-2.2 coding sequences share 
92% nucleotide identity, indicating a relatively recent 
duplication. The CYB-2.1 and CYB-2.2 predicted pro-
teins share 94% aminoacid identity over their entire 
length. Each of these two cyclins is approximately 
60% identical to CYB-1. In contrast, CYB-3 is more 
closely related to cyclin B3 members in other species 
than to the other mitotic cyclins in C. elegans (Fig. 
1B). Similar to the B3 cyclins in other species, CYB-3 
contains not only Cyclin B-type signature sequences 
but also A-type sequences within the cyclin box.32

Knockdown of cyb-1, cyb-2.1, cyb-2.2 or cyb-3 by 
RNA interference (RNAi) resulted in early embryonic 
cell division defects and embryonic lethality (see be-
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low). In contrast, upon cyd-1 and cya-1 RNAi all off-
spring developed into sterile larvae, and embryonic 
lethality was not observed (data not shown). As previ-
ously reported, cye-1(RNAi) resulted in defects in cell 
polarity establishment and arrest at the approximately 
100-cell stage.25,26,33

Because of the close similarity at the DNA lev-
el, RNAi for either cyb-2.1 or cyb-2.2 is expected to 
downregulate both genes. In addition, cyb-2.1/2.2 and 
cyb-1 share stretches of approximately 80% nucleo-
tide identity that could also lead to co-inhibition. To 
examine this possibility, we injected a dsRNA frag-
ment unique for cyb-1 (nucleotide 11–270 of the open 
reading frame). This specific cyb-1 dsRNA fragment 

also resulted in a highly penetrant embryonic lethal-
ity. However, injection of dsRNA corresponding to 
the most unique 107 nucleotides of the cyb-2.2 coding 
region did not cause an apparent phenotype (data not 
shown). We conclude that at least two different mi-
totic cyclins, cyb-1 and cyb-3, have essential functions 
during embryonic development. For this reason, we 
focused our analysis on cyb-1 and cyb-3.

CYB-1 and CYB-3 specific antisera recognize active 
kinase complexes.
We generated polyclonal antibodies against the full-
length CYB-1 and CYB-3 proteins to examine their 
expression, Cdk association and subcellular localiza-
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Figure 1. Distinct mitotic cyclin A, B and B3 genes 
are conserved in Caenorhabditis elegans. (A) Align-
ment of C. elegans CYA-1, CYB-1, CYB-2.1, CYB-2.2 
and CYB-3 coding sequences with ClustalW2 and 
BoxShade. Asterisks (*) indicate predicted residues of 
the hydrophobic patch involved in substrate dock-
ing. Note that Met144 and Leu191 are not conserved 
in CYB-3 (B) Phylogenetic tree of the predicted A-, 
B- and B3-type cyclins from C. elegans (Ce), D. mela-
nogaster (Dm), X. laevis (Xl) and B-type cyclins of S. 
cerevisiae (Sc) visualized with Phlip DrawTree. Note 
that the B3-type cyclins are more closely related to 
cyclin B3 in other species than to other A- and B-type 
cyclins within the same species.
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tion. Using total C. elegans lysate in western blot ex-
periments, the antisera reacted with proteins of the 
predicted molecular weight for CYB-1 and CYB-3 
(41 kD and 45 kD, respectively, Fig. 2A and B). We 
examined the effects of cyb-1 and cyb-3 RNAi to test 
the specificity of the antibody reactivity. Animals were 
soaked in dsRNA and their progeny collected and 
used in western blotting experiments. RNAi treat-
ment resulted in a significant and specific reduction 
of the candidate CYB-1 and CYB-3 proteins (Fig. 2A). 
As expected, control RNAi treatment for the essential 
mitotic gene lin-5 did not reduce the reactivity with 
either cyclin antibody (Fig. 2A; reviewed in ref. 34).

RNAi treatment also eliminated specific antibody 

staining in immunohistochemical experiments. Im-
munostaining of C. elegans embryos with CYB-1 and 
CYB-3 antisera showed predominantly pronuclear 
staining at the time of migration before the first mito-
sis of the fertilized egg (Fig. 2E). cyb-1 RNAi strongly 
reduced reactivity with the anti-CYB-1 sera, while 
CYB-3 reactivity was unaffected. Likewise, cyb-3 
dsRNA completely eliminated immunoreactivity with 
anti-CYB-3 antibodies, but not with CYB-1 (Fig. 2E). 
These results demonstrate the specificity of the affini-
ty-purified antibodies and the specificity of the RNAi. 
However, co-inhibition of cyb-2.1/2.2 and cyb-1 was 
also observed in these experiments. Injection of cyb-
2.1 or cyb- 2.2 dsRNA did not affect CYB-3 reactivity, 
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Figure 2. CYB-1 and CYB-3 bind CDK-1, show associated H1 kinase activity in vitro, and are expressed 
coincident with cell division. (A) Western blot showing that CYB-1 and CYB-3 antisera are specific. Lanes 
contain total embryonic protein lysate, obtained after soaking adults in cyb-1 (left), cyb-3 (middle) or lin-5 (right, 
control) dsRNA. CYB-1 (top), CYB-3 (middle) or anti-α-tubulin antibodies (bottom; loading control) were used for 
detection. (B) CYB-1 and CYB-3 associate with CDK-1 and (C) form active kinase complexes. Total lysate or 
immunoprecipitates with the indicated antibodies were used. (D) CYB-1 and CYB-3 protein expression correlate 
with cell division during development. Protein lysates of synchronized wild-type animals were immunoblotted 
and probed with the indicated anti-cyclin antibodies. Larval stages are shown. L1 0 hr: developmentally arrested 
first stage (L1) larvae; L1 10 hr: L1 larvae 10 hr after stimulation of development by food addition. α-Tubulin 
protein levels serve as a loading control. (E) cyb-1 and cyb-3 RNAi specifically reduce expression of the corre-
sponding proteins. Wild-type or RNAi-treated embryos were triple-stained for DNA (DAPI, left), CYB-1 (middle) 
and CYB-3 (right). Anterior is to the left, scale bar approx. 10 μm.
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but partly reduced CYB-1 staining (data not shown).
CDK-1/NCC-1 is the C. elegans cyclin-dependent 

kinase essential for progression through mitosis.35 
Based on results in other eukaryotes, this kinase is 
expected to act with a number of different mitotic 
cyclins. CYB-1 and CYB-3 co-immunoprecipitated 
with the CDK-1 kinase, in contrast to control immu-
noprecipitations with non-specific antibodies (Fig. 
2B). In addition, both the CYB-1 and CYB-3 immu-
noprecipitates demonstrated kinase activity in vitro 
towards the canonical CDK substrate histone H1 (Fig. 
2C; reviewed in ref. 36). These results are consistent 
with the hypothesis that CYB-1 and CYB-3 act to pro-
mote progression through mitosis in C. elegans.

The CYB-1 and CYB-3 proteins show largely over-
lapping expression patterns.
To examine whether CYB-1 and CYB-3 showed any 
marked differences in expression during develop-
ment, we prepared protein lysates from multiple de-
velopmental stages. As expected for mitotic cyclins, 
the expression levels of CYB-1 and CYB-3 correlated 
with cell division during each developmental stage 
(Fig. 2D). The most exponential cell proliferation  
phase takes place from approximately two through 
seven hours of embryogenesis. Coincident with ex-
pansive proliferation, the highest expression of CYB-
1 and CYB-3 proteins was detected in embryos (Fig. 

2D, left). CYB-1 and CYB-3 expression was virtually 
absent in developmentally arrested first stage (Fig. 2D, 
L1 0 h) and dauer larvae (not shown). Upon release 
from L1 arrest, sets of post-embryonic blast cells suc-
cessively initiate cell division,37 and CYB-1 and CYB-3 
levels were found to increase during this period (Fig. 
2D, compare: L1 lanes 0 hr and 10 hr). CYB-3 protein 
levels remained low during larval development, as 
compared to the levels in embryos, while CYB-1 levels 
were fairly constant in developing animals.

To examine potential for distinct functions, we 
studied whether the subcellular localization of CYB-1 
and CYB-3 differs. Different subcellular localization 
has been reported for vertebrate cyclin B1 and B2,38 

as well as for Drosophila and Chicken cyclin B1 and 
B3.32,39 In these systems, cyclin B2 and B3 are restrict-
ed to the nucleus, while cyclin B1 accumulates in the 
cytoplasm during G2 phase and is rapidly imported 
into the nucleus at the onset of prophase. Immunos-
taining of C. elegans larvae showed expression of both 
cyclins in dividing cells (data not shown). However, 
the strongest expression was detected in the adult 
germline and early embryos, which we analyzed fur-
ther.

Precursor germ-cell nuclei are formed in C. el-
egans by mitotic divisions in the distal ends of the 
syncytial gonad. As these nuclei gradually move fur-
ther from the distal tip cell, they exit the mitotic cycle, 
initiate meiosis and go through pachytene of meiotic 
prophase I. These germ nuclei initiate oocyte develop-
ment when they reach the bend in the U-shaped go-
nad; they exit from pachytene, cellularize, continue to 
enlarge and pause at diakinesis of meiosis I. Meiosis 
I and II are completed following fertilization, which 
results in two polar bodies that are expelled from the 
fertilized egg. Subsequently, a maternal pronucleus 
forms and migrates towards the paternal pronucleus. 
The two pronuclei meet in the posterior of the egg, 
migrate to the middle while rotating and initiate mi-
tosis.
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Figure 3. CYB-1 and CYB-3 show largely overlapping protein localizations. (A and B) CYB-1 and (C and 
D) CYB-3 localization are cytoplasmic in meiosis. (E–H) Following the completion of meiosis, CYB-1 and CYB-3 
localize to the maternal pronucleus in the anterior (left arrow) and paternal pronucleus (right arrow). CYB-1 
in particular is also present in the cytoplasm. (I–L) CYB-1 and CYB-3 remain present in the cytoplasm and 
nucleus during prophase, but are undetectable in anaphase. Two-cell embryos in which the anterior AB cell is in 
anaphase (arrowhead) and the posterior P1 cell in prophase (arrow). CYB-1 and CYB-3 are present in prophase 
but not in anaphase. (M–P) Similar but somewhat later embryos, in which P1 is in metaphase. Embryos were 
stained for DNA (DAPI) and anti-CYB-1 or CYB-3 antibodies. Anterior is to the left, scale bar approx. 10 μm.
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Figure 4. Mitotic defects associated with CYB-1 and CYB-3 knockdown. (A–F) Development of a wild-type 
embryo from pronuclear formation until the four-cell stage. The metaphase plate is indicated by a single arrow; 
segregating chromosomes in anaphase by the double arrows. (G–L) cyb-1(RNAi) embryo. Alignment of the 
chromosomes at the metaphase plate is incomplete; however, chromosome segregation continues, frequently 
followed by the formation of multiple nuclei within a single cell. Arrows in (K and L) show the formation of mul-
tiple nuclei in the posterior P1 cell following the first mitosis and in the EMS cell after division of P1. (M-R) cyb-
3(RNAi) embryo. Black arrows point to metaphase-aligned chromosomes, white arrow point to furrow ingression 
(in P) and spindle poles (in Q). Sister chromatids fail to separate (note the expanded time in the right image). 
In most embryos, a cleavage furrow forms, fails to complete abscission and subsequently regresses (S-X) cyb-
1;cyb-3 double RNAi embryo arrests prior to initiation of the first mitosis. A (single) polar body is expelled during 
meiosis and the pronuclei move together slowly. No further development is observed. Selected images are from 
time-lapse DIC recordings of living embryos. Scale bar approx. 10 μm. (Y) Timing of events following meiosis, 
appearance of a maternal pronucleus was taken as t = 0. Wild-type (n = 3), cyb-1 RNAi (n = 3), cyb-3 RNAi (n = 
4), cyb-1;cyb-3 RNAi (n = 6). (1) 5/6 cyb-1;cyb-3 RNAi embryos failed pronuclear centration, (2) 5/6 cyb-1;cyb-3 
RNAi embryos failed pronuclear rotation, (3) 1/4 cyb-3 RNAi embryos failed cytokinesis.
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CYB-1 and CYB-3 were detected in the nuclei of 
the mitotic proliferating region of the gonad (data not 
shown). During maturation of oocytes in the proximal 
gonad, CYB-1 and CYB-3 levels were found to gradu-
ally increase in the nucleus (data not shown). CYB-1 
and CYB-3 remained diffusely distributed throughout 
the cytoplasm of the fertilized egg during meiosis (Fig. 
3A–D), and localized to the maternal and paternal 
pronuclei upon completion of meiosis (Fig. 3E–H). 
Subsequently, during each mitotic division, CYB-1 
and CYB-3 gradually disappeared from the nucleus 
as cells proceeded from prophase to metaphase (Fig. 
3I–P, posterior cells, to the right). At approximately 
the time of anaphase initiation, both cyclins also 
disappeared from the cytoplasm (Fig. 3I–P, anterior 
cells, to the left). Thus, CYB-1 and CYB-3 show simi-
lar temporal and spatial localization. However, CYB-3 
localization is mainly nuclear and perdures somewhat 
longer in metaphase, while a larger fraction of CYB-1 
is present in the cytoplasm. These differences are simi-
lar, though more subtle, to those reported for cyclin 
B1 versus B3 localization in other metazoans.32,38,39

CYB-1 and CYB-3 have distinct meiotic functions. 
We used gene inactivation by RNAi to address wheth-

er cyb-1 and cyb-3 are required for specific cell cycle 
events in C. elegans. Injection of either cyb-1 or cyb-
3 dsRNA, or the combination of the two, all caused 
highly penetrant embryonic lethal (Emb) pheno-
types. We closely followed early development in cyb-
1(RNAi) and cyb- 3(RNAi) embryos as well as double 
cyb-1(RNAi); cyb-3(RNAi) embryos, using micro-
scopic observations of live and fixed specimens as well 
as time-lapse microscopy (Figs. 4–6). Interestingly, 
the three different RNAi experiments reproducibly 
resulted in distinct cell cycle phenotypes, indicating 
specific cyclin functions.

Neither cyb-1 nor cyb-3 RNAi appeared to inter-
fere with events in oogenesis, mature oocytes were 
formed with chromosomes in typical arrangements 
of bivalents in diakinesis. Oocytes initiated meiosis 
normally and became fertilized when entering the 
spermatheca (not shown). However, meiosis was fre-
quently defective, as was evident from aberrant num-
bers of polar bodies and maternal pronuclei. In fixed 
and stained embryos, approximately 56% (43/77) of 
the cyb-1(RNAi) embryos contained just one polar 
body. Recording of embryogenesis with DIC optics 
revealed the formation of two maternal pronuclei 
in 30% (14/46) of cyb-1(RNAi) embryos. Of the cyb-
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Figure 5. Distinct mitotic defects 
in cyb-1(RNAi), cyb-3(RNAi) and 
cyb-1;cyb-3 double RNAi embryos. 
Images show similar stage embryos, 
double-stained for DNA (left) and 
α-tubulin (middle). Merged images are 
to the right. (A) wild-type two-cell em-
bryo, with bipolar spindles and AB cell 
in anaphase (left) and P1 in metaphase 
(right). (B) two-cell stage cyb-1(RNAi) 
embryo, arrows indicate unequal 
DNA segregation in anaphase of AB 
(see arrow), and a presumed lagging 
chromosome in metaphase of P1 (right 
cell, arrow). (C) cyb-3(RNAi) embryo 
demonstrating lack of chromosome 
segregation, with continued spindle 
poles duplication. (D) cyb-1;cyb-3 
double RNAi embryo arrested before 
fusion of the maternal and paternal 
pronuclei. Anterior is to the left, scale 
bar 10 μm.
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3(RNAi) embryos, 12% (28/239) did not have any po-
lar bodies and 59% (142/239) contained a single po-
lar body. Embryos examined before the first mitosis 
formed two maternal pronuclei in 45% (20/44) of the 
cyb-3(RNAi) embryos. Extra pronuclei were always 
observed in embryos with less than two polar bod-
ies, indicating that failure to dispose of chromosomes 
within a polar body resulted in additional pronuclei. 
Similar observations were made following inactiva-
tion of other genes involved in chromosome segrega-
tion and cytokinesis.34,40

These results indicate that cyb-1 and cyb-3 are 
each required during meiosis. Importantly, time-
lapse fluorescence microscopy of meiosis in utero 
showed that the meiotic defects are distinct. Upon 
cyb-1 RNAi, abnormal chromosome alignment and 
segregation was observed (Fig. 6C, arrow), while cyb-
3 RNAi predominantly caused delayed progression 
through meiosis II (Fig. 6D, arrow).

CYB-1 is required for chromosome congression, 
CYB-3 for sister chromatid separation.
Regardless of whether two polar bodies were expelled, 
events immediately following meiosis followed the 
normal pattern. As in the wild type, the maternal pro-
nucleus migrated towards the paternal pronucleus in 
the posterior of the egg (Fig. 4B, H and N), the two 
nuclei migrated to the middle while rotating, the first 
mitotic spindle was formed and nuclear envelopes 
disappeared (Fig. 4C, I and O). However, by the time 
of the metaphase/anaphase transition, mitoses in 
the cyb-1(RNAi) and cyb-3(RNAi) embryos diverged 
from the wildtype and from each other (Fig. 4D, J 
and P).When examining wild-type embryos with No-
marski optics, the metaphase-aligned chromosomes 
are invariably visible during the first mitotic division 
(Fig. 4C). Chromosome alignment in metaphase is 
followed immediately by separation of the sister chro-
matids and migration of sets of chromosomes to the 
poles during anaphase (Fig. 4D). Coincident with 
chromosome segregation, the entire DNA/spindle 
complex migrates with rocking movements to a more 
posterior position (reviewed in Strome and White).41 
Subsequently, cytokinesis occurs in a plane midway 
and perpendicular to the spindle, thereby generating 
two cells of unequal size (Fig. 4E).

The mitotic metaphase plate appeared less well de-
fined in cyb- 1(RNAi) embryos (Fig. 4I). Segregation 
of the DNA to opposite poles was initiated without 

detectable delay; however, the metaphase and ana-
phase chromosomes continued to be less distinct. By 
late telophase, multiple nuclei often appeared within 
a single cell (Fig. 4K and L). To further examine mi-
totic defects in cyb-1(RNAi) embryos, we stained fixed 
embryos for tubulin and DNA (Fig. 5). The mitotic 
spindles appeared normal in these embryos and DNA 
condensation occurred at least partially (Fig. 5B). 
However, chromosomes often failed to align at the 
metaphase plate, separated as diffuse masses during 
anaphase and formed more than two nuclei during 
telophase. In cells containing multiple nuclei, the 
amount of DNA in each nucleus varied considerably 
(data not shown). The mitotic defects observed are 
not secondary consequences of an abnormal meiosis 
as similar chromosome congression defects were de-
tected in embryos that completed apparently normal 
meiosis I and II and extruded two polar bodies (data 
not shown). These results suggest that cyb-1 function 
is required for full condensation and proper congres-
sion of the chromosomes at the metaphase plate. 

The defects observed in cyb-3(RNAi) embryos 
were clearly distinct from those in cyb-1(RNAi) em-
bryos. The formation of pronuclei, pronuclear mi-
gration, rotation and bipolar spindle formation all 
proceeded with some delay (Fig. 4Y), mitosis was 
initiated and a metaphase plate formed (Fig. 4M–O). 
However, sister chromatids failed to separate in cyb-
3(RNAi) embryos (anaphase or telophase figures were 
not seen in any of the 88 embryos observed). The 
spindle movements were prolonged and more vigor-
ous, apparently attempting to separate the DNA. Exit 
from mitosis was significantly delayed in these defec-
tive embryos (anaphase onset: 21.75 ± 1.40 vs. 13.22 ± 
0.79 min in wild type). Cytokinesis was initiated in the 
absence of chromosome segregation in all embryos, 
but the cleavage furrow regressed upon unsuccessful 
cleavage in the majority of the embryos (Fig. 4P and 
Q). Duplication and separation of the centrosomes 
continued, giving rise to multipolar spindles (Figs. 4Q 
and 5C). Following abortive mitosis, DNA replication 
eventually continued and cyb-3(RNAi) embryos usu-
ally arrested with a single polyploid DNA mass and 
multiple centrosomes. Again, indistinguishable mi-
totic defects were observed in embryos that did or did 
not complete meiosis, indicating that these defects are 
not secondary consequences of an abnormal meiosis. 
The absence of sister chromatid separation following 
cyb-3 RNAi clearly indicates requirement of cyb-3 in 
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Figure 6. Time-lapse fluorescent microscopy demonstrates meiotic defects. Images show still-shots of 
meiotic time-lapse movies in utero. (A) wild-type meiosis I and II; chromosomes align at a metaphase spindle (t 
= 5:30; 19:30), the spindle rotates by 90° (t = 7:30; 23:00), and segregates the chromosomes during anaphase 
(t = 11.30; 28.00). (B) RNAi of cdk-1. Chromosomes remain in a diakinesis arrangement with limited microtu-
bule organization, the spindle fails to form, but exit from meiosis happens with normal timing. (C) RNAi of cyb-1 
results in meiotic defects in chromosome alignment and segregation (white arrow). (D) RNAi of cyb-3 results in 
a substantial delay in metaphase of meiotic II. (E) Double RNAi of cyb-1 and cyb-3 results in a dramatic meiosis 
II defect, while meiosis I is delayed but still completes. (F) Triple RNAi of cyb-1, cyb-2.1/2.2, cyb-3 results in dia-
kinesis arrest, similar to cdk-1 RNAi. Red: H2B::Cherry, green: α-tubulin::GFP. Time after entry into the uterus is 
indicated in each panel. Scale bar is 2 μm, the future anterior cortex is to the left.
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this process.
In summary, RNAi of cyb-1 as well as cyb-3 results 

in embryonic lethality due to failure of a fundamental 
aspect of chromosome segregation. Because both cy-
clins are essential and because their loss-of-function 
affects different aspects of mitosis, we conclude that 
CYB-1 and CYB-3 exert distinct mitotic functions.

CYB-1 and CYB-3 also have redundant functions. 
While RNA interference of cyb-1 and cyb-3 each pro-
duced a distinct mitotic defect, neither of these de-
fects was as severe or as early as those caused by loss 
of CDK-1. In cdk-1(RNAi) embryos, meiotic chromo-
some segregation was completely absent, paternal and 
maternal pronuclei were formed but migrated slowly 
and the embryos entered a stable arrest upon meet-
ing of the pronuclei and prior to nuclear envelope 
breakdown.35 We inactivated both cyb-1 and cyb-3 
simultaneously to examine whether these genes act 
redundantly in meiosis and the initial mitotic events 
(Fig. 4S–X). Although meiosis was defective in the 
cyb-1(RNAi); cyb-3(RNAi) embryos nearly all of the 
embryos (131/134) expelled a single polar body. Pro-
nuclear migration was severely delayed, requiring up 
to three times the time of migration in the wild-type 
embryo, and many embryos did not complete rota-
tion of the joined pronuclei. All embryos arrested 
prior to the first division upon meeting of the pro-
nuclei (Figs. 4X and Y; 5D). Most embryos contained 
multiple spindle asters but bipolar spindles were not 
formed. In approximately half of the embryos (15/33) 
the paternal pronucleus failed to decondense. In a 
substantial fraction of the embryos (17/103) the pa-
ternal pronucleus migrated to meet with the maternal 
pronucleus in the anterior of the embryo, opposite of 
wild-type migration. The fact that cyb-1 cyb-3 double 
RNAi results in more severe and earlier defects than 
either single RNAi indicates that these cyclins have 
overlapping functions in addition to the specific roles 
described above.

All mitotic defects observed in the cyb-1 cyb-3 
double RNAi embryos were also seen in cdk-1(RNAi) 
embryos.35 However, upon cyb-1 cyb-3 double RNAi 
meiosis I was still completed (Fig. 6E), in contrast to 
cdk-1(RNAi) embryos (Fig. 6B). This might indicate 
that CDK-1 functions with yet other cyclins dur-
ing the first meiotic division. The defects observed 
in cyb-2.1/cyb-2.2(RNAi) embryos resembled those 
in cyb-1(RNAi) embryos (data not shown). As de-

scribed above, we cannot exclude that the cyb-2.1/ 
cyb-2.2 phenotype results from co-inhibition of cyb-1. 
However, RNAi for cyb-2.1/cyb-2.2 further increased 
the severity of the cyb-1; cyb-3 RNAi phenotype. 
Knockdown of all four mitotic cyclins fully pheno-
copied the cdk-1(RNAi) phenotype: the condensed 
chromosomes remained in typical diakinesis arrange-
ment after fertilization and a meiotic spindle failed 
to form (Fig. 6F). Exit from meiosis occurred with 
normal timing (formation of a maternal pronucleus 
28 min., post fertilization). The maternal pronucleus 
migrated slowly towards the posterior and met with 
the paternal pronucleus, after which the fertilized egg 
remained stably arrested. We conclude that the differ-
ent B and B3 cyclins act in part redundantly in meiotic 
and mitotic M phase, in addition to unique cyclin B 
versus cyclin B3 functions.

Discussion

All eukaryotes express a series of cyclins that are posi-
tive regulators of cell division and likely are derived 
from a single ancestor.1,2 Specific cyclins accumulate 
during different phases of the cell cycle, and thus they 
can activate CDK partners at different times. Some 
cyclins show specificity for distinct CDKs, which al-
lows them to act in specific processes. However, it is 
less clear if and how different cyclins target the same 
CDK to different substrates. Although several in vitro 
studies have indicated substrate specificity for distinct 
cyclin-CDK complexes, data from in vivo studies are 
limited, in particular for mitotic cyclins.

Here we show that the C. elegans mitotic cyclins 
CYB-1 and CYB-3 are present in dividing cells at 
overlapping subcellular locations and with similar 
cell cycle profiles, and that both cyclins form active 
complexes with the CDK-1 catalytic subunit. Despite 
these similarities, each single cyclin is essential and 
their inactivation results in specific mitotic defects. 
Loss of cyb-1 function leads to defects in alignment of 
the chromosomes at the metaphase plate, while inac-
tivation of cyb-3 prevents segregation of sister chro-
matids. Mitosis is prevented altogether when both 
cyclins are inactivated simultaneously, resembling 
the mitotic, but not meiotic, cdk-1(RNAi) phenotype. 
Together, these results demonstrate that C. elegans 
cyclins CYB-1 and CYB-3 act in the regulation of mi-
tosis, with overlapping functions in promoting initia-
tion of mitosis and distinct roles in the execution of 
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the chromosome segregation process.
Whether cyclins CYB-2.1 and CYB-2.2 have dis-

tinct contributions in mitosis is currently uncertain. 
Injection of dsRNA corresponding to a small unique 
fragment of cyb-2.1/2.2 did not cause any apparent 
abnormalities. Injection of a large dsRNA fragment 
caused defects similar to cyb-1 RNAi, but this also 
reduced CYB-1 levels. While uncertain for mitosis, 
cyb-2.1/2.2 clearly contribute to meiosis. Meiotic 
chromosome segregation was entirely blocked only 
when cyb-2.1/2.2 RNAi was combined with cyb-1 
and cyb-3 RNAi. Thus, CYB-2.1/2.2 can drive partial 
progression through meiosis in the absence of CYB-1 
and CYB-3, but it cannot do so during the subsequent 
mitotic division.

A specific function in cell cycle progression may 
have been expected, at the least for cyclin B3. Cyclin 
B3 contains sequence motifs of both A- and B-type 
cyclins and is considered a distinct subfamily of mi-
totic cyclins, although slightly more closely related to 
the B subfamily.32 B3 cyclins are conserved from C. 
elegans to mammals and, in contrast to other cyclins, 
are encoded by single genes.27 In any given species, B3 
cyclins are more closely related to B3 cyclins in other 
metazoans than to A- and B-type cyclins within the 
same species (Fig. 1B). The selective pressure for con-
servation of a distinct B3 cyclin throughout metazoan 
evolution may be expected to indicate some function-
al specificity. 

On the other hand, the initial characterization 
of cyclin B3 in Drosophila revealed predominantly 
overlapping functions with cyclin B. Paradoxically, 
the Drosophila cyclins appear to behave more dissimi-
larly than their C. elegans counterparts. Accumulation 
and destruction of Cyclin B3 in Drosophila succeeds 
that of cyclin A and cyclin B.39 In contrast, CYB-1 
and CYB-3 seemed present during the same part of 
the cell cycle and both disappeared very close to the 
onset of chromosome segregation. Drosophila cyclin 
B3 is exclusively nuclear, in contrast to cyclin A and 
B, which accumulate in the cytoplasm and translocate 
to the nucleus.6 C. elegans CYB-3 is also mainly or 
exclusively nuclear, while substantial levels of CYB-1 
are present in the cytoplasm. However, we have not 
observed cell cycle dependence in the nuclear translo-
cation of CYB-1. Expression of truncated Drosophila 
cyclins lacking the destruction box motif also affected 
mitotic progression in specific ways: Δcyclin A caused 
metaphase delay, Δcyclin B early anaphase arrest and 

Δcyclin B3 late anaphase arrest.39 We have been un-
able to arrest mitosis in C. elegans by expression of 
truncated cyclins, possibly because the required ex-
pression levels were not reached.

A recent study addressed the cyclin contribution 
to rapid syncytial divisions of Drosophila embryos,16,42 
based on injection of dsRNA and time-lapse fluores-
cence microscopy. At this time of development, the 
functional similarities between Drosophila CycB and 
C. elegans CYB-1, as well as Drosophila CycB3 and C. 
elegans CYB-3 are striking. Knockdown of only CycB 
interfered with chromosome congression in meta-
phase, while CycB3 depletion disrupted the transition 
to anaphase. A critical difference is the contribution 
of cyclin A: while CycA is a major mitotic cyclin in 
Drosophila, we did not detect a role for its closest C. 
elegans homolog, CYA-1, in embryonic divisions. The 
Drosophila studies by Jacobs et al.6 and McCleland et 
al.42,43 demonstrate that the maternal contribution of 
CycB and CycB3 is more critical than their zygotic 
functions. We focused our analysis on the contribu-
tion of B and B3-type cyclins in meiosis and the first 
embryonic divisions, which require maternal func-
tions. Although beyond the scope of this study, cyclin 
knockdown through soaking RNAi of first stage lar-
vae and examination of deletion mutants showed that 
cyb-3 and, to a lesser extent, cyb-1 are also essential 
for progression through mitosis during larval devel-
opment (data not shown).

If their temporal and spatial expression is simi-
lar, what is the critical difference between CYB-1 and 
CYB-3? Cyclins positively regulate CDKs by changing 
their conformation to an active state and by contribut-
ing to the docking of substrates. The crystal structures 
of several CDK complexes have provided insights 
into these cyclin roles.44 Studies of the cyclin A/Cdk2 
structure have shown that cyclin binding changes the 
position of the so-called T loop in the CDK, so that 
it no longer blocks access to the catalytic cleft. In ad-
dition, upon binding to cyclin, the CDK α-helix that 
includes the conserved PSTAIRE domain changes po-
sition, so that a critical glutamic acid in this domain 
can contribute to coordinating the phosphate atoms 
of Mg2+ATP.44,45

These roles in CDK activation are thought to be 
universal and are most likely accomplished by CYB-
1 as well as CYB-3. However, specificity may be pro-
vided at the level of substrate interaction. The crystal 
structure of a cyclin A/Cdk2/p27Kip1 complex has re-
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vealed contact sites between cyclin A and p27Kip1.46 
A hydrophobic patch on the cyclin A surface contacts 
residues of the RXL motif present in these substrates, 
which is essential for phosphorylation of RXL-con-
taining substrates but not for histone H1 phosphory-
lation.18 The hydrophobic pocket contains the MRAIL 
sequence and is conserved in CYB-1: including the 
critical residues M143, L147, W150, Q188 and L189 
(Marked in Fig. 1A by asterisks). Surprisingly, two 
of the most critical hydrophobic residues, M143 and 
L189, are changed to hydrophilic residues T and K, 
respectively, in CYB-3 (Fig. 1A). Although additional 
domains may be involved, these differences between 
CYB-1 and CYB-3 probably affect substrate specific-
ity, as they concern the only substrate-docking site in 
cyclins known to date.47

A compelling question remains as to what specific 
substrates are phosphorylated by the CYB-1 and CYB-
3/CDK-1 kinases. The loss-of-function phenotypes of 
these cyclins evoke some interesting candidates. The 
cyb-1(RNAi) phenotype is consistent with partially 
penetrant defects in chromosome condensation and/
or microtubule-kinetochore attachments. A number 
of critical proteins have been identified in these pro-
cesses (e.g., Desai et al.).48 However, the fact that most 
cell divisions complete successfully in cyb-1(RNAi) 
embryos indicates that the actual defects could be 
subtle. In contrast, lack of sister-chromosome sepa-
ration in cyb-3(RNAi) embryos is a specific and fully 
penetrant defect. Most mitotic processes in these 
embryos either occur normally or fail subsequent to 
chromosome-separation failure. For chromosome 
segregation to occur, cohesin molecules that hold 
sister chromatids together need to be degraded. This 
process involves several sequential steps: activation of 
the anaphase-promoting complex (APC) leads to deg-
radation of Securin, which allows the protease Sepa-
rase to become active and to cleave the Scc1 Cohesin 
subunits. Phosphorylation by a CYB-3/CDK-1 kinase 
could regulate any step in this process. Interestingly, 
in yeast, Cdc28-dependent phosphorylation of APC 
components is required specifically to promote the 
Cdc20-dependent (anaphase promoting) activity of 
the APC, and not for its G1 activity.49 Future studies 
may reveal whether this function is exerted specifi-
cally by CYB-3/CDK-1 in C. elegans.

Materials and Methods

Culture conditions and strains.
C. elegans strains were cultured using standard tech-
niques as described by Brenner50 and were derived 
from the wild-type Bristol N2 strain. Strain SV1010 
was used for live-imaging (ruIs57[unc-119(+) pie-1-
GFP-α-tubulin]; itIs37[unc-119(+) pie-1-mCherry-
H2B] (may contain unc-119 (eds) III)).

Isolation of cyb-2.1 and cyb-2.2 cDNAs.
The genomic and cDNA sequences of cyb-1 and cyb-
3 were previously reported.23 The C. elegans genome 
project revealed two additional B-type cyclin genes: 
Y43E12A.1/cyb-2.1 located 0.1 map units to the right 
of cyb-1 (+4.78, chromosome IV), and H31G24.4/
cyb-2.2 located at -1.65 mu on chromosome I. A 1.5 
kb cyb-2.1 cDNA was kindly provided by Yuji Ko-
hara (National Institute of Genetics, Mishima, Japan). 
DNA sequence analysis confirmed the open reading 
frame as predicted by GENEFINDER. A partial cDNA 
from cyb-2.2/H31G24.4 was obtained by reverse tran-
scriptase/PCR amplification. Briefly, 1 μg of poly(A)+ 
RNA from mixed stage animals was primed using 1 
nmol/μl random hexamer primers and copy DNA 
synthesized with reverse transcriptase. The cDNA was 
used in standard PCR amplification reactions, cloned 
into pBSK and examined by DNA sequence analysis.

Antibody production.
Full-length cyb-3 and cyb-1 cDNAs were cloned into 
the pET19b expression vector (Novagen) and ex-
pressed in E. coli. The purified His-tagged CYB-1 and 
CYB-3 proteins were injected into mice and rabbits 
according to standard procedures.51 The specificity 
of the polyclonal antisera obtained was further im-
proved by adsorption to bacterial proteins and affin-
ity purification. The anti-CYB-1 serum initially con-
tained antibodies recognizing a centrosomal protein, 
which were removed during the purification.

Western blot analysis and immunohistochemistry. 
C. elegans protein extract was obtained from devel-
opmentally staged wildtype animals. Protein samples 
were separated on a 10% polyacrylamide gel using 
SDS-PAGE and the protein was immunoblotted us-
ing standard procedures.51 Mouse monoclonal anti-α-
Tubulin antibodies N356 and DM1A (1:3,000, Sigma) 
were used as loading controls. Immunostaining of 
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C. elegans embryos was as described.35 Antibodies 
used for these studies are listed with their respec-
tive dilutions: mouse monoclonal anti-α-Tubulin 
DM1A (1:100; Sigma), mouse polyclonal anti-CYB-3 
(1:20), rabbit polyclonal anti-CYB-3 (1:200), rab-
bit polyclonal anti-CYB-1 (1:20), rabbit polyclonal 
anti-CDK-1/NCC-1 1755 (1:100). Secondary FITCor 
Texas Red-conjugated antibodies were used at 1:100 
dilutions (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). 
DNA was stained with 1 μg/ml 4,6-diamidino-2-phe-
nylindole (DAPI; Sigma). Samples were mounted on 
slides in Prolong Antifade Gold.

Immunoprecipitation and H1 kinase assays.
Lysates for immunoprecipitations were obtained 
from C. elegans embryos, lysed and sonicated in ly-
sis buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2.5 
mM EGTA, 2.5 mM MgSO4, 15% glycerol, 250 mM 
NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1 μg/ml aprotinin, 1 μg/ ml 
leupeptin, 1 μg/ml trypsin inhibitor, 1 mM NaF and 
2 mM PMSF). CYB-1, CYB-3 and CDK-1 were im-
munoprecipitated from embryonic lysates containing 
500 μg total protein, using 20 μl Protein A beads cross-
linked to antibody. The beads were washed 4X in ly-
sis buffer. Half of the beads were boiled in 2X sample 
buffer, followed by SDS-PAGE, western blotting and 
probing with the anti-PSTAIRE monoclonal antibody 
(1:2,000 dilution). The remaining beads were washed 
2X in kinase buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 25 mM 
MgCl2, 5 mM DTT) and incubated in a 50 μl reaction 
mix containing kinase buffer, 1 μg histone H1 (Gibco) 
and 5 μCi [γ-32 P]ATP for 30 minutes at 30°C. The 
beads were boiled in 2X sample buffer and the super-
natant was run on a 12% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Pre-
immune rabbit serum was used as a negative control. 

Isolation of synchronized developmental stages.
To obtain protein samples representing the develop-
mental stages of the worm, synchronized C. elegans 
wild-type animals were isolated  the open reading 
frame as predicted by GENEFINDER. A partial cDNA 
from cyb-2.2/H31G24.4 was obtained by reverse tran-
scriptase/PCR amplification. Briefly, 1 μg of poly(A)+ 
RNA from mixed stage animals was primed using 1 
nmol/μl random hexamer primers and copy DNA 
synthesized with reverse transcriptase. The cDNA was 
used in standard PCR amplification reactions, cloned 
into pBSK and examined by DNA sequence analysis. 
Antibody production. Full-length cyb-3 and cyb-1 cD-

NAs were cloned into the pET19b expression vector 
(Novagen) and expressed in E. coli. The purified His-
tagged CYB-1 and CYB-3 proteins were injected into 
mice and rabbits according to standard procedures.51 
The specificity of the polyclonal antisera obtained was 
further improved by adsorption to bacterial proteins 
and affinity purification. The anti-CYB-1 serum ini-
tially contained antibodies recognizing a centrosomal 
protein, which were removed during the purifica-
tion. Western blot analysis and immunohistochem-
istry. C. elegans protein extract was obtained from 
developmentally staged wildtype animals. Protein 
samples were separated on a 10% polyacrylamide gel 
using SDS-PAGE and the protein was immunoblot-
ted using standard procedures.51 Mouse monoclonal 
anti-α-Tubulin antibodies N356 and DM1A (1:3,000, 
Sigma) were used as loading controls. Immunostain-
ing of C. elegans embryos was as described.35 Anti-
bodies used for these studies are listed with their re-
spective dilutions: mouse monoclonal anti-α-Tubulin 
DM1A (1:100; Sigma), mouse polyclonal anti-CYB-3 
(1:20), rabbit polyclonal anti-CYB-3 (1:200), rab-
bit polyclonal anti-CYB-1 (1:20), rabbit polyclonal 
anti-CDK-1/NCC-1 1755 (1:100). Secondary FITCor 
Texas Red-conjugated antibodies were used at 1:100 
dilutions (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). 
DNA was stained with 1 μg/ml 4,6-diamidino-2-phe-
nylindole (DAPI; Sigma). Samples were mounted on 
slides in Prolong Antifade Gold.

Immunoprecipitation and H1 kinase assays.
Lysates for immunoprecipitations were obtained 
from C. elegans embryos, lysed and sonicated in ly-
sis buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2.5 
mM EGTA, 2.5 mM MgSO4, 15% glycerol, 250 mM 
NaCl, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1 μg/ml aprotinin, 1 μg/ ml 
leupeptin, 1 μg/ml trypsin inhibitor, 1 mM NaF and 
2 mM PMSF). CYB-1, CYB-3 and CDK-1 were im-
munoprecipitated from embryonic lysates containing 
500 μg total protein, using 20 μl Protein A beads cross-
linked to antibody. The beads were washed 4X in ly-
sis buffer. Half of the beads were boiled in 2X sample 
buffer, followed by SDS-PAGE, western blotting and 
probing with the anti-PSTAIRE monoclonal antibody 
(1:2,000 dilution). The remaining beads were washed 
2X in kinase buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 25 mM 
MgCl2, 5 mM DTT) and incubated in a 50 μl reaction 
mix containing kinase buffer, 1 μg histone H1 (Gibco) 
and 5 μCi [γ-32 P]ATP for 30 minutes at 30°C. The 
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beads were boiled in 2X sample buffer and the super-
natant was run on a 12% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Pre-
immune rabbit serum was used as a negative control. 
Isolation of synchronized developmental stages. To 
obtain protein samples representing the developmen-
tal stages of the worm, synchronized C. elegans wild-
type animals were isolated cyb-3 dsRNA solution for 
24 hours before placing them on plates with food.

Nomarski observations and recordings.
Meiotic divisions were followed in utero after anes-
thetization of adult worms with 0.1% tricaine and 
0.01% tetramisole on 2% agarose pads. Early embry-
onic events were recorded using time-lapse video mi-
croscopy typically from pronuclear formation to the 
four-cell stage (one image every 10 seconds). Embryos 
from either wild-type or dsRNA-injected hermaphro-
dites were dissected and mounted onto agarose pads 
as described.52

Microscopy and image acquisition.
A Zeiss Axioplan II microscope was used for No-
marski and immunofluorescence microscopy. Cell 
divisions were recorded with a 100x 1.4 numerical 
aperture PlanApochromat objective lens on a motor-
ized microscope (Zeiss Axioplan). Meiotic divisions 
were recorded with a 30-sec interval with 400 ms 
fluorescent exposure. Fluorescent excitation light was 
filtered to 10% transmission with neutral density fil-
ters, and binning was set to 2 x 2 with automatic gain 
adjustments. Microinjections were performed using a 
Nikon inverted microscope and Narishige microma-
nipulator.
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Introduction

Timely destruction of cell cycle regulators by the pro-
teasome is integral to successful cell division in all 
eukaryotes. One of the machineries that promotes 
protein destruction is the E3 ubiquitin ligase, the 
Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome or APC/C 
(Peters, 2002). The APC/C poly-ubiquitinates protein 
substrates that are recognized by its coactivator pro-
teins Cdc20 and Cdh1 (Fang et al., 1998a; Kramer et 
al., 1998; Visintin et al., 1997). Originally identified 
by its ability to ubiquitinate cyclin B and thus pro-
mote chromosome segregation in mitosis (Irniger et 
al., 1995; King et al., 1995; Sudakin et al., 1995), the 
APC/C has since been shown to have many additional 
targets in mitosis as well as in interphase. Targets of 
APC/CCdc20 include Cyclin A, HOXC10 and Nek2A in 
the early stages of mitosis (den Elzen and Pines, 2001; 
Gabellini et al., 2003; Geley et al., 2001; Hames et al., 
2001) and Cyclin B, Securin and Kid during meta-
phase (Clute and Pines, 1999; Funabiki and Murray, 
2000; Hagting et al., 2002), Shortly thereafter in early 
anaphase, Cdh1 takes over from Cdc20 (Hagting et al., 
2002) and aides the APC/C in ubiquitinating a variety 
of substrates in late mitosis or interphase that include 
Aurora B, Plk1, Cdc20 and Geminin (a list of APC/
CCdh1 substrates is provided in (Li and Zhang, 2009) ). 
By ensuring destruction of these proteins, the APC/C 
is responsible for timely chromosome disjunction and 

mitotic exit (e.g. Cyclins and Securin), as well as for 
coordination of events that initiate a single round of 
DNA replication (e.g. Cyclin A and Geminin). The 
APC/C furthermore auto-inhibits by targeting its as-
sociated E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme UbcH10 
for destruction in late G1, allowing essential cell cycle 
regulators such as Cyclin A to accumulate during S 
phase (Rape and Kirschner, 2004).

The APC/CCdc20 is the principal target of the mi-
totic (or spindle assembly) checkpoint, a surveillance 
mechanism that ensures that cells cannot initiate chro-
mosome segregation until all chromosomes are stably 
attached to spindle microtubules (Musacchio and 
Salmon, 2007). Whenever unattached chromosomes 
are present, the two essential checkpoint proteins 
Mad2 and BubR1 (in complex with Bub3) directly 
bind Cdc20 and inhibit APC/C activity towards mi-
totic substrates, thus preventing premature chromo-
some segregation and mitotic exit (Fang, 2002; Fang 
et al., 1998b; Herzog et al., 2009; Kulukian et al., 2009; 
Sudakin et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2001a). The mode of 
inhibition of APC/C by the mitotic checkpoint is not 
fully understood. It is mediated via Cdc20 interactions 
(Kulukian et al., 2009) and requires recognition of the 
KEN box motifs of BubR1 that in other proteins can 
function as a destruction signal for APC/C substrates 
(Burton and Solomon, 2007; King et al., 2007; Malure-
anu et al., 2009). Thus, BubR1/Bub3 in complex with 
Mad2 and Cdc20 (together termed the Mitotic Check-
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point Complex (MCC)) inhibits APC/C activity via a 
very stable pseudosubstrate interaction (Burton and 
Solomon, 2007; King et al., 2007). The MCC partly 
replaces Cdc20 from its normal binding site on the 
APC/C complex, diminishes UbcH10- and substrate-
binding, and imposes a structural rearrangement that 
puts APC/C in a closed conformational state (Herzog 
et al., 2009). Whether these structural changes are suf-
ficient to explain the potent inhibition of APC/C ac-
tivity by the MCC remains to be investigated.

The APC/C is a complex 20S multisubunit assem-
bly (Peters, 2002). The APC/C is composed of at least 
eleven subunits, which are conserved between yeast 
and vertebrates: APC1-6, APC8, APC10, APC11, 
APC13 and Cdc26. Four of these (APC3/Cdc27, 
APC6/Cdc16, APC8/Cdc23 and Cdc26) in addition 
to the co-activator protein Cdc20 had previously been 
identified as CDC mutants that caused G2/M delays in 
the genetic screens by Hartwell and colleagues (Hart-
well et al., 1974; Irniger et al., 1995; King et al., 1995; 
Lamb et al., 1994; Sudakin et al., 1995; Tugendreich et 
al., 1995; Zachariae et al., 1998; Zachariae et al., 1996). 
The three ‘CDC’ subunits of the APC/C have tet-
ratricopeptide (TPR) repeats (Lamb et al., 1994) and 
are involved in coactivator binding (Thornton et al., 
2006; Vodermaier et al., 2003). E3 ligase activity can 
be reconstituted in vitro by a two-subunit complex 
comprised of the scaffold APC2 and APC11 that have 
cullin homology and ring-finger motifs, respectively 
(Gmachl et al., 2000; Leverson et al., 2000; Tang et al., 
2001b; Yu et al., 1998). This catalytic module func-
tions in concert with two E2 ubiquitin conjugating 
enzymes UBE2C/UbcH10 and UBE2D1/UbcH5 to 
poly-ubiquitinate substrates (Aristarkhov et al., 1996; 
King et al., 1995; Yu et al., 1996). Finally, the small 
subunit APC10 may be involved in APC/C processiv-
ity and/or substrate recognition (Carroll and Morgan, 
2002; Passmore et al., 2003). It is unclear what role 
the other subunits fulfill in APC/C functionality, but 
most are essential for budding yeast viability ((Thorn-
ton and Toczyski, 2003) and references therein).

In addition to the eleven ‘core’ subunits that are 
found in APC/C complexes in both metazoan and 
fungi, additional species-specific subunits have been 
identified. APC9 associates with the APC/C in several 
fungi including budding yeast and promotes efficient 
ubiquitination of some but not all mitotic budding 
yeast APC/C substrates (Page et al., 2005). Likewise, 
APC14 is a bona fide APC/C component in fission 

yeast only (Yoon et al., 2002), and both yeast model 
organisms, but not metazoans, have an additional, re-
lated APC/C subunit termed Mnd2 in budding yeast 
or APC15 in fission yeast (Page et al., 2005; Yoon et 
al., 2002). Mnd2 is required for APC/C function in 
meiosis (Yoon et al., 2002). Finally, APC/C complexes 
in metazoa and plants but not fungi contain APC7, a 
fourth TPR-domain containing protein that, like the 
other TPR subunits, participates in coactivator bind-
ing in human cells (Vodermaier et al., 2003; Yu et al., 
1998).

We set out to identify the minimal MCC-APC/C 
complex in humans by comparing tandem affinity 
purifications of Mad2- and BubR1-containing com-
plexes from mitotic human cells. This revealed the 
presence of C10ORF104, recently identified as MSAG 
(metabolic syndrome associated gene) by differen-
tial cDNA expression screening of liver genes that 
respond to high glucose (Cui et al., 2009). Here we 
show that C10ORF104/MSAG is a bona fide APC/C 
subunit in human cells and as such we have renamed 
it APC16. APC16 is conserved in metazoan and pos-
sibly plants but not fungi, and we identify a functional 
orthologue of APC16 in Caenorhabditis elegans.

Results and Discussion

Tandem Affinity Purification of MCC complexes 
identifies C10orf104
To examine the protein composition of MCC-contain-
ing complexes, the MCC was tandem affinity purified 
(TAP) from mitotic HeLa cell lines stably expressing 
TAP-tagged BubR1 or Mad2 (Figure 1). Proteolytic 
digestions of urea eluates were then processed for 
peptide identification by mass spectrometry. Each of 
the purifications contained a number of proteins that 
were specific to either Mad2 or BubR1. Present in the 
Mad2 TAPs were the direct Mad2 interactors Mad1 
and p31comet (Chen et al., 1998; Habu et al., 2002) as 
well as TPR{Lee, 2008, p04662}, PRP4{Montembault, 
2007, p01762} and ZW10, hKNL1/Blinkin and Rae1 
(Table 1). BubR1 interactors included the direct in-
teractor hKNL1/Blinkin (Kiyomitsu et al., 2007) as 
well as Bub1 (Taylor et al., 2001). Although some of 
the proteins found in the Mad2 TAP are predicted 
to be specific for Mad2 association, due to the lower 
amount of cells from which the BubR1 pull-downs 
were performed (Fig. 1C-D) it cannot be excluded 
that some proteins detected solely in the Mad2 TAPs 
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also associated with BubR1-containing complexes yet 
failed to be sufficiently covered. Overlay of all identi-
fied proteins from the separate purifications pinpoint-
ed a number of proteins that were present in both 
samples at high coverage and that thus likely con-
stituted the MCC-associated protein complexes. As 
expected (Herzog et al., 2009), all MCC components 
including Bub3 and Cdc20, as well as the majority of 
APC/C subunits were present. Notable exceptions 
were APC11 and APC13, perhaps due to a difficulty 

in detection owing to a combination of their small size 
(9.8 and 8.5 kDa, respectively) and amino acid com-
position, as previously noted (Kraft et al., 2003). Con-
sistently present in all purifications was the previously 
uncharacterized 11.7 kDa protein C10orf104, which 
we have renamed APC16 (see functional characteriza-
tions below) (Table 1 and Figure 2A). In all purifica-
tions, we identified four peptides that together cover 
61.4% of the primary APC16 sequence and contain six 
putative phosphorylated residues (Figure 2A).
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Figure 1. Tandem affinity purifications of MCC-APC/C identifies C10orf104/APC16.A-D. Schematic draw-
ing of TAP-tagged Mad2 (A) and LAP-tagged BubR1 (B). TEV, tobacco etch virus. Levels of the tagged proteins 
relative to the endogenous proteins are depicted in C and D, respectively. E-H. Outline of procedure (E, F) and 
resulting SDS-PAGE silver stains (G, H) of purifications of TAP-Mad2 (E, G) and LAP-BubR1 (F, H) from mitotic 
HeLa cells. Molecular weight markers as well as some of the interactors are depicted in G and H.
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APC16 is a constitutive subunit of the APC/C 
holocomplex
To address whether APC16 behaved as a component 
of the MCC, the APC/C or neither, we examined as-
sociation of APC16 with APC/C complexes in mitosis 
and interphase. Despite several attempts, antibodies 
that recognize endogenous APC16 in HeLa cell ex-
tracts were not generated. As an alternative strategy 
for monitoring APC16, we generated a HeLa-derived 
cell line stably expressing APC16EYFP. Precipitation 
of APC16EYFP using anti-GFP antibodies verified its 
association with APC/C complexes in mitotic cells 
(Figure 2B). Importantly, APC/C subunits localized 
to the ‘head’ domain (APC3/Cdc27) as well as to the 
‘platform’ domain (APC4) were present in APC16EYFP 
precipitates, indicating that the entire APC/C assem-

bly was copurified with APC16EYFP (Figure 2B). To our 
knowledge, this is only the second report of incorpo-
ration of a tagged subunit into the APC/C in human 
cells, the first being APC8 in human cells (Poser et 
al., 2008). APC3/Cdc27 and APC4 were associated 
with APC16EYFP purified from interphase, thymidine-
blocked cells, as well as from mitotic, nocodazole-
blocked cells (Figure 2C). In reciprocal experiments, 
APC16EYFP was present in APC4 precipitations from 
cells arrested in interphase or mitosis (Figure 2C), 
showing that the APC16EYFP/APC/C association was 
not restricted to mitosis. Importantly, BubR1 was 
found associated to APC4-containing complexes only 
in mitotic cells (Figure 2). Thus, APC16EYFP is a consti-
tutive interactor of the APC/C in human cells.

Prolonged metaphase delays in cells depleted of 
APC16
Genetic inactivation of APC/C components in yeast, 
worms, flies and mice, and injection of anti-APC/C 
antibodies in mammalian cells have been reported 
to result in arrest at metaphase (Furuta et al., 2000; 
Golden et al., 2000; Irniger et al., 1995; Sigrist and 
Lehner, 1997; Tugendreich et al., 1995; Wirth et al., 
2004). To examine whether the constitutive associa-
tion of APC16 with the APC/C reflected a functional 
role for APC16 in APC/C activity, mitotic progression 
was analyzed by time-lapse microscopy of HeLa cells 
expressing H2BEYFP upon RNAi-mediated knockdown 
of APC16 and compared to knockdown of established 
APC/C subunits. Depletion of APC16 with double-
stranded siRNA oligos directed against the ORF or 
the 3’ or 5’ UTRs (Figure 3A) caused strong mitot-
ic delays in the vast majority of cells (Figure 3B-E). 
The median time spent in mitosis was 45 minutes for 
control cells and 75, 112, 115 or 258 minutes for cells 
depleted of APC16 with either of the four siRNAs, 
respectively (Figure 3D). Analysis of the individual 
stages of mitosis indicated that the delay was due to a 
severe increase in the time spent in metaphase, while 
the duration of prometaphase was mostly unaltered 
compared to cells transfected with mock siRNAs 
(Figure 3B, C). The length of metaphase varied be-
tween cells, but could be as long as 18 hours (Figure 
3C, D). Long metaphase delays were often followed 
by loss of chromosome alignment prior to cell death 
(not shown). Depending on the siRNA used, 16-45% 
of cells with reduced APC16 delayed metaphase for 
more than four hours, compared to 1% in control cells 

Name Molecular 
Weight 
[kDa]

TAP-Mad2 
Coverage

LAP-BubR1 
Coverage

Mad2 23.5 86.80% 22.40%
BubR1 119.5 38.10% 57.20%

MCC
Bub3 37.2 46.00% 55.80%

Cdc20 54.7 45.70% 22.40%
APC/C

APC1 216.5 37.20% 7.50%
APC2 93.8 21.50% 4.10%

APC3/Cdc27 91.8 34.20% 7.40%
APC4 92.1 55.70% 5.40%
APC5 85.1 49.90% 5.60%

APC6/Cdc16 71.5 48.10% 7.40%
APC7 63.2 58.80% 11.70%

APC8/Cdc23 68.3 53.10% 11.20%
APC10 21.2 30.80% ND
Cdc26 9.8 54.10% ND

Other-Kinetochore
Bub1 122.3 ND 15.90%

hKNL1/Blinkin 265 7.70% 6.20%
Mad1 91.7 56.50% ND

Zwint-1 31.3 34.70% ND
Rae1 41 31.50% ND

p31comet 31.1 65.30% ND
PRP4 58.4 46.90% ND

TPR 265.6 12.30% ND
Other, Uncharacterized

c10orf104 11.7 51.80% 63.70%

Table 1. Mass spectroscopic analysis of TAP-
Mad2 and LAP-BubR1 purifications. Significant 
proteins were chosen based on criteria outlined in 
Materials and Methods except APC2, APC10 and 
Cdc26, which were chosen based on their association 
with the mitotic APC/C.
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Figure 2. APC16 associates with the APC/C in mitosis and interphase A. Primary amino acid sequence of 
APC16. Large caps indicates sequences covered in the various mass spec analyses. Asteriks indicated phos-
phorylated residue. B, C. Immunoblots (APC4, APC16EYFP, BubR1 or APC3/Cdc27) of anti-GFP immunopre-
cipitates (B) or whole cell lysates (wcl) and anti-APC4 immunoprecipitates (C) from mitotic (nocodazole, noco) 
or interphase (thymidine, thy) lysates of HeLa or HeLa-APC16EYFP cells.

Figure 3. APC16 depletion prevents exit from mitosis. A. Immunoblots (APC16EYFP and tubulin) of 
HeLa-APC16EYFP cells transfected with the indicated siRNA oligos. UTR (untranslated region) and ORF 
(open reading frame) refer to location of the siRNA targeting sequence within endogenous APC16 mRNA. B. 
Selected frames of a live cell imaging series of HeLa-H2BEYFP cells transfected with Mock or APC16 siRNA 
(#11, ORF). The arrow and arrowhead point to two cells that had metaphases of ~8h (arrow) and at least 10h 
(arrowhead). C. Graph of the cumulative duration of mitotic phases in cells tranfected and analyses as in 3B. 
Each bar represent one cell. Bars indicate time from nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB) to metaphase (white), 
from the first frame of metaphase to either anaphase, death (black, usually preceded by loss of chromosome 
alignment for 1-2h, not indicated), or the end of the time-lapse (TL) experiment (gray) (red). D. Whisker diagram 
of the duration of mitosis (NEB-anaphase) in HeLa cells transfected with the indicated siRNA oligos and imaged 
with DIC. Cells never entering anaphase were included provided they had entered mitosis at least 6h before the 
experiment was terminated. Amount of cells analyses (n) is indicated. Graph represent data from at least three 
independent experiments. E. Graph (+/-SD) of the percentage of cells (transfected and imaged as in 3D) in 
which mitosis took longer than 4h. Graph represent data from at least three independent experiments. F. Graph 
(+/-SD) of the percentage of HeLa cells, transfected with plasmids and siRNA oligos as indicated, in which 
mitosis took longer than 4h. Displayed are quantifications of transfected (EYFP-positive) and untransfected 
(EYFP-negative) cells in the same well. Graph represent data from two independent experiments.
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(Figure 3E). Importantly, in all analyses, depletion of 
APC8 or APC2 delayed mitosis to similar extents as 
APC16 depletion (Figure 3D, E).

All four siRNA oligos to APC16 caused compa-
rable mitotic phenotypes in cells, albeit to different 
extents (Figure 3E). To further verify specificity of 
APC16 knockdown, the effects of an oligo targeting 
the 5’ UTR of APC16 (APC16si#12) were examined 
in cells transiently expressing epitope-tagged APC16 
lacking UTRs in the sequence. Whereas 36% of cells 
transfected with control plasmids were in mitosis for 
more than four hours upon APC16 depletion, only 
12% of cells expressing EYFP-APC16 were (Figure 
3F). Importantly, this three-fold reduction in the frac-
tion of cells with prolonged mitosis did not reflect 
sample-to-sample variation, as the untransfected cells 
in both preparations behaved similarly (mitosis lasted 
>4 hours in 27% vs 30% of cells, respectively) (Fig-
ure 3F). To our knowledge, this is the first report of 

a (partial) functional rescue of an APC/C depletion 
phenotype in human cells. Taken together, these data 
support the hypothesis that APC16 is required for the 
metaphase-to-anaphase transition.

APC16 depletion stabilizes mitotic APC/C sub-
strates
Deletion of Apc2 in mice stabilizes Securin and the 
Cyclin substrates of the APC/C (Wirth et al., 2004). 
Reduction of the levels of APC2 in human cells was 
similarly shown to stabilize the early mitotic APC/C 
substrate Cyclin A (Wolthuis et al., 2008). To further 
address if APC16 plays a role in APC/C functional-
ity, the levels of various substrates of the APC/C were 
examined in cells depleted of APC16, APC2 or APC8. 
Control populations were enriched for mitotic cells by 
treatment with nocodazole for 12 hours, after which 
the mitotic cells were harvested by shake-off. APC-
subunit-depleted cells were first harvested by shake-
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off in the absence of nocodazole (to ensure enrich-
ment of cells properly depleted of APC subunits (see 
Figure 3C)) and subsequently treated with nocodazole 
for 12 hours to allow comparison with mitotic con-
trol cells. Securin was easily detectable in nocodazole-
treated control cells, and its levels diminished when 
cells were released from nocodazole and allowed to 
satisfy the mitotic checkpoint and initiate anaphase 
and mitotic exit (Figure 4A). In contrast, Securin 
levels in APC2- and APC16-depleted, nocodazole-
treated cells were significantly higher than in controls 
and did not reduce upon nocodazole release (Figure 
4A). Although the latter is likely due to the meta-
phase arrest of APC2- and APC16-depleted cells, the 
strikingly elevated Securin levels in these cells after 
nocodazole treatment were indicative of a defect in 
APC/C activity. Normally, residual APC/CCdc20 ac-
tivity in cells treated with nocodazole is responsible 
for slow but persistent degradation of Cyclin B in a 
process known as mitotic slippage (Brito and Rieder, 
2006). Our observations that Securin is stabilized un-
der similar circumstances upon depletion of APC16 
or APC2 suggests that this residual APC/C activity is 
ablated in these cells.

As expected, nocodazole-treated control cells 
had low levels of the early mitotic APC/C substrate 
Cyclin A (Wirth et al., 2004; Wolthuis et al., 2008) 
(Figure 4B). The remaining pool of cyclin A in these 
cells was degraded upon release from nocodazole 
or forced exit from mitosis after treatment with the 
Cdk1 inhibitor RO-3306 (Figure 4B and {Vassilev, 
2006 #56}). APC16- and APC2-depleted, nocodazole-
treated cells, however, displayed high amounts of Cy-
clin A that were not significantly diminished when 
these cells were forced out of mitosis (Figure 4B). To 
measure APC/C13 dependent protein destruction in 
real-time, fluorescence of an artificial APC/C sub-
strate was analyzed in HeLa cells stably expressing 
mCherry-Cyclin B1-90, containing the D-box of Cyclin 
B, which is recognized and poly-ubiquitinated by the 
APC/C (Fang et al., 1998a; Gascoigne and Taylor, 
2008). Total cellular fluorescence, set to 100% at nu-
clear envelope breakdown, remained relatively stable 
during the variable lengths of prometaphase in con-
trol cells, after which levels dropped to background 
within ~30 minutes at comparable rates (Figure 4C, 
D). In cells depleted of APC16, mCherry-Cyclin B1-

90 levels remained constant at or near 100% levels for 
several hours, showing no signs of slippage (Figure 

4C). Similarly, APC2- or APC8-depleted cells did not 
degrade mCherry-Cyclin B1-90 (Figure 4D), indicating 
that APC/C activity was fully inhibited in cells deplet-
ed of any of the three APC/C subunits. Combined, 
these data strongly suggest that APC16 is a functional 
subunit of the APC/C that, like APC8 and the cata-
lytic core subunit APC2, is of critical importance for 
APC/C activity towards mitotic substrates.

APC16 is not required for structural integrity of the 
APC/C holocomplex
A specific role within the APC/C complex has been 
ascribed to five of its twelve previously identified sub-
units in yeast and human cells (see introduction for 
more details). In addition, there is interdependency 
of subunits with respect to incorporation into the 
APC/C. For example, the three TPR subunits in the 
‘head’ region of the APC/C assemble in an ordered 
fashion: in yeast, APC6/Cdc16 is needed for binding 
of APC3/Cdc27, while APC8/Cdc23 is upstream of 
both other TPR subunits (Thornton et al., 2006). De-
letion of APC13 in yeast prevents stable association of 
APC3/Cdc27 and APC6/Cdc16 with the APC/C ho-
locomplex (Schwickart et al., 2004). Furthermore, 14 
deletion of Hcn1/Cdc26 in fission yeast causes disas-
sembly of the APC/C into at least two subcomplexes, 
one containing the platform (APC1,2,4,5 and 11) and 
one containing the other components (Yoon et al., 
2006). The only report of APC16 direct interaction is 
with the RING finger domain of Rb binding protein 6 
(Chibi et al, JMB 08), suggesting APC16 may possibly 
interact with the APC/C RING finger.

To gather more insight into a potential role of 
APC16 in holocomplex assembly, we examined 
whether the APC/C was intact in APC16-depleted 
cells. Immunoprecipitation of the APC3/Cdc27 sub-
unit within the head domain resulted in coprecipita-
tion of the APC4 subunit within the platform in mock-
transfected, nocodazole-treated cells (Figure 5A, B). 
APC4 was similarly co-purified with APC3/Cdc27 in 
cells depleted of APC16 (Figure 5B), indicating that 
APC16, although essential for APC/C function, is not 
required for incorporation of at least APC3, 4, 5, 6, 8 
and 13 into the APC/C holocomplex (Schwickart et 
al., 2004; Thornton et al., 2006). We noted, however, 
that APC3 was hypophosphorylated in APC16-de-
pleted cells. This could indicate that either APC16 was 
essential for proper APC3/Cdc27 phosphorylation 
and thus affects APC/C function {Huang, 2007 #61}, 
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or, since mock-depleted cell had been enriched for 
mitotic cells with nocodazole while APC16-depleted 
cells had remained untreated, APC3/Cdc27 was nor-
mally dephosphorylated at metaphase. To distinguish 
between these possibilities, APC3/Cdc27 phosphory-
lation was compared in lysates of mitotic Mock- and 

APC-subunit-depleted cells treated with and without 
spindle poisons. As shown in Figure 5C, untreated 
mitoses of control cells as well as cells lacking APC16 
or APC2 had hypophosphorylated APC3/Cdc27, sug-
gesting that the APC3/Cdc27 phosphorylation is spe-
cific for prometaphase. However, nocodazole treat-
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ment of APC16-, 15 APC8- or APC2-depleted cells 
prevented hyperphosphorylation of APC3/Cdc27 
(Figure 5C, D). This suggested that either these three 
subunits or APC/C activity in general are required 
for APC3/Cdc27 phosphorylation. Interestingly, we 
did not observe an effect on APC3/Cdc27 hyperphos-
phorylation in Cdc20-depleted, nocodazole-treated 
cells (Figure 5D). Since Cdc20 siRNA nevertheless 
caused a profound delay in mitosis (Figure 5E), this 
argues against APC/C activity in general, at least to-
wards Cdc20-recognized targets, as a determinant of 
APC3/Cdc27 hyperphosphorylation. Together, these 
data show that APC16 is not likely involved in APC/C 
assembly and that APC16 is indispensable for proper 
hyperphosphorylation of the APC3/Cdc27 subunit.

APC16 is functionally conserved in Caenorhabditis 
elegans
Primary sequence alignment of human APC16 identi-
fied orthologous sequences in the genomes of a vari-
ety of vertebrates (Figure 6A, S1, S2). Sequence simi-
larity resided mostly in four patches, termed AH1-4 
(For APC16 Homology 1-4) (Figure 6B, S1). The most 
significant similarity was found in AH4, suggesting 
this sequence is important for APC16 function. Based 
on this domain, orthologues could be identified in a 
host of metazoans, including arthropods, nematodes, 
sponges, jellyfish and the simple multicellular organ-
ism trichoplax (Figure S1, S2). Not unlike APC7, 
however, no orthologues could be identified in fungi 
including S. pombe or S. cerevisiae, but the genomes 
of various plants including A. thaliana contain a pos-
sible APC16 orthologue (Figure 6A, B, S1, S2). To ex-
amine whether these orthologues could be functional 
APC/C subunits, two candidate APC16-like proteins 
of C. elegans (C53H9.3 and K10D2.4) were depleted 
by RNAi. Previous studies have shown that C. elegans 
APC/C 16 function is required for exit from meiotic 
M phase. Inhibition of various C. elegans APC/C sub-
units by RNAi or temperature-sensitive mutations 
causes a ‘metaphase to anaphase-transition defec-
tive’ (mat) phenotype, which is highly characteristic 
for APC/C loss of function (Davis et al., 2002; Furuta 
et al., 2000; Golden et al., 2000). Importantly, knock-
down of K10D2.4, but not C53H9.3, by RNAi resulted 
in a clear mat phenotype. Upon K10D2.4 RNAi, all 
fertilized eggs remained arrested at the one-cell stage 
within the hermaphrodite uterus (Figure 6C). The ar-
rest occurred at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition 

of meiosis I, and closely resembled depletion of mat-2 
(APC1) (Figure 6C). In utero time-lapse microscopy 
of a K10D2.4-depleted fertilized egg showed the for-
mation of a metaphase spindle, which persisted for the 
duration of the recording (67 minutes). In contrast, 
wild-type embryos initiated meiotic anaphase I after 
5.1 ± 0.89 min and anaphase II after 19.3 ± 0.45 min 
following exit from the spermatheca (n = 5; Figure 
6D and 6E; Supplementary Movies 1 and 2). The fact 
that inhibition of C. elegans K10D2.4 causes a highly 
specific APC/C loss-of-function phenotype indicates 
that K10D2.4 is an essential APC/C component and 
functional orthologue of APC16.

APC16 is a novel, conserved, and essential APC/C 
subunit in metazoans
We have presented the following evidence that the 
11.7 kDa protein C10orf104/APC16 is a bona fide 
subunit of the APC/C. First, APC16 co-purified with 
the APC/C. All recognized subunits of the APC/C are 
constitutively associated with the holocomplex (Kraft 
et al., 2003). Besides these, the APC/C interacts with 
many transient binding partners that do not consti-
tute the core APC/C, including the co-activators, in-
hibitors and substrates. Given our observations that 
APC16 co-purifies with the APC/C 17 from both in-
terphase and mitotic cells thus indicates that APC16 
is likely a constitutive component of the APC/C. 
Second, APC16-depleted cells have profound delays 
at metaphase, and as such are indistinguishable from 
cells depleted of the recognized subunits APC2 and 
APC8. Third, the APC/C substrates Cyclin A, Securin 
and the D-box of Cyclin B are stabilized in APC16-
depleted cells. Again, for all three substrates, their lev-
els and the duration of their stabilization upon APC16 
depletion was similar to depletion of APC2 and APC8. 
Importantly, we have identified APC16 orthologues 
throughout the animal and plant kingdoms and pro-
vide evidence of functional conservation of APC16 in 
the nematode C. elegans. Thus, APC16 is likely essen-
tial for APC/C activity in all metazoans and plants.

It is unclear what the role of APC16 is within the 
APC/C. Unlike some other subunits, it is neither re-
quired for APC/C assembly, and it does not appear 
to have a specific role in APC/C phosphorylation. 
We are currently using cell fractionation to examine 
whether APC16 is part of APC/C subcomplexes and 
are testing whether APC16 is involved in co-activator 
binding, substrate recognition or E2 binding. In con-
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clusion, the metazoan APC/C has a previously over-
looked additional small subunit that is essential for 
its activity. Like APC7, APC16 sequence orthologues 
are not present in fungal genomes and APC16-like 
proteins were not identified in proteomics analyses of 
budding and fission yeast APC/C complexes (Yoon et 
al., 2002). It will be a future challenge to understand 
why metazoan and plant APC/C complexes are com-
posed of partly distinct subunits.

Materials

Plasmids.
BubR1 was PCR’d from pcDNA3-myc-BubR1-
ΔsiRNA {Kops, 2004, p08499} and inserted into the 
XhoI-BamHI sites of pIC58 (pEYFP-LAP) to cre-
ate pLAP-BubR1. LAP-BubR1 (AfeI-MfeI) was then 
transferred to pJag98 (SnaBI-EcoRI) to create pBabe-
blast-LAP-BubR1. Mad2 was PCR’d from pJAG43 
(EYFP-hsMad2) {Shah, 2004 #65} and inserted into 
pJAG168 (pcDNA3.1 -N-terminal TAP tag; Protein 
A-TEV-CBP) to produce pcDNA3.1-TAP-Mad2 
(pJAG179). TAP-Mad2 was excised from pJAG179 
(PmeI) and inserted into pBABEpuro (SnaBI) to 
create pBABEpuro- TAP-Mad2 (pJAG184). APC16 
was pcr’d from isolated HeLa cDNA (primers- AT-
GCATGCATAGATCTatggctgcttcatcatcatcc, ATG-
CATGCATCTCGAGacctgaagagggggtgaatcc) to per-
mit cloning into EYFP-N1 (BglII/XhoI) or EYFP-C1 
(BglII/XhoI). APC16 fusions to EYFP were cloned 
into pBABEblast (pJAG98) (AfeI/MfeI into SnaBI/
EcoRI) for generation of retrovirus. pLNCX2-mCher-
ry-CyclinB1-90 was a gift of Dr. Stephen Taylor (Gas-
coigne and Taylor, 2008). All sequences were verified 
by automated sequencing.

Cell lines, tissue culture and transfections.
HeLa cells stably expressing LAP-BubR1, TAP-Mad2, 
APC16EYFP or mCherry-CyclinB1-90 were established 
as described (Shah et al., 2004). In short, retrovirus 
of pLNCX2-mCherry-CyclinB1-90 or pBabe-Blast-
LAPBubR1, -TAP-Mad2 or -APC16EYFP was produced 
from 293-GP cells and used to infect HeLa cells. After 
two weeks of selection with G418 (400 μg/ml, Sigma) 
or blasticidin (2 μg/ml, Sigma), either polyclonal lines 
were maintained (mCherry-CyclinB1-90) or single 
cells clones were selected by flow cytometry and ana-
lyzed for EYFP expression (BubR1, APC16) or TAP-
expression (Mad2). HeLa cells and HeLa cell clones 

(H2BEYFP, APC16EYFP, mCherry-CyclinB1-90, LAP-Bu-
bR1 or TAP-Mad2) were grown in DMEM with 8% 
FBS, supplemented with pen/strep. Plasmid transfec-
tions were done using Effectene (Qiagen). Thymidine 
(2 mM), aphidicolin (5 μg/ml) and nocodazole (200 
ng/ml) were from Sigma. RO-3306 (10 μM) was pur-
chased from EMD Biosciences.

Short interfering RNAs.
siRNAs to APC16 (C10orf104) were purchased 
from Dharmacon (siRNA 9, 11, 12: LQ-018378-
01) and Qiagen (siRNA 7: SI04267564). siRNAs to 
Mock (AGAUUCUAGCUAACUGUUC), APC8 
(L-009523-00) and APC2 (J-003200-13) were from 
Dharmacon. siRNA transfections were done using 
HiPerfect (Qiagen) and according to the thymidine-
aphidicolin protocol of Meraldi et al (Meraldi et al., 
2004). In short, cells were blocked with thymidine (2 
mM) for 16 hours, released into medium for 6 hours 
and transfected with siRNA oligonucleotides. Three 
hours posttransfection, aphidicolin (5 μg/ml) was 
added for 24 hours and released into medium with 
or without spindle poisons and prepared for further 
analysis 12 hours after release.

Tandem Affinity Purifications and Mass Spectrom-
etry.
1012 or 1013 cells of HeLa- LAP-BubR1 or -TAP-Mad2 
clones, respectively (see figure 1), were blocked in 300 
nM nocodazole for 16 hours. Cells were collected and 
mixed for further purification of native complexes 
as described (Cheeseman and Desai, 2005). Mass 
spectrometry was conducted essentially as described 
(Cheeseman et al., 2004). The samples were analyzed 
using a ThermoFinnigan LTQ mass spectrometer us-
ing Mudpit with the following gradients of 500 mM 
ammonium acetate - 10, 25, 35, 50, 65, 80, and 100%. 
Results were searched by Sequest against an NCBI 
human-mouse-rat database and filtered with DTA 
Select.

Antibodies, Immunoprecipitations, Immunoblot-
ting and Silver Stains.
Rabbit anti-GFP was a custom polyclonal antibody. 
Sheep anti-BubR1 was a custom polyclonal antibody, 
produced according to the methods of Taylor et al 
(Taylor et al., 2001). Other antibodies used: mouse 
anti-Cdc27 (BD Transduction Labs, for immunob-
lots), rabbit anti-Cdc27 (a gift of Dr. P. Hieter, for 
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immunoprecipitations), goat anti-APC4 (C-18, Santa 
Cruz Biotech), rabbit anti-PTTG (Securin, Zymed), 
rabbit anti-Cyclin A (H-432, Santa Cruz Biotech) and 
mouse anti-α−Tubulin (Sigma). Secondary antibodies 
for immunoblotting were from BioRad. For immuno-
precipitations, cells were lysed (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 
150 mM NaCl2, 1% Trition-X-100, 5 mM EDTA, 1 
mM Na3VO4, 1 mM β-glycerophosphate, 1 mM NaF 
and Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche)), 
cleared at 14,000 rpm for 5 minutes and incubated 
with antibodies coupled to protein A agarose for 
2 hours at 4 degrees. Precipitates were washed four 
times with lysis buffer and prepared for further analy-
sis. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and Immunoblotting 
were performed according to standard procedures. 
Silver staining was done by fixing the gel twice for 15 
minutes with 30% EtOH/10% acetic acid followed by 
a 30 minute incubation in 0.1 g Na2S2O3, 30% EtOH, 
2.5 ml 4 M sodium acetate (pH 6.8). Gels were washed 
thoroughly with water and incubation with 0.1g silver 
nitrate (AgNO3), 25 ml formaldehyde (CH2O) for 30 
minutes and developed with 2.5 g sodium carbonate 
(Na2CO3), 50 ml formaldehyde (CH2O). The reaction 
was stopped with 1% acetic acid.

Live cell Microscopy.
For live cell imaging, cells were plated in 8-well cham-
bered glass-bottom slides (LabTek II) or 24-well glass 
bottom plates (MatTek), transfected and imaged in a 
heated chamber (37 °C and 5% CO2) using a 20X/0.5 
NA UPLFLN objective on a Olympus IX-81 micro-
scope, controlled by Cell-M software (Olympus). 16 
bit DIC, EYFP or mCherry fluorescent images were 
acquired every 4 minutes using a Hamamatsu ORCA-
ER camera. Images of H2B-eYFP are maximum in-
tensity projections of all Z-planes and were processed 
using Cell-M software. Quantification of mCherry-
CyclinB1-90 signal intensities was done with Image J 
software. Circumferences of cells were drawn and av-
erage intensities over time were corrected for bleach-
ing and background, related to area size and plotted 
relative to the value at NEB (100%).

C. elegans studies.
Caenorhabditis elegans strains were maintained as 
described by (Sulston and Brenner, 1974). The strain 
used in this study is SV1010 (ruIs57[unc-119(+) pie-
1-GFP–α−tubulin]; itIs37[unc-119(+) pie-1-mCher-
ry–H2B] (may contain unc-119 (eds) III)), which was 

created by crossing strain EU1561 with strain AZ244. 
For RNAi experiments, C53H9.3 coding sequences 
were PCR amplified from C. elegans cDNA (primers 
5’-ttggatccGAAAAGCGCACGGAAACC-3’, 5’- ttg-
gatccTTACAACGGGTAGGAGATCTTCG-3’) and 
the fragment cloned into vector L4440 digested with 
BamHI. The RNAi clone for K10D2.4 was obtained 
from the Ahringer RNAi library (Kamath, R.S. et. 
al. Nature 2003). For dsRNA production, gene frag-
ments were amplified in PCR reactions with flanking 
T7 primers, followed by in vitro transcription with 
an Ambion MegaScript transcription kit. To obtain 
knockdown by RNAi, double-stranded RNA was 
injected into the gonad of young adult hermaphro-
dites (Fire et al., 1998). After injection, animals were 
kept at 25 °C for 24h before in vivo imaging. For in 
utero time-lapse recordings gravid hermaphrodites 
were anaesthetized for 30 min in M9 containing 
0.1% tricaine and 0.01% tetramisole on 2% agarose 
pads. Timelapse recordings were performed at 20 °C. 
Wide-field fluorescence and differential interference 
contrast (DIC) movies were recorded at 30-s intervals 
with a 100x 1.4 numerical aperture PlanApochromat 
objective lens with 400 ms exposures on a motorized 
microscope (Zeiss Axioplan). Fluorescent excitation 
light was filtered to 10% transmission with neutral 
density filters, and binning was set to 2x2 with auto-
matic gain adjustments.
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Supplementary Figure 1. ClustalW2 alignment of putative APC16 orthologues.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of putative APC16 orthologues.
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Cell division is an intriguing process that requires the 
coordination of many different pathways, to success-
fully generate two daughter cells with the right devel-
opmental potential. In this thesis, I have described 
the experimental studies that were performed in Cae-
norhabditis elegans, an excellent model system for 
studies of cell division in an animal context. In addi-
tion to the work in the nematode roundworm, experi-
ments were translated to the mammalian system by 
analyzing human cell lines.

One of the strengths of the laboratory where this 
work was performed is insight in the mechanisms of 
intrinsic asymmetric cell division. During these divi-
sions cells asymmetrically segregate cell-fate deter-
minants to daughter cells. Evolutionary conserved 
complexes of PAR proteins direct the asymmetric 
distribution of cell fate determinants. In addition to 
setting up polarity, they relay spindle-positioning in-
formation to a conserved complex consisting of Gα, 
GPR-1/2, LIN-5 and dynein. It is this complex that is 
required for establishing cortical pulling forces on mi-
crotubules of the spindle apparatus. The PAR proteins 
modulate the activity of the spindle-positioning com-
plex, which causes the spindle to rotate or to be pulled 
more strongly to one side of the cell. These spindle 
movements will directly influence the cell cleavage 
plane, because the cytokinetic furrow cleaves through 
the midzone of the spindle. A 90º rotation of the spin-
dle in polarized cells will have great consequences for 
the fate of daughter cells. Indeed, even small devia-
tions of the spindle can have a major effect depend-
ing on the localization of the polarity domains. It is 
through these spindle positioning mechanisms that 
a cell can symmetrically or asymmetrically segregate 
polarized domains to daughter cells.

The work in this thesis started with the finding 
that an uncharacterized protein, named C45G3.5. 
This protein was detected by mass-spectrometry to 
co-immunoprecipitate with the spindle-positioning 
protein LIN-5. The protein shares homology with 
Drosophila melanogaster Asp and human ASPM, so 
it was given the name ASPM-1. After generating anti-
bodies against C. elegans ASPM-1, we confirmed the 
interaction with LIN-5 by IP-Western experiments. 
We were able to show that ASPM-1 functions in a 

complex with LIN-5 at spindle poles, which is dif-
ferent from the previously described complex at the 
cell cortex (consisting of Gα, GPR-1/2, LIN-5 and 
dynein). Bioinformatic analysis combined with func-
tional experiments revealed that calmodulin is an im-
portant component of the LIN-5/ASPM-1 complex. 
By following in utero development of just fertilized C. 
elegans oocytes, we were able to show that the calmod-
ulin/LIN-5/ASPM-1 complex is required for rotating 
the spindle during meiosis I and II, and that this rota-
tion is accomplished by recruiting dynein to spindle 
poles. These experiments have given us insight in the 
existence of two LIN-5 spindle-positioning complexes 
and have revealed a new function for the conserved 
ASPM-1 protein.

The work continued by analyzing the post-em-
bryonic cell divisions in the C. elegans nematode. 
The ortholog of ASPM-1 in Drosophila is called Asp, 
which stands for abnormal spindle. While we did ob-
serve chromosome segregation defects in the early C. 
elegans embryos, we only saw spindle formation de-
fects during meiosis. We hypothesized that the lack 
of phenotype during early mitotic division could be 
due to the robust nature of the large spindles. Indeed, 
when we imaged cell divisions in the post-embryonic 
hypodermal seam cell lineage we observed spindle-
organization defects that were comparable to those 
observed in Drosophila. Interestingly these defects 
were very similar to those associated with the mam-
malian LIN-5 ortholog NuMA. It led us to ask the 
question whether the LIN-5/ASPM-1 complex could 
be functionally conserved as a NuMA/ASPM com-
plex. To test this we analyzed a cell line that contains 
a truncated ASPM protein for NuMA mislocalization, 
but it was found to localize correctly. Similar results 
were obtained after siRNA knockdown of ASPM. The 
overlap in phenotype between ASPM-1 and NuMA 
suggests that they are involved in a similar spindle 
organization processes. Future experiments should 
reveal whether they are present in the same complex 
or whether they influence parallel pathways.

The timing of mitosis is another important aspect 
of cell division. We investigated different mitotic cy-
clins to find out to what extend they have a specialized 
function and to what extend they function redun-
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dantly. The different mitotic cyclins were identified in 
C. elegans and CDK association was verified for cyclin 
B1 and cyclin B3 by immunoprecipitation followed 
by kinase assays. Immunostaining revealed that both 
cyclins show a similar subcellular localization pattern. 
We performed live imaging of meiotic and mitotic de-
velopment, through which we were able to show that 
the two cyclins have specialized as well as overlapping 
functions during meiosis and mitosis. It will be of in-
terest to find out what the distinct molecular targets 
of cyclin B1 and B3 are, and how the specificity of the 
cyclin/CDK complexes is accomplished. 

A protein complex that is important for timing 
of mitosis and regulates cyclin function is the ana-
phase-promoting complex/cyclosome. The APC/C 
is a multi-subunit E3 ubiquitin ligase complex that 
targets proteins for destruction by the proteasome. 
A new subunit was identified in human cells by in-
vestigating the protein composition of Mad2- and 
BubR1-containing complexes by mass-spectrometry. 
The uncharacterized protein C10orf104 associates 
with the APC/C and depletion of the protein causes 
a mitotic delay. These data suggest that the protein 
is a subunit of the APC/C, so it was named APC16. 
Orthologs were identified in C. elegans; we character-
ized the phenotypes of these putative orthologs by fol-
lowing in utero development after RNAi knockdown. 
We were able to show that one of the orthologs indeed 
gives a metaphase cell-cycle arrest that is similar to 
previously identified C. elegans APC/C mutants. This 
is an elegant demonstration of the power of C. elegans 
for translating experimental findings in other systems. 
The exact role of APC16 and its C. elegans ortholog in 
APC/C function will be elucidated in future experi-
ments.
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Celdeling is een intrigerend verschijnsel dat de coör-
dinatie van verschillende processen nodig heeft om 
succesvol twee dochter cellen te genereren. In dit 
proefschrift heb ik de studies beschreven die werden 
uitgevoerd in Caenorhabditis elegans, een uitstekend 
model systeem om celdeling in de context van een 
dier te bestuderen. Naast het werk in de nematode 
rondworm, werden experimenten vertaald naar het 
zoogdier systeem door ook menselijke cellijnen te 
analyseren.

Een van de sterke punten van het laborato-
rium waar dit werk werd verricht, is de kennis over 
de mechanismen van de intrinsiek asymmetrische 
celdelingen. Tijdens deze delingen scheiden cellen 
ontwikkelingsspecifieke eiwitten asymmetrisch naar 
de dochter cellen (zie: Fig. 1 p. 11). De evolution-
air geconserveerde PAR eiwit complexen sturen de 
asymmetrische verdeling van de ontwikkelingsspeci-
fieke eiwitten. Naast het opzetten van polariteit, geven 
ze ook informatie door naar een geconserveerd eiwit 
complex bestaande uit Gα, GPR-1/2, LIN-5 en dynein 
(zie: Fig. 2 p. 11). Dit complex oefent trekkrachten uit 
op de moleculaire machine die DNA scheidt tijdens 
de celdeling (zie: Fig. 3 p. 12). Door de richting te be-
palen waarin het DNA gescheiden wordt, bepaalt de 
cel ook in welke richting de deling plaatsvindt. Een 
rotatie van 90º in een gepolariseerde cel kan grote 
gevolgen hebben voor het lot van de dochter cellen. 
Door de delingsrichting te reguleren, bepaalt een cel 
of gepolariseerde domeinen symmetrisch of asymme-
trisch doorgegeven worden naar dochter cellen.

De werkzaamheden in dit proefschrift begonnen 
met de vaststelling dat een niet-gekarakteriseert ei-
wit, genaamd C45G3.5, aanwezig is in een complex 
met LIN-5. Dit eiwit lijkt erg veel op het eiwit Asp 
in de fruitvlieg en ASPM in mensen, dus werd het 
eiwit ASPM-1 genoemd. Door de ontwikkeling van 
C. elegans embryo’s te volgen konden wij aantonen 
dat ASPM-1 en LIN-5 samen nodig zijn om de del-
ingsrichting te bepalen tijdens de meiose. Dit doen 
zij samen met een motor eiwit dynein, dat nodig is 
om trekkrachten uit te oefenen. Dit complex heeft een 
andere functie dan het eerder beschreven LIN-5 com-
plex. Deze experimenten hebben ons inzicht gegeven 
in het bestaan van twee LIN-5 complexen en hebben 

een nieuwe functie voor het geconserveerde ASPM-
1 eiwit onthuld. Mutaties in menselijk ASPM hebben 
een abnormale hersenontwikkeling tot gevolg, mo-
gelijk wordt dit veroorzaakt door vergelijkbare defec-
ten in de celdeling.

Het werk werd voortgezet door celdelingen te 
analyseren in de larven van C. elegans. Het Asp eiwit 
in fruitvliegen is nodig om de machine die het DNA 
scheidt, de spindle, te organiseren. Deze functie werd 
niet in C. elegans embryo’s geobserveerd, maar dit zijn 
erg grote cellen met grote spindles. De huidcellen van 
C. elegans zijn veel kleiner en hebben misschien ook 
een minder robuuste spindle. Inderdaad, deze cellen 
laten wel defecten zien die vergelijkbaar zijn met die 
in de fruitvlieg. De functie van ASPM-1 lijkt erg veel 
op die van NuMA, de zoogdier versie van het LIN-
5 eiwit. Zou het kunnen dat LIN-5 en ASPM-1 in C. 
elegans op dezelfde wijze samen werken als NuMA en 
ASPM in mensen? Om dit te testen hebben wij cel-
len onderzocht van een patiënt met een mutatie in het 
ASPM eiwit en cellen die op een andere wijze geen 
ASPM eiwit bezaten. De interactie tussen ASPM en 
NuMA was echter niet direct geconserveerd, toekom-
stige experimenten moeten nog uitwijzen hoe de ei-
witten mogelijk wel samen werken.

Een ander belangrijk aspect van de celdeling, is 
het timen van de verschillende processen die tijdens 
de celdeling plaatsvinden. We onderzochten verschil-
lende eiwitten die nodig zijn om die verschillende 
celdeling processen te reguleren. Deze eiwitten heten 
cyclines, genoemd naar het feit dat hun concentratie 
veranderd tijdens de celdeling. De cyclines kunnen 
CDK eiwitten activeren, waardoor deze hun func-
tie tijdens de verschillende celdelingfasen kunnen 
uitoefenen. Wij hebben de C. elegans cyclines geïden-
tificeerd die ook in andere organismen geconserveerd 
zijn, en hebben bepaald in hoeverre deze cyclines 
gespecialiseerde of overlappende functies hebben ti-
jdens de celdeling. Toekomstige experimenten zullen 
uitwijzen welke processen beïnvloed worden door de 
cycline/CDK complexen en hoe die specificiteit tot 
stand wordt gebracht.

Een eiwitcomplex dat belangrijk is voor de timing 
van de celdeling is het APC/C. De APC/C markeert 
eiwitten voor destructie tijdens verschillende celcy-
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clus fasen. Door de eiwitten op het juiste moment 
af te breken wordt de celdeling op het juiste tempo 
voortgezet. In een onderzoek naar de samenstelling 
van eiwit complexen die voor de celdeling belangrijk 
zijn, werd een nieuwe component van het APC/C in 
menselijke cellen geïdentificeerd: APC16. In C. ele-
gans werd een eiwit gevonden dat gelijkenis vertoonde 
met het menselijke eiwit. Door het onderzoeken van 
de celdeling in de rondworm konden wij aantonen dat 
dit eiwit inderdaad nodig is om de voortgang van de 
celdeling te reguleren. Dit is een elegante demonstra-
tie van de kracht van C. elegans voor het vertalen van 
experimentele bevindingen in andere systemen. De 
precieze rol van de APC/C subeenheid in C. elegans 
en mensen zal onderzocht worden in toekomstige ex-
perimenten.
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In de afgelopen vier jaar ben ik veel te weten gekomen 
over celdeling, vooral over celdeling in de rondworm 
C. elegans. Het onderzoek zou niet mogelijk zijn 
geweest zonder dit model organisme, maar ook niet 
zonder de mensen die in de loop van de jaren direct of 
indirect hebben bijgedragen aan de totstandkoming 
van dit proefschrift.

Om een promotie onderzoek succesvol af te kunnen 
ronden, moet je hard werken en tot het uiterste gaan. 
Iemand die mij al vroeg geïnspireerd heeft om het 
onmogelijke waar te maken is Hans Frek, Scheikunde 
leraar op de OSG West-Friesland. Je gaf les met passie 
voor het vak en wist het beste in de studenten naar 
boven te krijgen, ik heb dit altijd gewaardeerd.

Helena and Gerard, it was in your lab in Detroit 
that I learned what it really meant to perform 
research. You both had a smoothly running lab that 
was very enjoyable to work in. I really appreciated 
your hospitality and guidance. Working in your lab 
definitely shaped me as a researcher. I also want to 
thank all the colleagues and friends who made my stay 
in the U.S.A. very enjoyable!

Toen ik terug in Nederland naar een AiO-project 
op zoek was kwam ik de Ontwikkelingsbiologie 
groep in Utrecht tegen en ik wist meteen dat ik daar 
mijn promotie onderzoek wilde gaan doen. Sander, 
bedankt voor de mogelijkheid om in jouw groep te 
werken. Je bent een perfectionist en vraagt het beste 
van de mensen waar je mee werkt. Ik heb enorm veel 
geleerd van je kennis en je adviezen.

De andere groepsleden hebben bijgedragen aan het 
feit dat het een leuke tijd was in Utrecht. Marjolein, 
jij bent de dynamische factor in het lab. Ik heb 
bewondering voor hoe je vol passie voor dingen 
kan gaan, in het lab en ook met de aankoop van je 
boerderij. We hebben vele late treinreizen naar huis 
gedeeld, wat altijd erg gezellig was. Het was fijn om af 
en toe lekker bij te kunnen kletsen. Christian, je begon 
als student op mijn project in het lab en bent daarna 
als AiO verder gegaan op het onderwerp. Je hebt vele 
uren gestoken in het co-immunoprecipiteren van 

eiwitten voor de NCB paper en dat is je uiteindelijk 
ook gelukt, veel dank daarvoor. Vincent, jij probeert 
er altijd voor te zorgen dat het lab op rolletjes loopt. 
Je bent secuur en betrouwbaar en je inzet wordt zeker 
gewaardeerd. Adri, bij jou kan je altijd terecht voor 
wijze raad of advies over een experiment. Je hebt 
altijd dropjes op je kantoor staan om de studenten 
op hun gemak te stellen, maar wij mogen soms ook 
mee snoepen. Inge, de BBQs en diners bij jouw en 
Sander thuis bezorgden je veel werk, maar waren 
altijd geslaagd. Met jouw onuitputtelijke kennis over 
Drosophila gaf je vaak een ander licht op zaken. Mike, 
jij bracht een nieuwe onderzoekslijn en veel humor 
mee naar het lab. Je hebt je Vidi nog niet eens binnen 
en het geld is alweer op! Jerome, je gooit graag de 
knuppel in het hoederhok en brengt het lab daardoor 
tot leven, veel succes in je toekomst. Matilde, je hebt 
grote ambities, die komen vast uit. Selma, je bent 
net begonnen met je AiO project, wat een hele kluif 
is. Veel succes met het opzetten van het nieuwe 
systeem. Martine en Jana, jullie zijn net bij het team 
gekomen, veel succes met jullie werk. Ellen, je hebt 
een tijdje op het lab gewerkt en was altijd de vrolijke 
noot. Veel succes met je verdere carrière. Daarnaast 
zijn er de studenten die in de loop van de tijd een 
frisse wind door het lab hebben geblazen: Sigmarlis, 
Justin, Rianne, Teije, Wytse, Suzan, Tessa, Dani, Beck, 
Kristiaan, Nick, Tanya, Suzanne, Hidde, Stefanie en 
de laatste batch: Blair, Banafsheh, Tim en Geert. Jullie 
aanwezigheid heeft bijgedragen aan de leuke sfeer in 
het lab. In dat lijstje mist natuurlijk nog een student: 
Marjan, je hebt het afgelopen jaar hard gewerkt. Er is 
niet altijd uitgekomen wat je hoopte, maar je probeert 
nog wel het beste te maken van je laatste tijd op het 
lab. Veel succes in de toekomst. 

Daarnaast wil ik René, Marvin en Jonne bedanken voor 
hun adviezen en hulp met de celkweek experimenten. 
Jonne, ik hoop dat er nog een mooie publicatie uit 
de laatste experimenten gaat komen. Dick Lindhout 
en Jacques Giltay, bedankt voor het meedenken met 
de klinische kant van het onderzoek. Mijn dank gaat 
ook uit naar de families die huid biopten beschikbaar 
hebben gesteld voor het onderzoek. Verder draag ik 
een warm hart uit naar alle mensen die onderdeel uit 
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maken van de onderzoeksschool Cancer Genomics & 
Developmental Biology. De verschillende seminars, 
meetings en retreats dragen bij aan het goede 
onderzoeksklimaat.

Bedankt Frits voor de helpende hand als er problemen 
waren met de microscopen. Al het werk was natuurlijk 
ook niet mogelijk geweest zonder de ondersteunende 
functie van de mensen van het secretariaat, Miriam, 
Maartje en Antje, en de mensen van het magazijn en 
security.

Daarnaast gaat mijn dank ook uit naar mijn familie 
en vrienden, voor de gezellige uitstapjes en etentjes. 
Bedankt papa en mama voor het goede vertrouwen, 
jullie lieten mij alleen naar Amerika gaan en dat 
was vast niet gemakkelijk. Daarnaast hebben jullie 
mij geleerd om te waarderen wat je hebt, wat erg 
belangrijk is.

William, wij hebben het altijd gezellig samen. Ik 
heb heel veel bewondering voor je ondernemerszin. 
Je bent altijd op zoek naar nieuwe ideeën om uit te 
voeren en je nieuwsgierigheid is onuitputtend. Als ik 
in de stress zat om iets af te maken, kwam jij altijd te 
hulp. Ik hou veel van je, ik hoop dat we samen nog 
vele mooie dingen op zullen bouwen.

Monique
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